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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Great Britain (see also Rarities of the World catalogue)
Pre-Adhesive & Stampless

50000

F

150 - 200

1810 Entire from Cadiz to Ireland carried by the British Packet service to Falmouth with CADIZ 11/1810
F applied in green on front, good strike on slightly soiled cover

1839 Treasury Competition
50001

F A / 362

300 - 400

1839 John Dickinson 1d envelope essay in yellow-buff, inscribed “LONDON / VR / DISTRICT POST”
and “ONE PENNY / NOT TO EXCEED / VR / ONE OUNCE”, some minor tone spots, a fine example of this
submitted proposal for a prepaid envelope, unusual in unfolded condition
50002

200 - 300

362
1848 Art Union Journal embossed page of reprinted essays by Charles Whiting, a couple of fox spots
and some peripheral creasing, unusually fresh

1840 Mulreadys & Caricatures
50003

F / 362

150 - 200

1840 (May 28) 1d Mulready lettersheet, stereo A25, used with central red MC, showing clear datestamp
on reverse, minor tears and creases, otherwise fine May Date cover (SG £1’200)
50004

F / 362

100 - 150

1840 (Nov 11) 1d Mulready lettersheet, used with superb central black MC, showing clear red datestamp
on reverse, minor faults, otherwise very fine
50005

F / 362

150 - 200

1841 (Sep 19) 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A155, cancelled by black MC with “Hollinsgreen / Penny
Post” hs and Leeds arrival cds adjacent, reverse with Warrington (Cheshire) despatch cds, wax seal
stain, fine
50006

F / 362

300 - 400

1840 2d Mulready lettersheet, used with superb central black MC, stereo a99, showing clear datestamp
on reverse “JAN/5/1842’, minor tears and creases, otherwise fine
50007

F / 366

200 - 300

1840 Mulready Caricature: Southgate No.6 unused envelope, turned inside-out and used with 1840
1d black tied red MC, with framed Woolwich hs and “C/JU/26/1840” bs, cover tears, reinforcing and
creases, unusual & scarce usage
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50001

50003

50005

362
362

50002

50004

50006

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Hand Illustrated and Printed Envelopes
50008

F P / 366

150 - 200

Unissued illustrated envelope titled “THE PAST / THE FUTURE”by J.Valentine, Dundee, with proof in
blue, fine

50009

F

200 - 300

1855 Bennett’s Model Watch - 65 Cheapside, stampless white envelope with images and text printed
on one side, bearing straight line Cheapside in blue, addressed to Crewkerne, Somerset, depicting very
attractive scene of church clock tower with four story building showing Bennett’s shop, attractive and scarce
50010

F / 366

150 - 200

1857 WM. Dray and Co’s of London - Farm Carts, blue envelope with images and text printed on the
inside, franked 1d red, tied London numeral, addressed to Nottingham, depicting attractive cart plus text
and prices, attractive and scarce

50011

F

280 - 360

1858 Exquisitely drawn pen & ink design, addressed to the Lady Bourke, being one & the same person,
as it seems, in London she used the Countess of Mayo title & in Ireland the Lady Bourke title.
1d pink stationery envelope depicting “Lady with fan leaving her boudoir”, from Kingstown, County
Dublin to London addressed to Lady Bourke, 52 Eaton Square, London, cancelled by Kingstown spoon
showing unusual date error “8158”, array of transit and arrival markings on reverse
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Lot N°

50012

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F

Estimate (£)

280 - 360

1858 Exquisitely drawn pen & ink design, addressed to the Countess of Mayo, being one & the same
person, as it seems, in London she used the Countess of Mayo title & in Ireland the Lady Bourke title.
1d pink stationery envelope depicting “Family viewing pictures at a gallery”, from Bagnalstown, County
Carlow to London addressed to Countess of Mayo, 52 Eaton Square, London, cancelled by diamond
numeral “25” of Bagnalstown, array of transit and arrival markings on reverse

50013

F
1858 Exquisitely drawn pen & ink design, addressed to the Lady Bourke, being one & the same person,
as it seems, in London she used the Countess of Mayo title & in Ireland the Lady Bourke title.
Envelope depicting “Three children playing with paper boats in a water tub”, from London addressed to
Lady Bourke, Hayes, Navan, Ireland, franked 1d red tied by London numeral “20”, array of transit and
arrival markings on reverse

The currency for this session is the British pound
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vacation est la livre sterling
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund
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280 - 360

Lot N°

50014

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F

Estimate (£)

280 - 360

1858 Exquisitely drawn pen & ink design, addressed to the Countess of Mayo, being one & the same
person, as it seems, in London she used the Countess of Mayo title & in Ireland the Lady Bourke title.
Envelope depicting “Countryside scene showing farm and windmill”, from Dublin addressed to Countess of
Mayo, Hayes, Navan, franked 1d red tied by Dublin duplex, array of transit and arrival markings on reverse

50015

F

280 - 360

1858 Exquisitely drawn pen & ink design, addressed to Lady Bourke, being one & the same person, as
it seems, in London she used the Countess of Mayo title & in Ireland the Lady Bourke title.
Envelope depicting “Little girl with her pet dogs”, from London addressed to Lady Bourke in Blackrock,
franked 1d red tied by London numeral “22”, array of transit and arrival markings on reverse

Bidding Steps

All bids in British pounds

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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50007ex1

50008ex1

366
366

50007ex2

50008ex2

50010ex2

50018

50019

50022

Lot N°

50016

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F

Estimate (£)

280 - 360

1858 Exquisitely drawn pen & ink design, addressed to the Countess of Mayo, being one & the same
person, as it seems, in London she used the Countess of Mayo title & in Ireland the Lady Bourke title.
1d pink stationery envelope depicting “Lady lighting an oil lamp”, from Bagnalstown, County Carlow to
London addressed to Countess of Mayo, 52 Eaton Square, London, cancelled by diamond numeral “25”
of Bagnalstown, array of transit and arrival markings on reverse

50017

F

280 - 360

1858 Exquisitely drawn pen & ink design, addressed to the Countess of Mayo, being one & the same
person, as it seems, in London she used the Countess of Mayo title & in Ireland the Lady Bourke title.
Envelope depicting “Countryside scene showing farmer and hay cart”, from England addressed to Lady
Bourke, Hayes, Navan, franked 1d red tied by “689” oval numeral, array of transit and arrival markings
on reverse including NAVAN straight line
50018

F / 366

200 - 300

1862 Vegetable Leather & Waterproofing Works - G.Spill & Co’s of Hackney Wick, London, white printed
envelope with images and text on front side only, franked 1d red tied London duplex, depicting factory
buildings, attractive and scarce
50019

F / 366

200 - 300

1864 Photographic Printer and Publisher - Poulton of 352 Strand, London, white printed envelope
with images and text on front side only, franked 1d red four singles, tied London numeral, addressed
to Antwerp, Belgium, depicting photographers and group of people looking through a Stereoscope,
attractive and scarce
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50020

50023

50020

F

200 - 300

1866 Hydraulic Engineers - John Warner & Sons, London, printed 1d pink stationery advertising envelope,
cancelled with London duplex, addressed to a plumber in Elstree, depicting various machines on front and
brass bells on reverse, all in blue, attractive and scarce early usage of an advertising envelope

50021

F

600 - 800

1867 (Dec 24) Hand illustrated envelope by Harry Culshaw depicting two ladies, a soldier and a man
wearing sandwich boards with the address, sent with 2d postal stationery cut-out tied by London “81”
duplex, minor soiling, fine and attractive
50022

F / 366

200 - 300

1867 Picture and Fine-Art Dealer - S.B.Beal of London, beige coloured printed envelope with images
and text on both sides, franked 1d red tied London duplex, depicting St.Paul’s Churchyard on front with
texts pertaining to there services on reverse, attractive and scarce
50023

F
1868 White printed envelope with attractive allover design with images and text on one side, franked
1d red, six singles, tied London duplex, addressed to Frankfurt, Germany, attractive and scarce early
advertising envelope
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200 - 300

Lot N°

50024

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 370

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

1869 Engineer - A.B.Childs, 16 Mark Lane, London, all printed advertising envelope, franked 1d red tied
London duplex, posted within London, attractive and scarce early usage of the advertisement cover

50025

F

300 - 400

1870 Patent Sewing Machines - Newton Wilson & Co., rose coloured printed envelope with images both
sides, franked 7d rate tied London duplex, addressed to Hamburg, depicting various awards for there
machines, plus examples of the sewing machines and prices on reverse, cvr crease, attractive and
scarce early usage of an advertising envelope to an overseas destination

50026

F

200 - 300

1871 Patent Sewing Machines - Newton Wilson & Co., rose coloured printed envelope with images
both sides, franked 1d red London duplex, depicting various awards for there machines, plus
examples of the sewing machines and prices on reverse, cvr tear, attractive and scarce early usage
of an advertising envelope
50027

F / 370

200 - 300

1872 Meat Biscuit for Dogs - Carlisle Biscuit Company, from the agents Thos. Styles, blue coloured
printed envelope with images and text on both sides, franked 1d red tied London duplex, depicting
various dogs on the front and promotional text, with prices and other images on reverse, very fine,
attractive and scarce
50028

F / 370

150 - 200

1875 Anti-Intemperance comic hand drawn pen & ink design, depicting victims of Jameson Whiskey,
sent from Manchester to Cork, franked 1d red tied Manchester duplex, attractive, interesting and unusual
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50024

50028

50030

370
370

50027

50029

50031

50032

50033

50034ex1

50034ex2

Lot N°

50029

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 370

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

1878 Tent Maker to H.R.M. The Prince of Wales - Benjamin Edgington, Southwark, printed 1d pink stationery
advertising envelope, cancelled with London duplex, addressed to M. Louis Baillon, Vice Consulate of
France in Nottingham, depicting various tents, attractive and scarce early usage of an advertising envelope
50030

F / 370

100 - 150

1881 American Sander Boot Stores - in Liverpool, London and Manchester, envelope front with images
and text on front only, franked 1d lilac, tied Liverpool squared circle, addressed to London, depicting an
American flag with addresses of the various stores, attractive and scarce
50031

F / 370

150 - 200

1885 Pianoforte Manufactures - John Brinsmead & Sons, from their Bath agents, beige coloured printed
envelope with image on front only, franked 1d lilac tied Bath duplex, depicting various awards for there
pianos, plus example one of their pianos, attractive and scarce
50032

F / 370

150 - 200

1886 Photographic Printer and Publisher - Poulton of 352 Strand, London, white printed envelope with
images and text on both sides in red, franked 2 1/2d rate, tied London squared ds, addressed to
Berlin, Germany, depicting photographer and posing bull on front, plus allover design in red showing the
various Poulton products, attractive and scarce
50033

F / 370

150 - 200

1886 The National Cash Register Company - Agents for the company Allinson of 56 Lime Street,
Liverpool, pink printed envelope with images and text on both sides, franked 2 1/2d rate, tied Liverpool
cds, addressed to Rotterdam, GHolland, depicting an example of one of the cash registers on the front,
plus allover design on reverse shopkeeper with his cash register, plus invoice, attractive and scarce
50034

F / 370

150 - 200

1890 Opticians - J.Lancaster & Sons, Birmingham, printed advertising envelope, with 2 1/2d rate tied
Birmingham cds, addressed to Gand, Belgium, with stunning reverse of envelope showing five different
scenes with men taking photographs with old style cameras, attractive and scarce usage overseas

50035

F

200 - 300

1892 William Cross Liverpool - Largest Importer of Beasts, Birds & Reptiles in the World at Earle St.,
Liverpool, white printed envelope with images and text on one side, franked 2 1/2d rate, tied Liverpool
cds, addressed to Hannover, Germany, depicting a whole host of animals, attractive and scarce
50036

F / 374

150 - 200

1899 Oatmeal - Shepard Oats, Scotland’s Best, printed RED advertising envelope, with Jubliee 1/2d tied
Lieth cds, addressed to Headdington, depicting Kilted man and dog, attractive and scarce usage of a red
envelope which was apparently contrary to regulations
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 374

50037

Estimate (£)

150 - 200

1903 Comic image in pen & ink depicting dog & horse getting married, from the Nutt correspondence,
some tone spots, a wonderfully skillful illustration

Rainbow Trials

P

50038

DP20

1’000 - 1’500

1840 1d Rainbow Trial, state 3e, top marginal with fine to good margins, printed in dark olive green on
thick bluish paper dipped in prussiate of potash, very fine

1840 1d Black

50039

C

3’000 - 4’000

1840 1d Black pl.1a OE with close to fine margins, mint part og, very fine and fresh, cert. Brandon (1992)

David Feldman Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman SA (DFSA) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% are debited to
the buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the Special Extended Facility has been granted, the buyer
understands that every claim regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date,
even though the lots may be held by DFSA awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DFSA.
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Lot N°

50040

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F

Estimate (£)

2’000 - 3’000

SECOND DAY OF ISSUE: 1840 (May 7) Lettersheet from Witham (Essex) to Halesworth with 1840 1d
black pl.1a JH (worn plate), good even margins, cancelled by neat red MC, reverse with Witham UDC but
datelined inside and by the receiver on May 7th, very fine and rare second day usage, cert. RPS (2011)
which erroneously describes it as a part lettersheet
50041

F / 374

300 - 400

1840 Mourning wrapper from Hemel Hempstead (Hertfordshire) to Kettering with 1840 1d black pl.1a
EK, fine to large margins, tied by vivid red MC, despatch bs, a very fine and attractive cover
50042

F / 374

130 - 160

1840 1d Black pl.1b DF with close to good margins tied by crisp red MC to 1841 (Jul 27) wrapper sent
within London with “T. P. / Tottenham Ct. Rd. S. O.” hs, despatch and arrival bs, minor cover soiling at
right, still attractive

50043

50043

50046

H

60 - 80

1840 1d Black pl.1b IA with fine to good margins, neat red MC, small corner crease at top left otherwise fine
50044

F / 374

300 - 400

1840 (Sep 1) Mourning wrapper from London to Penrith with 1840 1d black pl.1b OJ, good to very large
margins (corner crease at O), tied by red MC and “T.P / Tottenham Ct. Rd” hs, with despatch bs, fine
50045

F / 374

140 - 180

1840 (Oct 27) Lettersheet from Canterbury to London with 1840 1d black pl.1b RJ, fine to good margins,
tied by red MC, arrival bs, fine
50046

H

110 - 140

1840 1d Black pl.1b TC with close to huge margins, crisp red MC, light internal paper wrinkle, very fine,
signed Knopke
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50036

50041

50042

50044

50045

50047

50048
374
374

50037

50049

Lot N°

50047

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 374

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

1840 (Jul 11) Entire from Cheltenham to Oxford with 1840 1d black pl.2 AD with close to large margins
(small corner crease on D) tied by neat red MC with despatch cds adjacent, arrival bs, fine and attractive
50048

F / 374

150 - 200

1840 (Jun 13) Lettersheet from London to Leeds with 1840 1d black pl.2 AG with close to large margins
tied by crisp red MC, 2T.P / Chancery Lane” hs below, despatch bs, fine
50049

F / 374

200 - 300

1840 (Nov 18) Small envelope from London to Broughton with 1840 1d black pl.2 LG with fine to very
large margins (couple of tiny corner creases) tied by neat red MC, with “T.P / Lisson Grove” hs adjacent,
despatch bs, fine and attractive

50050

F

2’000 - 3’000

1840 (Jul 4) Wrapper (no sideflaps) from Yarmouth to Norwich with 1840 1d black pl.2 MB-MC pair and
MD-ME pair with close to large margins (both pairs partially separated in between) tied by red MCs, with
despatch and arrival bs, fine and scarce, signed A. Diena
50051

F / 376

300 - 400

1840 (Nov 26) Lettersheet from Bristol to London with 1840 1d black pl.2 MD with fine to large margins
tied by vermilion MC, reverse with matching colour Bristol despatch and partial London arrival, fine
(SG AS15vh, £3’000)
50052

F / 376

200 - 300

1841 (Nov 23) Wrapper (no sideflaps) sent within the Birmingham area with 1840 1d black pl.3 BI, fine
to good margins, tied by neat red MC, with clear “SUTTON / COLDFIELD” hs adjacent, Birmingham bs,
fine and attractive
50053

F / 376

300 - 400

1840 (Aug 6) Envelope from Cheltenham (Gloucestershire) to Cirencester with 1840 1d black pl.3 BI,
good to very large margins, tied by crisp red MC with despatch cds adjacent, horizontal fold affecting
stamp, still a very attractive cover with a large margined penny black
50054

F / 376

300 - 400

1840 (May 31) Entire from Launceston (Cornwall) to Gloucester with 1840 1d black pl.3 TE, fine to large
margins, tied by neat black MC, with despatch cds adjacent, arrival bs, fine
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50051

50053

50055

50059

376
376

50052

50054

50056

50062

Lot N°

50055

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 376

Estimate (£)

300 - 400

1840 (Jul 6) Envelope sent within London with 1840 1d black pl.4 AL, close to good margins, tied by
crisp red MC with “T.P / Duke Street” hs adjacent, London bs, fine
50056

F / 376

150 - 200

1841 (Feb 16) Wrapper from Dundee to Edinburgh (Scotland) with 1840 1d black pl.4 GE, fine to good
margins, tied by two strikes of a red MC, despatch and arrival bs, some toning to the stamp otherwise fine

50057

H

90 - 120

1840 1d Black pl.4 GL with close to huge margins, light red MC, very fine, signed Knopke

50058

F

8’000 - 10’000

1842 (Feb 23) Wrapper from Leeds to Nottingham with fraudulently re-used 1840 1d black KJ pl.5,
fine to large margins, previously cancelled by black MC and further cancelled by pen cross with “used
before” below and “2d” tax hs, despatch and arrival bs, tone patch at foot of cover otherwise very fine
and extremely rare, cert. RPS (1979) and Karl-Albert Louis (2012)
50059

F / 376

150 - 200

1841 (Jan 30) Entire from London to Gloucester with 1840 1d black pl.6 GJ, fine to good margins, tied
by neat red MC, London bs, fine

Payment by Credit Card
We accept the following credit cards:
VISA, Mastercard and American Express
If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance
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Lot N°

50060

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

H

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 1’500

1840 1d Black pl.6 IB-IC pair with good to large margins with neat MAGENTA MCs, very fine and scarce,
cert. Brandon (1993) (SG AS41vd, £6’000)

50061

50061

50066

H

140 - 160

1840 1d Black pl.6 QI with red MC, superb condition (SG £375)
50062

F / 376

120 - 150

1840 (Aug 27) Lettersheet from Newbridge to Newport with 1840 1d black pl.7 CG tied by red MC, fine
to good margins, “Newbridge / Penny Post” hs and arrival bs, horizontal crease affecting stamp
50063

F / 380

150 - 200

1840 (Dec 5) Wrapper from Blackpool (Lancashire) to Lytham with 1840 1d black pl.8 MG, close to good
margins, tied by neat red MC with “Blackpool / Penny Post” hs afajcent, Preston transit bs, fine
50064

F / 380

200 - 300

1841 (Apr 10) Lettersheet from Wolverhampton to London with 1840 1d black pl.9 EC tied by black MC,
close to very large margins, despatch and arrival bs, faint diagonal bend affecting stamp
50065

F / 380

200 - 300

1841 (Apr 7) Lettersheet from Carlisle to Cockermouth with 1840 1d black pl.9 PG with good to large
margins tied by black MC with despatch cds on reverse, fine
50066

H

180 - 220

1840 1d Black pl.3 QC, good to large even margins, showing superb black MC, extremely fine (SG 2, £500)
50067

F

130 - 160

1840 1d Black group of three covers, one 1840 (Dec) from London with 3 margin 1d, one 1841 (Feb)
from Pewsey with 3 margin 1d and one from London with 2 margin 1d
50068

F / 380

3’000 - 4’000

1840 1d Black group of 8 covers, all 4-margined, incl. Magenta MC from Glasgow on pl.2 (cert. Brandon),
Ruby MC on pl.2 (cert. Brandon), pl.3 on cover from Perth, pl.1b on cover from Liverpool, pl.10 tied by
black MC on cover from Bridport, pl.2 pair on cover from Glasgow, pl.1b with large margins showing
portions of three neighbours and attractive pl.1a with “T.P / Peckham” hs, fine to very fine, a great lot

Find the BID FORM for this section at the end of this catalogue on
page 577
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

1840 2d Blue

50069

F

3’000 - 4’000

1843 (Nov 28) Wrapper sent within Scotland from Blackshiels to Melrose with 1840 2d blue pl.1 and
two 1841 1d red (pl.31 & pl.35) tied by black MCs, text inside mentions that bonds were enclosed hence
the 4d rate for up to 2oz, minor faults to stamps but all with 4 margins, missing left side flap, a very
scarce combination, cert. RPS (1990)
50070

F / 380

360 - 400

1840 2d Dark Blue pl.1 AB-BC pair, very close to good margins (small tear at lower right of AC), cancelled
by black MCs on 1841 (Feb 18) envelope to Edinburgh, despatch and arrival bs, cert. Knopke (2006)
50071

F / 380

360 - 400

1840 2d Blue pl.2 BE-BF with BF just touched at lower left, tied by black MCs to 1842 (Feb 22)
lettersheet from Barmoor (Northumberland), reverse with Chatton UDC, Belford cds and Newcastle upon
Tyne arrival, light crease through top of stamp otherwise fine

50072

H

360 - 400

1840 2d Blue pl.2 TG with close to good margins with “447” 1844-type numeral of Leeds, tiny nick at
lower right clear of frameline, fine and scarce (SG £2’500)

1841 1d Red

50073

DCE P

800 - 1’200

1841 1d Red Brown pl.69 TL imprimatur from the lower right corner of the sheet with plate number and
part marginal inscription, very fine and rare, ex Clark (1946)
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50063

50064

50065

50068ex1

50068ex2

50071

50077
380
380

50070

50076

50099

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

1847-54 Embossed

50074

C

3’000 - 4’000

1853 10d Embossed deep brown (die 3WW) mint og, lower right corner marginal with good to huge
margins, very scarce especially so fine, a superb example with great provenance (SG £11’500); cert.
RPS (2001), ex the Royal Philatelic Collection of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

50075

50075

H

50079

57

260 - 300

1847-54 10d Brown embossed with good even margins, crisp “466” numeral, hinge thin at top, fine
appearance (SG £3’200)
50076

F / 380

57

260 - 300

1847-54 10d Brown embossed, 3 margins, tied to 1851 (Jul 14) wrapper from London to Italy by London
district office numeral, “INSUFFICIENTLY STAMPED” hs below along with France and Genova transits,
reverse with Lombard Street despatch and Firenze arrival, horiz. crease affecting stamp, still attractive
50077

F / 380

200 - 240

1853 (May 6) Wrapper from London to the USA with 1847-54 1s green embossed (just cut into at left
and foot), cancelled by London “12” numeral with Lombard St. despatch bs, US accountancy hs, fine

1854-70 Perforated Line Engraved
50078

200 - 300
1850 (Oct 15) Entire (delivered without postage) with printed letter from Thomas Saunders (award
winning paper maker) to Perkins, Bacon & Petch, informing them of a change of premises, interesting
aside to a specialised collection of Perkins Bacon issues

50079

CC C

150 - 200

1864 1d Red pl.100 mint nh lower marginal strip of four with inscription,mounted in the margin only,
very fine
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Lot N°

50080

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C J

DP35b

Estimate (£)

1’500 - 2’000

1865 1d Carmine-Rose “Royal Reprint” pl.66 NC-ND imperf. pair, mint og, fine (SG £6’000+), plus
normal pl.66 mint block of nine

1855-1900 Surface Printed

50081

C DCE P

J25A

1’000 - 1’500

1861 3d Rose RF ABNORMAL plate 2 state 1 with no dots and shaded spandrels, imperf. imprimatur,
just touched at top right otherwise good margins, exceptionally fine and very rare and certainly one of
the finest of only 25 examples possible existing, of which only 17 remain in private hands (SG £9’000)
Note: This stamp is notoriously difficult to get in fine condition, the majority being cut-into, creased,
rubbed, thinned, etc.

50082

50082

50083

50084

H

129

600 - 800

1867-83 Wmk MC £1 Brown-Lilac HI with neat Stock Exchange / Glasgow MY 23 / 82 cds, paper slightly
off colour, 2 expertisers/dealer hs on reverse, fine (SG £4’500)
50083

H

130

1’500 - 2’000

1867-83 5s Rose wmk Large Anchor pl.4 on blued paper with crisp and central Liverpool Exchange 24
MR 84 cds, very fine (SG £4’800)
50084

H

130

1867-83 5s Rose pl.4 on blued paper with “498” numeral of Manchester, tiny thin at top right, fine and scarce
(SG £4’800)

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If the lot you are interested in is not pictured in our website, request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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260 - 300

Lot N°

50085

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

H

137

Estimate (£)

800 - 1’000

1867-83 Wmk Anchor £5 orange BF with Belfast cds, small corner perf. bend at top right otherwise fine,
signed Pfenniger (SG £4’750)

50086

50088

50086

P

300 - 400

1875 2 1/2d De La Rue die proof in black on glossy card, with “Feb.10 1875” and “BEFORE HARDENING” hs
and ms “Duplicate proof”, a vert crease and a bend at left, some paper adherence on reverse, still attractive

50087

H

140

500 - 600

1873-80 2 1/2d Rose Mauve with error of lettering LH-FL (for LH-HL), neat Scottish numeral, fine and rare
(SG £2’750)
50088

P

128

600 - 800

1878 10s De La Rue die proof in black on glossy card without corner letters or plate numbers, “Apr 30,
1878” hs, very fine, ex Verus (SG £3’500)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C J

50089

158

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

1880-83 3d Rose pl.21 mint block of four, very fine and fresh, a scarce multiple, signed E. Diena (SG £3’000)

C

50090

169 var

750 - 1’000

1880 5d Indigo pl.1. imprimatur line perf 14., taken from the “Before and After the Stamp Committee”
De La Rue presentation book, large part og, very fine and rare, with only 36 presentation books produced
(SG £3’750)

50091

50091

50092

50093

C S

50094

175s

80 - 120

1883 2s6d Lilac on blued paper with SPECIMEN type 9 ovpt, tiny corner perf. bend at lower right, fine
and fresh (SG £600)
50092

H

176

440 - 500

1883-84 5s Rose on blued paper, central Leicester cds, small crayon mark at top left, one short perf at
top, fine appearance and scarce (SG £4’000)
50093

C S

181s

60 - 80

1883 5s Crimson HH with SPECIMEN type 9 ovpt, couple of gum creases and tiny tone spots on the gum
otherwise fine (SG £450)
50094

CC
1883-84 10s Pale Ultramarine mint nh, well centred, very fine (SG £2’500)
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183a

500 - 600

Lot N°

50095

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

H

186

Estimate (£)

300 - 400

1884 Wmk Orbs £1 brown-lilac with barred oval cancels, some red pencil marks, pressed vert. crease
otherwise fine (SG £4’500)

50096

50096

50096A

C

195wi

240 - 300

1883-84 9d Green mint lh with inverted watermark, tiny wrinkle otherwise very fine and fresh (SG £2’000)

50097

50097

50098

C

212a

1’500 - 2’000

1891 £1 Green pl.2 TA mint og showing frame break at lower left variety, a couple of shortish perfs, fine
and fresh example of this variety, cert. RPS (1974) (SG £8’500)
50098

C S

212s

300 - 400

1891 £1 Green TA with SPECIMEN overprint, showing the broken frame variety, mint og, light vert. gum
bend at left and at top left corner, fine and scarce (SG K17ta, £1’750)
50098A

S

300 - 400

1899 2d Colour trial with head plate in purple and duty plate in olive, mint og with light hinge trace,
very fine (SG £1’000)

1854-1900 Postal History of the Perforated Line Engraved and Surface Printed Issues
50099

F / 380

100 - 150

1856 (Jan 17) Envelope from Plymouth to the Royal Engineers in the CRIMEA, with six 1854-57 1d red
tied by Plymouth sideways duplexes, London transit, small portion of backflap missing, attractive
50100

F / 386

300 - 400

1856 (May 10) Entire sent to France with 1855-57 4d carmine pair on blued glazed paper tied by French
boite mobile small-numeral “1441” lozenge in Granville cds adjacent, St. Malo arrival bs, one stamp
with a crease, fine

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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50100

50101ex

50102

50105

50109

386
386

50104

50106

50110

Lot N°

50101

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 386

Estimate (£)

300 - 400

1860-71, Group of 5 covers to ARGENTINA, incl. 1860 entire from Liverpool with 2d pl.8 & 4d rose, 1867
entire with 1s green pl.4, 1867 wrapper with 4d vermilion pl.8 pair underpaid with blue “T”, 1867 entire
with 2d pl.9 & 6d lilac pl.6 with Rio transit adjacent, and 1871 wrapper with three 4d vermilion pl.12,
a fine group
50102

F / 386

100 - 150

1860 (Oct 1) Wrapper from Glasgow, Scotland, to PERU, with 1856 Wmk Emblems 1s green pair tied by
“159” duplex, London and Panama transits, endorsed “P La Plata” fine

50103

F

600 - 800

1860 (Dec 31) Wrapper from Dundee, Scotland, to PERU, with 1856 Wmk Emblems 1s green right wing
marginal block of four tied by “114” duplex, London and Panama transits, very fine and attractive franking

50103A

F

15 - 20’000

GB USED IN MAURITIUS: 1862 (Jun 9) Envelope to Dublin with GB 1855-57 6d pale lilac, wmk Emblems
tied by “B53” numeral and Dublin cds, red “1 1/2d” hs, reverse with Mauritius despatch, H&K Pact and
Belturbet arrival, minor envelope faults, cert. BPA (2003)
One of only two known usages of GB in Mauritius, a major postal history rarity
50104

DFE / 386

1’000 - 1’500

1862 (Jul 10) Envelope front with “BELGIUM / VIA / FRANCE / (CROWN) / REGISTERED” hs sent unfranked
from Brussels to Sheffield, with ms “6” rate, despatch ds, “PD” and “CHARGÉ” hs, “Angleterre par
Mouscron” transit showing on small portion of reverse and London registered oval arrival, fine and very
rare registered marking, cert. RPS (2009)
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Lot N°

50105

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

F / 386

SG N°

101

Estimate (£)

100 - 150

1867 (May 1) Wrapper from Liverpool to CHILE, with 1865-73 Wmk Emblems 1s green right wing
marginal pair tied by “466” duplex, London and Panama transits, endorsed “P West India Mail via
Southampton”, fine
50106

F / 386

300 - 400

1867 (Aug 1) Entire from Dundee, Scotland, to Chile, with 1867-80 2s blue pl.1 wing marginal tied by
“114” duplex, London and Panama transits, very fine

50107

F

1’000 - 1’500

1869 (Feb 13) Incoming wrapper from Denmark with “REGISTERED LONDON / FROM / DENMARK” oval
ds, with 1864-68 2s, 4s and two 8s tied by “51” numerals, despatch cds below, minor toning otherwise
fine and scarce registered ds, ex V. Sussex

50108

F
1869 (Mar 20) Incoming wrapper from Weimar, North German Confederation, sent registered to London
with scarce “PRUSSIA / REGISTERED” cds in black and crowned “REGISTERED” hs, franked with 1869
1Gr and three 2Gr tied by Weimar cds, horizontal filing fold affecting one stamp, fine and attractive
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1’000 - 1’500

Lot N°

50109

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 386

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

1874 (Jul 24) Wrapper from Hull to Norway with 1873-80 3d rose pl.14 tied by “383” duplex, underpaid
with ms “over 1/2g” and “INSUFFICIENTLY / PREPAID”, Hull Ship Letter cds and Christian arrival cds
adjacent, very fine and attractive cover, ex Lady Bury
50110

F / 386

300 - 400

1875 (Jul 29) Entire sent registered from London to Spain with 1873-80 1s green pl.12, 3d pl.17 and
1864-79 1d red pl.177 tied by “R” in barred oval, paying the 1s4d rate (1s for 1/2oz and 4d registration
fee) which was still applicable for mail through France even after Spain had become a member of the
UPU (until France joined on 1st Jan 1876), Madrid arrival bs, fine three-colour franking
50111

F

100 - 150

1884-5 Pair of mourning envelopes to HMS Swiftsure, one to Vancouver Island and one to Chile, the
former franked with GB 1883-84 2 1/2d lilac and other with 4d green with Valparaiso arrival bs, both
tied by Sandwich cds, both slightly roughly opened at top, unusual destinations
50112

F / 392

150 - 200

1860-81, Group of 6 covers to Peru, Chile or Mexico, all via Panama, incl. 1860 cover from Dundee to
Peru with two 1856 Wmk Emblems 1s green; 1862 cover from Halifax (sideways duplex) with 1856
Wmk Emblems 1s green pair (trimmed perfs at left); three covers with 1865-73 wmk Emblems 1s green
pairs (perf faults), and 1881 cover to Mexico with 4d brown pl.17

King Edward VII

50113

A

600 - 800

1903 1d “Canada Head” essay (die 2) in pale orange on thick proof card, 60x92mm, very fine and scarce
(SG from £2’800)

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Lot N°

50114

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C

260/266

Estimate (£)

500 - 600

1902-10 2s6d, 5s, 10s and £1 mint og, the £1 with corner crease and some minor gum tone spots,
otherwise fine

50115

C S

260s/266s

700 - 800

1902-10 2s6d, 5s, 10s and £1 with SPECIMEN ovpt, the 2s6d with large part og and the 5s, 10s and £1
with part og, fine (SG £2’700)

50116

50116

50117

CC

276wi

300 - 400

1911 Harrison & Sons 2 1/2d bright blue with INVERTED WATERMARK, mint nh lower marginal showing
the variety in the margin, very fine and scarce (SG £1’250)
50117

C
1911-13 Somerset House 10s blue, mint, fresh and very fine

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence
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200 - 300

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

King George V

50118

P

600 - 800

1911 3d Engravers sketch die for the unissued value, cut down die proof used as a colour trial printed
in green on thick white paper, using die II head with cleared background to head and upper corners
shaded, slightly heavy hinge otherwise fine, rare (SE SG Spec. Vol.2 p.79 fig.23a)
50119

F / 392

200 - 260

1911 First U.K.Aerial Post card with KGV 1/2d (2) tied by FIRST UNITED KINGDOM / AERIAL POST /
LONDON/ SP 12 / 1911 / 2 cds addressed to India with Rawalpindi arrival, fine and scarce
50120

F

100 - 150

1911 First UK Aerial Post cards (2), in defferent shades, used internally franked either KEVII or KGV 1/2d, fine

50121

CC C

343a

500 - 700

1911 1d Analine Scarlet, wmk Crown die II, in mint og (faint hinge traces) vert. coil strip of four showing
coil join between top two stamps and with the bottom stamp showing “No Cross on Crown” variety, very
fine and fresh, cert. BPA (1950) (SG Spec N11(5)d)
50122

C

351/395

30 - 50

1912-24 Wmk Royal Cypher 1/2d to 1s mint set of 15, the 9d with minor toning otherwise fine appearance
(SG £250)
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50112

50119

50127ex

50128

50130

50132ex

392
392

50131ex

50133

Lot N°

50123

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C

399/402

Estimate (£)

440 - 500

1913 Waterlow Seahorse 2s6d deep sepia (slightly toned gum), 5s lower marginal and 10s mint og, fine
(SG £2’225)

50124

50124

50125

C

402

240 - 300

412

600 - 800

1913 Waterlow Seahorse 10s indigo-blue mint og, fine and fresh (SG £1’200)
50125

CC

1915 De La Rue 10s blue Seahorse mint nh, odd shortish perf, gum bend at lower right, fine (SG £3’250)

50126

CC

413

1’000 - 1’500

1915 De La Rue 10s pale blue Seahorse, mint nh, very well centred, exceptionally fine, ex Aurelius (SG £3500)
50127

F / 392

340 - 400

1917-36, Group of eight covers with KGV frankings, with airmails incl. cover via Russia to China, 1933
3rd South America Zeppelin flight, 1933 South America-Chicago flight, censored cover posted aboard
HMS Lucia (submarine), pair of 1 1/2d postage dues on unfranked cover, 3-colour franking cancelled
British A. P. O. Constantinople, 1 1/2d “PENCF” variety on cover (repaired corner at top right), cover to
South Africa with “Diverted to Ordinary Mail...” instructional hs, plus KEVII franking on Canadian Forces’
Vimy Ridge memorial cover (9)
50128

F / 392

100 - 150

1924 (Apr 23) British Empire Exhibition 1d and 1 1/2d first day cover with Wembley Park slogan cancel,
very fine FDC

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50129

50137

50129

F

600 - 800

1925 (May 9) British Empire Exhibition 1d and 1 1/2d first day cover with Wembley Park slogan machine
cancel, fine and scarce
50130

F / 392

100 - 150

1927 (Mar 31) Kenya-Sudan flight, 1/2d postal stationery cover from Gosport uprated with 1 1/2d
booklet pane, with provisional label “per 1st flight from Cairo”, reverse with Mar 31 Kenya-Sudan air
mail cds along with Kisumu despatch and Jinja arrival, very fine and attractive
50131

F / 392

200 - 300

1929 (May 10) PUC first day cover with set of four tied by Bishopston cds sent by airmail to Heliopolis
in Egypt with manuscript at foot “By 10th Brit. India Air Journey 11/5” incl. the original certificate of
posting slip with matching cds, Alexandria bs, very fine FDC
50132

F / 392

200 - 300

1929 PUC group of covers incl. two first day covers with the set of four, 1d & 1/2d on cover tied by
National Postal Union Congress cds, same cancel on cover to Sweden with provisional label “Reserve
for night airmail” and Swedish airmail cachet, 1/2d K29 control block of four, 2 1/2d & 1d on airmail
cover to Gibraltar, and 1/2d & 1d sent from Army Post Office in combination with Germany 5pf cancelled
in Wiesbaden, an interesting lot
50133

F / 392

200 - 300

1929 (Oct 10) Envelope sent by registered airmail to Peru with “England - S. America 1st. / Per Aquitania
& USA-Peru / Airmail” typed at lower left, with KGV 1/2d, 5d, 1s and 2s6d Seahorse all tied by Dorking
cds, Peru arrival bs, some minor foxing, fine
50134

F / 396
1929 (Aug 29) Envelope sent locally in Edinburgh with 1929 PUC 1d bisect and normal tied by Edinburgh
“Exhibition Newcastle on Tyne” slogan machine cancel, fine and unusual

394
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50135

50135

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50136

C

438

220 - 260

438

200 - 260

438

600 - 800

1929 PUC £1 black mint og, faintly toned gum, fine (SG £750)
50136

H
1929 PUC £1 black right marginal with light cds, one yellow perf. at top, very fine (SG £550)

50137

F

1929 PUC £1 black tied to envelope by 1 JU 29 cds, sent locally in Edinburgh, very fine, cert. Brandon (2006)
50138

F / 396

100 - 150

1933 (Oct 12) South America-Chicago Flight cover to Brazil with KGV 10d tied by Liverpool machine
cancel, triangular and hexagonal special cachets, Berlin airmail cachet, reverse with Berlin and
Pernambuco arrival cds, very fine
50139

F / 396

100 - 150

1933 (Oct 13) South America-Chicago Flight cover to Argentina with KGV 1s bistre block of four tied by
London F. S. Air Mail double circle ds, triangular and hexagonal special cachets, Berlin airmail cachet,
reverse with Berlin and Buenos Aires arrival ds, some foxing otherwise fine

50140

CC C

450-452

150 - 180

1934 Re-Engraved Seahorses 2s6d right marginal, 5s and 10s mint hr (2s6d mint nh), very fine (SG £575)
50141

F / 396

200 - 300

1935 Silver Jubilee illustrated first day cover with the set tied by London Air Mail cds, very fine and
attractive FDC

King George VI

50142

C L

220 - 260

1935 “This is a Jewish War” German propaganda forgery, a superb unused example based on the
design of the 1935 1/2d Silver Jubilee
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50134

50139

396
396

50138

50141

50143

50144ex

50149

50150

Lot N°

50143

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 396

Estimate (£)

80 - 100

1939 (Jun 9) KGV registered envelope sent to Tonga to the famous postmaster W. Quensell with many
different cachets of the Tin Can Mail hs on front and back, most unusual and attractive
50144

F / 396

150 - 200

1941-54, Group of 7 covers with KGVI frankings with high values, incl. registered envelope to Martinique
(redirected to Dominica) with 5s Arms, 9d and 1/2d, cover sent registered to USA with 9d strip of 4,
cover posted onboard HMS Vengeance, envelope to New Zealand with Arms 2s6d and two 1d, envelope
from the BPA with 5s Arms and 3d, censored cover with “Denmark’s Liberty” vignette and KGVI reg’d
envelope with 5s Pictorial, QEII 1s & 1/2d and US postage due, a nice lot

50145ex

50145

50146

C L

360 - 420

1944 KGVI German propaganda forgeries 1/2d to 3d complete set as issued by the German authorities
during World War II as an attempt to infiltrate the British fiscal system, superb unused condition, very
rare and most attractive
50146

DCE L

180 - 240

1944 KGVI German propaganda forgery 2 1/2d ultramarine with “World-Judaism” and Stars of David
propaganda overprint, without gum as issued, scarce and collectable

50147

H L

360 - 420

1944 KGVI German propaganda forgeries complete set (all marginal) 1/2d to 3d in superb used condition,
cancelled by a forged strike of the London postmark. During 1944 the Germans prepared imitations of
the 1937 definitive issue. Their purpose was to circulate these in neutral countries with the intention of
discrediting Great Britain. Please note: the Cross on the Crown has been replaced with the Star of David.
Very rare and of great historical importance and interest
50148

F

80 - 120

1947 11d Plum group of four commercial usages incl. on airmail to India with KGVI 1d, single franking
to France, on QEII registered envelope uprated with KGVI 2s6d and 1 1/2d, and vert. pair with 5d on
registered airmail cover to the USA, fine
50149

F / 396

100 - 150

1948 Royal Wedding first day cover with the £1 and 2 1/2d on illustrated envelope, fine and attractive
50150

F / 396

50 - 70

1948 Royal Wedding first day cover with 2 1/2d & £1 on registered envelope sent locally in Cambridge
and tied by Trinity Street Cambridge cds, very fine
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

575 var

200 - 300

Queen Elizabeth II
CC J / 400

50151

1959 “Dollis Hill Phosphor Trial” on 3d deep violet Wilding in lower right corner marginal block of 6 (2x3),
with the left hand column showing two 1 1/2mm blue phosphor side bands and the second column with
a 1 1/2mm blue phosphor left band, both printed under the ink, very fine and scarce (SG Spec ST7(4)a7b)

CC

50152

652c

100 - 150

1964 Geographical Congress 4d with VIOLET & RED-BROWN OMITTED (face value and dock walls), mint
nh, very fine (SG £500), plus normal for comparison

CC

50153

705pc-710pc

80 - 1’000

1966 Battle of Hastings (phosphor) 4d se-tenant strip of six with BISTRE OMITTED, mint nh, very fine,
with normal top marginal strip or comparison (SG £300+)

50154

50154

50155

CC

813d

70 - 90

1969 Christmas 5d with GREEN OMITTED, mint nh, very fine (SG £375), plus normal for comparison
50155

CC

1198 var

80 - 100

1982 British Motor Cars 15 1/2p right hand marginal pair showing imperf. at right between the stamp
and the margin, very fine

50156

CC

2445a

2004 Northern Ireland self-adhesive booklet IMPERFORATE variety, small handling bend at top left, fine
(SG £5’000)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Officials

50156A

50156A

50158

50159

CC

O7

600 - 800

INLAND REVENUE: 1885 1s Dull Green mint part og, small gum thins, fresh colour, a rare stamp, cert.
BPA (1992) (SG £6’000)

50157

H

O16

500 - 600

INLAND REVENUE: 1892 £1 Green with Sunderland cds, bent corner perf. at lower left otherwise very
fine appearance, signed Keiser and Thier (SG £2’500)
50158

H

O34

300 - 400

OFFICE OF WORKS: 1902 5d Dull Purple & Blue with Couch End / Broadway 1903 cds, very fine, cert.
Karl-Albert Louis (2001) (SG £1’300)
50159

H

O85

90 - 120

BOARD OF EDUCATION: 1902 2 1/2d Ultramarine with Leicester cds, fine, signed Knopke (SG £450)

50160

C

O86

6’000 - 8’000

BOARD OF EDUCATION: 1902-04 KEVII 5d dull purple & ultramarine mint og, some ink marks on front,
fine and extremely rare Government Departmental stamp, signed Fulpius (and sent for expertising at
the time of going to press) (SG £35’000)
50161

CC J

O91

300 - 400

ROYAL HOUSEHOLD: 1902 1/2d Blue-green mint nh block of four, usual light gum wrinkles, very fine and
rare multiple, cert. Scheller (2007) (SG £2’000)
50162

CC C J / 400

O102

120 - 150

ADMIRALTY: 1903 1d scarlet mint right marginal block of 12, one stamp faintly hinged, slightly toned
gum, fine multiple
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50151

400
400

50162

50165

50166

50168ex1

50168ex2

50168ex3

50168ex4

Lot N°

50163

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C H L

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 2’000

1882-1904, OFFICIALS accumulation on 7 stockpages, mostly used, inevitably with some forgeries
incl. crude 1840 VR Official, Office of Works incl. QV 10d and KEVII 10d which could be ok, a range of
Government Parcels of Lilac & Green, Jubilee and KEVII issues, Inland Revenue up to 1s values, Board of
Education, Admiralty and Army Officials, needs close inspection but would be worthwhile for the expert

Postage Dues

50161

50164

50164

CC P

D64 var

400 - 500

1964 1s Ochre postage due (white paper) mint nh imperf. imprimatur pair, top marginal showing sheet
dividing arrow, reverse with “BPMA” hs, very fine and rare

Booklets
50165

CC / 400

BB14

200 - 300

BD17

200 - 300

1934 2s Booklet, edition 271, complete and very fine
50166

CC / 400
1942 2s6d Booklet, edition 172, complete, very fine

Postal Stationery
50167

F S

80 - 100

QV 3d Large postal stationery envelope with “Specimen” in ms, plus the same sized 3d envelope with
OHMS imprint sent registered from Derby in 1904, fine pair
50168

F S / 400, 404

800 - 1’200

1884-1964 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with thirty-seven (37) showing
SPECIMEN overprints from various Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards,
letter cards, envelopes, registered envelopes, wrappers, aerogrammes and two telegraph forms,
archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (160+ items)

Revenues
50169

P / 404

200 - 300

1902ca KEVII 1s6d general duty die proof in black on glossy card, very fine
50170

P / 404

200 - 300

1902ca KEVII £10 general duty die proof in black on glossy card, very fine
50171

M / 404

300 - 400

1903 Indenture document franked with three £1 and a 5s vermilion stamped dies, with KEVII cypher
stamps on the reverse of each in black, scarce
50172

P / 404

200 - 300

1940 Health & Pensions Insurance group of working proofs on piece of printer’s workbook, with “NEW
DIE”, “CANCELLED” die and strikes of the “1/1”, “1/5” and “1/7” values only, very fine and unique
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Telegraphs

50173

P

400 - 600

1876 £1 Telegraphs De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card, 92x60mm, showing void corners and
without plate numbers, dated “Oct 31, 1876.” and endorsed “BEFORE HARDENING”, very fine and scarce

50174

CC J

T8 var

1877 Telegraph 1s green pl.4 in mint nh imperforate pane of 20 with “SPECIMEN” (type 9) overprint,
showing marginal inscription at left, very fine and fresh, a very attractive multiple rarely seen so fine

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If the lot you are interested in is not pictured in our website, request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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400 - 600

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Circular Delivery Companies

50175

CC C J

4’000 - 6’000

1865-1867 Specialised collection of Circular Delivery Companies neatly mounted and expertly written
up on 22 album pages, showing examples of stamps from all the Circular Delivery Companies, with a
wonderful range of unused singles and many multiples, plus perforation types including imperforates,
roulettes, double perfs., imperf between varieties, plate flaws, blank impressions and an error of colour,
in addition a vast array of different paper types, etc., a wonderful assembly including several unique and
unrecorded items that as taken the collector many years to accumulate (550+)
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50168ex5

50168ex6

50169

50170

50171

50176
404
404

50172

50178

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

British Post Offices Abroad
Argentina
50176

F / 404

Z23

260 - 300

1863 (Jul 28) Envelope from Buenos Aires to England with 1862 1s green pl.1 right wing marginal tied
by “B32” numeral, with despatch, London Paid and Norwich arrival cds, fine
50177

F / 406

Z9, Z25

180 - 240

1869 (Jul 23) Envelope from Buenos Aires to Italy with 1865-73 4d vermilion pl.11 and 1867-73 1s
green pl.4 (folded over top so heavily creased/split) cancelled by “B32” numerals, with despatch,
London Paid, Italian transit and Milan arrival
50178

F / 404

400 - 500

1869 (Dec 15) Envelope from Buenos Aires to Italy with 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.11 right marginal and
1867-80 1s green tied by “B32” numerals, with despatch, London Paid and Genova arrival cds, very fine
50179

F / 406

Z9

440 - 500

1870 (Feb) Wrapper from Buenos Aires to France with 1865-67 4d vermilion pl.9 right marginal vert.
pair tied by “B32” numerals, no despatch, London Paid and French transit adjacent, Le Havre arrival cds,
filing fold affecting wing margins, fine
50180

F / 406

Z2, Z9, Z25

300 - 400

1871 (Jul 15) Entire from Buenos Aires to Spain with 1864 1d red pl.140, 1865-73 4d vermilion pl.12
and 1867-73 1s green pl.4 (small corner perf. fault), tied by large “B32” barred ovals, endorsed
“via Lisboa”, reverse with despatch, blue “P. TRANSATLANTICO”, Badajoz and Barcelona arrival,
addressee excised, scarce
50181

DFE / 406

Z9, Z25

90 - 120

1873 (Jun 14) Front and half of the reverse sent from Buenos Aires to Italy with 1867-83 1s green pl.5
and 1865-73 4d vermilion pl.12 cancelled by “B32” numerals, wtih despatch, London Paid and Terano
arrival cds, minor faults

50182

F

Z9, Z21

1’800 - 2’400

1876 (Jan 7) Envelope sent to Ohio, USA, endorsed “via England per RMS Maskelyne”, franked with
Argentina 1868 5c pair tied by Beunos Aires double circle ds in combination with GB 1870 4d vermilion
pl.12 and 1867 10d pl.2 unusually tied by negative mailbag seal, reverse with London, New York and
Cincinnati arrival cds, fine and rare mixed franking

Chile
50183

F / 406

Z69

300 - 400

1869 Wrapper from the British Office in Valparaiso to the USA with 1865-73 Wmk Emblems 6d lilac pl.6
pair tied by “C30” duplex (type 4VODA, rarity E) and N.Y. STEAMSHIP cds, with Panama transit below,
fine and scarce franking (unpriced as used single in SG)
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50177

50180

406
406

50179

50181

50183

50184

50186

50187

Lot N°

50184

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

F / 406

SG N°

Z75

Estimate (£)

150 - 200

1878 (Jan 2) Envelope from the British Office in Valparaiso to the USA with 1874-80 6d grey tied by
“C30” barred oval (type 4VOSB, rarity B), with despatch cds adjacent, Panama transit and New York
arrival, cover with spike holes, stamp with tear at right, fine appearance

Crimea

50185

H

1’000 - 1’500

1847-54 6d Embossed with CROWN between STARS barred oval from the Army Field Office in the
Crimea, three margins, crease at foot and a little soiled, very rare, this cancel unlisted by SG on this
stamp, cert. BPA (2018)
50186

F / 406

200 - 300

1856 (Jan) Envelope from Crimea to London with 1854-57 1d red strip of three cancelled by very fine
“O*O” barred ovals, reverse with British Army Post Office despatch and London arrival bs, fine
50187

F / 406

300 - 400

1856 (Mar 29) Envelope from the Crimea to England with 1854-57 1d red strip of three tied on arrival
by London “47” numerals, with “OV 1/4 (in ms) OZ” hs at top left and ms 3 postage due, reverse with
British Army Post Office despatch, London transit and Ivybridge arrival, opened for display, fine and
scarce with this hs

Collections
50188

F

1’800 - 2’400

1840-1920s, Mixed collection of postal history in an album incl. accumulation of 1911 First UK Aerial
Post (32 cards and envelopes in different colours, a few to Germany), a few line engraved incl. 2 faulty
penny black covers, KGV incoming cover to the House of Commons with arrival cds, four Seahorse
frankings to South America, uprated postal stationery, a few better destinations incl. Prince Edward
Island, Trinidad, Mexico, 1931 experimental flight cover to Papua, etc., see web scans

50189

CC C H DCE

7’000 - 10’000

1840-1948, Attractive and valuable chiefly mint collection housed in Lindner hingeless album, strength
in classics with mint QV engraved issues, also the 1847-64 embossed issue, important QV surface
printed including the very elusive 1855-57 4d rose with Medium Garter watermark (SG£ 12’000), also
mint 1s green and 2s blue noted, then high £-values including 1884 £1 with three imperial crowns,
1887-92 £1 green, 1902-10 KEdVII with mint 2s6d, 5s and 10s plus £1 used, mint 1913-34 Seahorses,
1929 PUC £1, good postage dues and some officials, generally fine to very fine
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50206ex1

50201ex

50206ex2

50206ex3

50206ex4

408
408

50218ex

Lot N°

50190

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C H

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 1’500

1840-1969, Mint & used collection housed in two half-leather “Facile Oriel” albums, starting with 1840
1d black, Surface Printed incl. 1856 1s green block of four used, 1857 4d rose-carmine mint, mint
Jubilees to both 1s (incl. 10d deep dull carmine), 1939-48 10s dark blue mint, 1948 Silver Wedding
£1 mint block and on cover, later issues substantially complete in mint blocks and FDCs incl. 1951
Festivals, 1952-54 Wildings, 1955 Castles, 1969 2s6d to £1, etc., nice lot

50191

CC C H DCE S

15 - 20’000

1840-1992, Attractive and valuable practically all mint/unused collection housed in two Lighthouse
albums, replete with better sets and singles, much strength in the Queen Victoria period, mostly in
the Surface Printed period, noted unused 1867-80 2s Blue and 2s brown, the latter with SPECIMEN
overprint, also 1867-83 high values with wmk Maltese Cross including 5s rose unused, 10s greenish
grey with SPECIMEN overprint, £1 with SPECIMEN overprint and wmk Large Anchor $5 with SPECIMEN
overprint, also well-furnished 1883-84 section with 2s6d, 5s, 10s and £1 brown-lilac and £1 green with
SPECIMEN overprints, then good KEdVII, 1913 Seahorses incl. £1 with SPECIMEN overprint, PUC £1 very
rare with SPECIMEN overprint, a great lot
50192

CC C H

300 - 600

1840-1999, Mint & used collection from 1d black to modern incl. unused QV, face value, etc.
50193

F

160 - 240

1852-1977 Lot of hundreds of covers and heavily duplicated used stationery, much of it addressed to
Sweden, majority QV, noted 10b embossed cut to shape, some perfinned stationery
50194

H

300 - 500

1854-1900, Selection of QV line-engraved incl. plating study, various cancellations, useful values incl.
£1 brown-lilac, etc., examine
50195

F

60 - 80

1946-59, Group of 5 KGVI & QEII illustrated first day covers and a large QEII registered envelope sent by
Field Post Office, FDCs incl. 1946 Victory, 1948 Olympics, 1951 Festival of Britain, 1958 Commonwealth
Games and Channel Islands 1948 Victory, all very fine with typed addresses
50196

C H

600 - 900

1989-2004, Very complete collection in 3 albums with booklets, prestige booklets, etc., great for face value
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British Empire
Collections
50197-50218
Essays
50219
Aden
50220-50223
Antigua & Barbuda
50224-50226
Ascension
50227-50231
Australia
50232-50244
Bahamas
50245-50247
Bahrain
50248-50251
Barbados
50252-50253
Basutoland
50254-50255
Bechuanaland
50256-50272
Bermuda
50273-50287
British Guiana
50287A-50289
British Honduras
50290-50291
British Levant
50292
British Occupation of Italian Colonies 50293-50299
British Solomon Islands
50300
British Virgin Islands
50301-50302
Brunei
50303-50304
Burma
50305-50309
Canada
50310-50316
Cayman Islands
50317-50319
Ceylon
50320-50323
Cyprus
50324-50338
Dominica
50339-50341
Falkland Islands
50342-50347
Fiji
50348-50350
Gambia
50351-50354
Gibraltar
50355-50364
Gold Coast
50365-50366
Grenada
50367-50368
Hong Kong
50369-50373
India
50374-50437
Indian States
50438-50455
Iraq
50456-50457
Jamaica
50458-50460
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
50461-50488
Kuwait
50490
Leeward Islands
50491-50495
Malaysia
50496-50502
Malta
50503-50505
Mauritius
50506-50522
Montserrat
50523-50524
Morocco Agencies (British Post Offices) 50525-50529
Nauru
50530
New Hebrides
50531
New Zealand
50532-50540
Nigeria
50541-50544
North Borneo
50545-50546
Labuan
50547
Northern Rhodesia
50548-50549
Nyasaland
50550-50553
Pakistan
50489 & 50554
Rhodesia
50555-50578
Rhodesia and Nyasaland
50579-50583
St. Helena
50584-50587
St. Kitts-Nevis
50588-50589
St. Lucia
50590-50591
St. Vincent
50592-50595
Sarawak
50596-50598
Seychelles
50599-50600
Sierra Leone
50601-50603
Somaliland Protectorate
50604
South Africa
50605-50630
South West Africa
50631-50633
Southern Rhodesia
50634-50635
Sudan
50636-50636
Swaziland
50637-50639
Tanganyika
50640
Tonga
50641-50653
Trinidad and Tobago
50654-50656
Turks and Caicos Islands
50657
Uganda
50658
Zanzibar
50659-50664

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

British Empire
Collections

50197

CC C H

2’000 - 3’000

1840-1960, Valuable assembly GB & Commonwealth on dealers stockcards, with normal and better
sets, often signed or with certs such as 1840 2d used, Yv.6 used, Yv.46a “Specimen”, Yv.121 mint, Yv.
154a mint nh, etc., also Leeward Yv.9-16 mint, Tasmania Yv.49-58 used, Canada Yv.13 mint, Malta Yv.
11 mint, etc. (all with Yvert et Tellier catalogue numbers), fine range of material and some better stamps
50198

CC C H

500 - 800

1840-1990, Range of collections with better values incl. first issues, also better sets noted in KEVII
period, great lot for the internet retailer
50199

CC C H

5’000 - 10’000

1852-1990s, Large extensive mostly mint stock of British Commonwealth in 15 stockbooks with strength
pre-QEII, most neatly labelled with the SG number, two large better stock-books showing A-Z with better
Antigua incl. 1876 Wmk Crown CC 6d green with wmk reversed, Barbados incl. 1882-86 4d grey, British
Honduras, Ceylon, Egypt incl. 1888 5pi Postage Due, etc., two books of Australasia incl. States, ones for
Canada, Malaya, India & States, etc., a great lot for a dealer (1000’s) (STC SG £100’000+)

50200

H

400 - 600

1852-1940s, Mint & used British Commonwealth on leaves and hagner sheets, noted Rhodesia Double
Heads £1 used, range of Barbados, Malta mint sets, Hong Kong 25c broken flower SG126a, Madagascar
Consular stamps (5), Long Island 1d red, etc., some in mixed condition, useful lot
50201

C H / 408

1’000 - 1’500

1854-1946 Superb group of mostly high values, majority mint, in fine condition, some classics, noted
Falkland Islands, Hong Kong KEVII $2, Nauru 10s Seahorse, St. Helena, Seychelles, Zanzibar, perfect lot
for a small auction house
50202

CC C H
1855-1938, British Empire & Americas collection in a half-leather “Facile Oriel” album, mint and used,
noted, better West Indies, India, NZ (KGVI 1/2d to 3s mint nh), Canada, USA, etc.

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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100 - 150

Lot N°

50203

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C H DCE

Estimate (£)

1’500 - 2’500

1860s-1930s, Comprehensive used and mint collection of British Africa on stockcards with many
complete sets, short sets and high values starting with first issue of Egypt, followed by 8 cape triangles,
SG42, Nyasaland with 48, 50A, BCA. with 59-66. specimen, Gambia 57-68A, G. Coast 59-68, Morocco
agencies incl. SG 38, 122, 123, Natal with 13, 25, 143, Nigeria 34-45, Mauritius with 65, 121c., Rhodesia
with 13, 93 admirals up to 5s, Southern Rhodesia 1-13, 15,27, St. Helena with 3, 97-112, Sierra Leone
from Victoria incl. 112-127, 131-146, Transvaal with 244-255, 258, 260-272, Tanganyika with 93-106,
etc. An opportunity to acquire fine material from this popular area (SG £14’000+)

50204

C S

400 - 700

1861-1965 Old-time mint and unused collection on 24 large hand-drawn album pages with issues
from a range of colonies including Nevis with earlies, Pitcairn Islands, some Ghana/Gold Coast, Gilbert &
Ellice with the early overprinted Fiji issues further overprinted by SPECIMEN, also 1912-24 set to £1 with
SPECIMEN overprint, also some Tristan da Cunha, BAT, Norfolk and Uganda, archival fresh colours, very fine
50205

CC C H

1’000 - 1’500

1863-1960 Attractive mixed accumulation of a wide variety of various British Colonies neatly housed in
six large stockbooks, showing both mint and used, from QV to QEII, mixed to very fine (100s)
50206

F S / 408

800 - 1’200

1880-1960, Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery from early classic period to modern
showing a large selection of various areas and territories incl. Togo British Occupation, British Somaliland,
North Borneo, Uganda, Tonga, British North America, Ireland, Labuan, Cayman Islands, Malaya, India, HongKong, Morocco, Levant, various Gulf States, Sudan, various Africa with Basutoland, Rhodesia, BEA, also
Iraq, etc, with postal cards, reply cards, letter cards, parcel cards, aerograms, envelopes and wrappers,
some SPECIMEN overprints, archival fresh colours, a very fine and wonderful assembly (ca400 items)
50207

CC C H

360 - 550

1880-2010, Collection incl. 17 Royal Mail yearbooks plus 5 stockbooks with Australia, New Zealand,
plus modern Saint Lucia, Grenadines, Tonga, etc.
50208

F

300 - 460

1890-1952, Group of 125 covers, some with attractive frankings and better destinations worldwide,
interesting mix

50209

C S

500 - 800

1891-1913, Old-time mint and unused collection on 6 large hand-drawn album pages with issues from
various African territories being Niger Coast and Oil Rivers, British Central Africa with some high pound
values overprinted SPECIMEN, Lagos, Southern Nigeria and Northern Nigeria, mostly with SPECIMEN
overprints, archival fresh colours and very fine
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Lot N°

50210

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C

Estimate (£)

8’000 - 12’000

1912-1965 Extensive and valuable range from KGV to QEII, showing an array of mostly clean fresh
mint complete sets from almost all the British Empire countries Aden to Zanzibar, mostly middle range
sets, but including some highlights with Falkland Island 1933 Centenary set complete to pound and
dollar high vales, some of the sets include shades and minor perforation variations, a truly wonderful
assembly of these attractive issues (100’s) (STC SG £55’000+)

50211

C H S

800 - 1’200

1916-65, Old-time mostly unused collection on 18 large hand-drawn album pages with Nauru, Tonga,
Samoa, Cook Islands, Tokelau, Penrhyn, Niue and Aitutaki, showing a good deal of completion, noted
good Nauru with 1916-23 set to 10s, the higher values with SPECIMEN overprints, also 1924-48 set
used , archival fresh colours and very fine
50212

C

500 - 600

1935 Silver Jubilee omnibus complete collection of mint hinged incl. Egypt, very fine (SG £1’600)
50213

H G
1935 Silver Jubilee omnibus complete collection of used (mostly on pieces) incl. Egypt, very fine and
rarely offered (SG £2’000)
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500 - 600

Lot N°

50214

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C

Estimate (£)

8’000 - 10’000

1937-55, KGVI mint collection mounted on album pages with the vast majority of the countries complete
for the period, incl. Ascension, Australia with postage dues, BOIC, Burma incl. officials, Canada, Cyprus,
Falkland Islands, Gambia, Ireland, KUT, Kuwait, Nigeria incl. 1939-59 issue with all listed shades and
perfs, New Guinea 1939 airmail set, New Hebrides incl. postage dues, Seychelles incl. 1938-49 set of 25,
South Africa incl. some officials, Sudan, plus 1938-53 Ascension: selection of varieties with 1/2d perf.13
with long centre bar to E mint (SG.38ba, £90), 1 1/2d perf.13 with Davit flaw mint nh (SG 40ba, £200),
1 1/2d perf.14 with Davit flaw mint (SG.40da, £130), 1 1/2d perf.13 mint nh marginal block with one
stamp showing Davit flaw (SG.40fa, £140+), and mint 1s perf.13 1/2 showing re-entry causing doubling
of vertical frame lines and value table (R6/4, SG 44 var, CW10a), 1937 Coronation mint nh set of three
with SPECIMEN perfin, the 1d with faint vertical bend otherwise very fine, cert. PFSA (1994) (SG £450),
1937-49 Bermuda, KGVI complete basic mint collection plus a specialised section of identified shades of
the key-type high values with seven 2s, three 2s6d, six 5s, six 10s, five 12s6d and four £1, very fine and
attractive lot (SG STC £6’000+), 1938-49 Hong Kong, KGVI complete basic mint collection incl. 1938-52
set of 23 ($10 green and violet), 1948 Royal Wedding $10, etc., very fine (SG £1’600+), 1938-52 Northern
Rhodesia, 1s, 2s6d, 3s, 5s, 10s and 20s mint nh lower marginal blocks of four, very fine (SG £712+), 193751 Great Britain, KGVI complete basic mint collection on album pages incl. 1939-48 Arms set mint plus
mint nh marginal blocks of four of the 5s, 10s light blue and £1, 1d control P44 cyl.101 block of 6 and 2
1/2 control P44 cyl.172 block of 6, fine (SG £1’100+), an outstanding lovely fresh lot (Total SG £30’000+)
50215

H

120 - 150

1937 Coronation, 1953 Coronation and 1963 Red Cross omnibus complete collection of used, very fine
and rarely offered (SG £595)
50216

H

180 - 240

1949 UPU omnibus complete collection of used, very fine and rarely offered (SG £700)
50217

CC

3’000 - 4’000

1955-95, BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Important ever hinged accumulation on large stockpages and in
envelopes with issues from Antigua to Zanzibar, mostly from independent countries of the Commonwealth,
strength in Ireland, Canada, Australia and dependencies, New Zealand and dependencies, South Africa,
British West Indies, Falkland Islands and British Antarctic Territories, Gibraltar, etc, many issues present
in three examples, originating from a postal archive, very fine
50218

CC P / 408

600 - 1’200

1970-1990, Hundreds (ca 1’200/1’400) of proofs or colour essays on gummed paper, some imperforate
stamps, with a wide array of THEMATICS incl. Scouting, Sport, Soccer, Olympic Games, Flowers, Xmas,
Shells, Ships, Animals, Dogs, Birds, Butterflies, Fish, etc., countries incl. NEW ZEALAND, AITUTAKI, COOK
ISLANDS, PENRHYN, NIUE, SAMOA, NORFOLK ISLAND, very fine
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50221ex1

50219

50226ex1

50228

416
416

50221ex2

50226ex2

50235

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

British Empire Essays
50219

A P / 416

900 - 1’200

1951 Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. unadopted die proof essay of the head of King George VI on glossy paper
affixed to printer’s presentation card with ms “Not approved”, and “AS SUBMITTED 18-4-51” at top,
similar to the head used on British West Indies 1950 issues, very fine

Aden

50220ex

50220

50223

50224

C

500 - 700

1937-51, KGVI complete basic mint collection of Aden and the Protectorate States incl. 1937 Dhow set
to 10R, very fine (SG £1’700+)
50221

F S / 416

150 - 200

1937-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery some with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, envelopes, registered envelopes and
aerogrammes, plus meter markings on fragments, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful
assembly (23 items)
50222

C DCE S

300 - 500

1937-1955 Old-time collection on six large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many complete sets, plus
some Aden Protectorate States, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’650+)

Kathiri State of Seiyun
50223

C

13a

600 - 900

1946 Victory 2 1/2a blue with INVERTED OVERPRINT, mint lh, very fine, cert. Murray Payne (SG £1’300)

Antigua & Barbuda
50224

C

105ab

1’000 - 1’500

1938-51 Wmk Multiple Script CA 1s black & brown with FRAME PRINTED DOUBLE, ONE ALBINO variety,
mint, couple of short perfs and pulled perf. at top, otherwise fine and very rare, cert. BPA (2019) and
Brandon (2006) (SG £6’000)
50225

C H DCE S

400 - 600

1873-1965 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’250+)
50226

F S / 416

200 - 300

1884-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with sixteen showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered
envelopes and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (18 items)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Ascension
50227

F

100 - 150

1938 (Jul 7) Group of five “Wilson” covers with the set of values from 1/2d to 5s that had been issued
at that time in 1938, the 2s6d, 5s and 10s on separate covers, attractive group
50228

CC J / 416

38a

150 - 200

1938-53 KGVI 1/2d black & violet in mint nh top marginal block of four with one stamp showing “Long
centre bar to “E” of “Georgetown” (R2/3) variety, superb condition (SG £325+)

50229

50229

C

50230

45ca

700 - 900

1938-53 KGVI 2s6d black and deep carmine perf.13 with “Davit flaw (R5/1)” variety in mint, superb condition
(SG £1’400)
50230

C

45ca

400 - 600

1938-53 2s6d black and deep carmine perf.13 with “Davit flaw” variety (R5/1), mint hr, very fine and scarce
(SG £1’400)

50231

C H DCE S

600 - 900

1922-1967 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’880+)

Australia (see also Rarities of the World catalogue)
New South Wales

50232

C H DCE S
1851-1907 Old-time collection on five large hand-drawn album pages showing useful early issues,
mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints, including Officials and
Postage Dues with 1891-92 1/2d with Specimen ovpt, the rest 1d to 20s normal (SG , a few lightly
stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £6’250+)

418
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700 - 1’000

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Queensland
50233

C H DCE S

400 - 500

1860-1910 Old-time collection on three large hand-drawn album pages showing useful early issues
with a small selection of Chalon Head, some use, mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU
Specimen overprints, a few lightly stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly
(SG £2’700+)

South Australia

50234

C H S

800 - 1’200

1855-1909 Old-time collection on four large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen and Reprint overprints, some complete and
part sets, with values to £20, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’440+)

Victoria
50235

F / 416

300 - 400

1857 Mourning envelope from Beechworth endorsed “Per Steamship Great Britain”, with 1854 2d
Queen-on-Throne (weak impression) vert. pair, outer frameline cut into at top, tied by “9” 12-bar
numeral, sent to Ireland with Liverpool Ship ds and Athy arrival adjacent, reverse with despatch,
Melbourne transit and “BALLYLINAN” s/l hs, opened for display, fine and scarce

Commonwealth of Australia

50236

C

86 var

900 - 1’200

1926-30 KGV 1d sage-green, small multiple wmk perf.14, with “saddle on Emu” variety, mint hr, small
wrinkle at lower left, fine and scarce (BW 80(1)e, A$4’000)

Antartic Territory
50236A

CC

300 - 400

AUSTRALIAN ANTARTIC: 1954 Three sheets of vignettes made for the Expedition of 1954, one sheet
perf and two rouletted, unusual

Australian Troops in Japan
50237

F / 420

200 - 300

1947 (May 8) Envelope sent registered to England with set of 7 tied by “AUST ARMY P.O. / 241” cds (on
the first day of issue for the 1s, 2s and 5s) with registered cachet below, reverse with “No.8 AUST BASE
P.O. / A” cds, small portion of reverse missing, fine and scarce
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50237

50239ex1

50239ex2

50239ex3

50239ex4

50240ex2

420
420

50240ex1

50240ex3

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Collections
50238

C H S

500 - 800

1850-12, AUSTRALIAN STATES, Old-time mint and used collection on 13 large hand-drawn album
pages with Victoria, Tasmania and Western Australia showing a nice selection of Queen Victoria issues
plus Western Australia Swans, from a postal archive, some reprints in all three areas, Specimens, etc.,
archival fresh colours and very fine
50239

F S / 420

1’000 - 1’500

1884-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with fifty-four (54) showing
SPECIMEN overprints from various Australian States including New South Wales, South Australia,
Tasmania, Victoria, Western Australia and New Zealand, showing postal cards, reply cards, letter cards,
envelopes, registered envelopes, wrappers and telegraph envelopes, archival fresh colours, very fine
and wonderful assembly (230+ items)
50240

F S / 420

400 - 600

1913-1965 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, letter cards, envelopes, registered
envelopes, wrappers and aerogrammes, some with cancels, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (89 items)

50241

C H DCE S

2’000 - 3’000

1912-66 Old-time collection on thirteen large hand-drawn album pages, mostly mint, unused or
used CTO, many complete sets, with values to Kangaroo £2 CTO, plus a fine array if officials incl. OS
perforated Kangaroo £2 used CTO, a few lightly stuck down and rough perfs, archival fresh colours, very
fine and wonderful assembly (100’s)

New Guinea

50242

H

500 - 700

1915-32, Used collection on printed album pages, with better stamps incl. 1915-16 wmk 2 £1
Roo,1918-23 10s Roo, 1931 Air Mail set of 13, 1931 Bird of Paradise values to £1 (tiny thin), 1931 Bird
of Paradise Air Mail set of 14, 1932-34 Air Mail set of 16, 1935 £2, range of Officials, etc., a nice lot,
mostly fine to very fine
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C H DCE S

50243

Estimate (£)

600 - 900

1915-39 Old-time collection on six large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
mostly mint or unused, many complete sets with values to £1, £2 and £5, a few lightly stuck down and
remnants, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’500+)

Papua
C H S

50244

400 - 600

1901-1967 Old-time collection on nine large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, including a few UPU Specimen overprints, in complete sets, with Papua, Papua New Guinea,
airmails etc., a few stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’100+)

Bahamas

50245

C

S1c

600 - 700

SPECIAL DELIVERY: 5d Black & Orange with type I OVERPRINT INVERTED, mint large part og, very fine
and rare as it is assumed that only 30 examples were printed, cert. Sismondo (2011) and BPA (1997)
(SG £1’300)

50246

C DCE S

700 - 1’000

1863-1967 Old-time collection on eleven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £5’600+)
50247

F S / 426
1883-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes
and aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (28 items)

422
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

20-79

400 - 700

Bahrain
British Period

50248ex

50248

C

50251ex

1938-55, KGVI mint basic complete collection on album pages incl. 1938-41 set to 25R (15R wmk inv.),
very fine and rare (SG £1391)
50249

C H DCE S

300 - 400

1933-53 Old-time collection on four large hand-drawn album pages, mostly mint or unused, many
complete sets, with values to 25r, a few lightly stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (SG £1’800+)
50250

F

600 - 800

1933-37 Collection of thirty KGVI 1 1/2a postal stationery envelope overprinted BAHRAIN, neatly
mounted on leaves illustrating a range of minor varieties and die offsets, fine study
50251

C H

340 - 400

1938-55, Complete mint & used collection of KGV on hagner pages, some toning on the mint otherwise fine
(SG £1’740)

Barbados

50252

C H DCE S

700 - 1’000

1852-1967 Old-time collection on nine large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £6’650+)
50253

F S / 426

300 - 500

1875-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes,
wrappers and aerogrammes, plus some meter marking on fragments, archival fresh colours, very fine
and wonderful assembly (50 items)

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

CC J

18-28

200 - 300

Basutoland

50254

1938 1/2d to 10s mint nh set in top marginal blocks of four, very fine (SG £440+)
50255

C DCE S

200 - 300

1933-1965 Old-time collection on four large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, plus some postage dues,
many complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £1’550+)

Bechuanaland
British Bechuanaland

50256ex

50256

CC C S

50257ex

10-19

200 - 300

1888 (Jan) Unappropriated Die 1d to 10s mint short set with extras incl. SPECIMEN ovpt (Holmes type
3) on 1d to 10s short set, mostly fine (SG £1’100+)
50257

H

10-20

1888 (Jan) Unappropriated Die 1d to £1 used selection on two album pages, the £1 with “MARIBOGO
/ B.B.” JA 10 88 cds, minor staining and cert. Brandon (1980), 10s with “KURUMAN” cds with slightly
faded colour, 5s block of four with slightly washed colour, etc., slightly mixed condition, plus Senf
facsimile of the £5
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240 - 300

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50258

50258

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50259

C

21

1’200 - 1’500

1888 (Jan) Unappropriated Die £5 Lilac & Black mint og, some tone spots, fine with fresh colour, rare
(SG £4’000)
50259

H

21

400 - 600

1888 (Jan) Unappropriated Die £5 with “MOCHUDI / B.B” 2 MR 06 cds, fine and rare, cert. RPS (1980)
(SG £1’700)

Bechuanaland Protectorate
50260

C H

40 - 50

51-52

1888 (Dec) 4d on 1d Lilac & Black mint og (small tone spot), mint og (heavy hinge) and nice used, plus
1888 1/2d mint (SG £360)

50261

50261

C S

50262

83-84

150 - 200

1914-15 Waterlow Seahorses 2s6d and 5s Specimens plus 2s6d in sepia-brown and deep sepia-brown
and 5s in rose-carmine (heavy gum creasing) and deep rose-carmine, some gum creasing, fine (SG £875)
50262

C

86-87

100 - 150

1916-19 De La Rue Seahorses mint group with three shades of the 2s6d and a 5s, mint hr, fine (SG £670)

50263

CC

88a

500 - 600

1920-23 Bradbury Wilkinson 2s6d in chocolate brown with MAJOR RE-ENTRY variety, mint nh, slight gum
toning and the odd natural gum wrinkle, fine and scarce variety, ex Rossi, cert. RPS (1981) (SG £2’500)
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50240ex4

426
426

50247ex

50253ex1

50253ex2

50267ex

50268

50269ex1

50269ex2

50270ex1

50270ex2

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50264ex

50264

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50265

CC J

118-128

200 - 300

1938-52 1/2d to 10s mint nh set in top marginal blocks of four, all from the same position of the sheet
with marginal cross at top, fresh and extremely fine (SG £440+)
50265

CC J

167a var

1’000 - 1’500

1961 QEII 1R on 10s (type I) black and red-brown with “surcharge at base” variety in mint nh left
marginal block of 6, superb condition, very rare, cert. KGVI Expertising (2011) (SACC 163, R39’000)

Postal History & Cancellations

50266

H

400 - 600

GUBULAWAYO, KANYE, SHOSHONG and TATI cds (with BECHUANALAND below) on 1888 (Aug) 1d on
1d lilac (3) or 1/2d vermilion (1), all cancelled to order (likely in Vryburg) and dated AUG 21 88, the
Gubulawayo stamp with some wrinkling, rare cancellations
50267

H F / 426

200 - 300

KURUMAN: Collection written up on 4 album pages incl. 5 stamps and 3 covers, incl. 1890 cover with
1888 2d tied by crisp cds, 1892 cover with 1891 2d tied by blue “534” BONC with cds adjacent, and the
same blue cancels on 1d stationery card to Griqualand West written in Bantu, a nice lot
50268

F / 426

200 - 300

MACLOUTSIE: 1899 (Nov 20) Envelope endorsed “On Active Service / No Stamps available”, with
Macloutsie Nov 20 cds, reverse with Palapye Nov 23 and Bulawayo Nov 29 cds, probably originating
from Fort Tuli and passed back to the logistic staging post at Macloutsi, sent to the UK with “T” and “1D
/ F.B.” tax marks on arrival, minor soiling and wear, scarce Boer War item
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 426

50269

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

VRYBURG RETURNED LETTER OFFICE: 1892 (Dec 2) Incoming cover from Cape Town, Cape of Good
Hope, to Vryburg, with manuscript “Unkown / E.M.F.”, reverse with clear strike of the scarce “RETURNED
LETTER OFFICE / VRYBURG” MR 1 93 cds, with Vryburg despatch on front, plus Cape RLO cds arrival,
minor cover faults, incl. original contents, very scarce

Collections
F S / 426, 432

50270

200 - 300

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with sixteen showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, including postal cards, registered envelopes and wrappers,
archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (29 items)

C H DCE S

50271

600 - 900

1886-1966 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’500+)
CC H F J

50272

200 - 300

1966-79, Botswana mint, used and cover collection in 2 albums and loose, the first album with stamps
incl. specialised plate varieties and flaws throughout, some 1970s issues in marginal or gutter multiples
incl. SG369a in corner block of 4, second album with cancellation interest on loose stamps as well as
commercial and philatelic covers incl. registered postal stationery, express, airmails, etc., a nice lot that
doesn’t come along very often

Bermuda
50273

F

50 - 60

1845 (Dec 31) Entire from France, sent under cover or carried privately to England, before being sent to
the sender’s brother in the Royal Engineers in Bermuda, ms “1/-” rate and London despatch, endorsed
“Via Halifax Mail”, carried by Cunard’s “Hibernia” to Halifax, then “Velocity” to Bermuda, fine

50274

50274

50277

H

7w

1865-1903 Wmk CC 6d dull mauve with inverted watermark, used, fine (SG £275)

Find the BID FORM for this section at the end of this catalogue on
page 577
428
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50275

50275

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50278

C

55b

500 - 600

1918-22 £1 Purple & Black on red mint lh with broken crown and scroll variety, very fine (SG £1’000)
50276

C J / 432

120 - 150

1920-21 1/4d Brown mint left marginal block of 4 with margin showing variety watermark variety
missing “A” of “CA” (position marked in pencil), gum slightly toned, fine
50277

C / 428

83w

60 - 80

121be

900 - 1’200

1922-34 3d Ultramarine mint lh with inverted watermark, fine (SG £160)
50278

C

1941 KGVI £1 pale purple and black on pale red paper mint lower right corner marginal showing variety
“broken lower right scroll”, superb condition, very rare (SG £2’000+)

50279

CC H

151 var, 186w, 202 var

100 - 150

1953-66 Group of 3 varieties incl. 1953 6d with “confetti” flaw with 5mm wide circle of missing print
with cancel clear of the variety, 1965 Scouts 2s mint nh with inverted wmk, and 1966 UNESCO 2s
showing significant perf. shift resulting in the yellow legend appearing partially at the top and bottom,
used, very fine

50280

H

164w

150 - 200

1962-68 2d Church of St. Peter with inverted watermark, partial slogan cancel, very fine (SG £350)
50281

CC H

232w, 237w, 240 var

120 - 150

1970 Issue group of 3 varieties; 1c on 1d lower marginal (with cylinder number) with inverted wmk
used (SG £50); 6c on 6d with inverted wmk used (SG £190) and mint nh 12c on 1s showing damage to
top of church, very fine trio
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50282

50282

SG N°

50283

Estimate (£)

50284

CC

233a

500 - 600

294

1’000 - 1’500

1970 2c on 2d with lilac omitted mint nh, very fine and rare (SG £1’000)
50283

C

1973 15c Olivewood mint with brown omitted (Queen’s head and value), small light crease at top, very rare
(SG £2’200)
50284

CC

534a

50 - 60

F1

700 - 900

1986 90c on $3 Green Turtle with double surcharge variety, mint nh lower maringal, very fine

50285

H

POSTAL FISCAL: 1937 12s6d Grey & Orange REVENUE / REVENUE with neat 31 JAN St. Georges cds,
very fine (SG £1’500) Note: This stamp was authorised to be used as a postage stamp from Feb 1 to
April 1937, so this example could be cancelled to favour or could have been cancelled with on the first
day with the previous day’s canceller

50286

C H DCE S

900 - 1’400

1865-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, plus some
postage dues, many complete sets, archival fresh colours, some stuck down & a few rough perfs., very
fine and wonderful assembly (SG £7’800+)
50287

F S / 432
1883-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery showing twenty-four with
SPECIMEN overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, including postal cards, reply cards, registered
envelopes and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (33 items)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

British Guiana

50287A

H

3

6’000 - 8’000

1850-51 “Cottonreel” 4c lemon yellow, cut round just about clear of the frameline, initialled by the
Postmaster and with Demerara cds, repaired, a rare stamp, cert. Scheller (2015) (SG £24’000)

50287B

H

6

2’000 - 3’000

1850-51 “Cottonreel” 12c indigo, cut round with frameline cut into, Demerara cds, torn and thinned, a
rare stamp, cert. Brandon (2009) (SG £13’000)

50287C

H

24

4’000 - 6’000

1856 4c Magenta, with large to huge margins, initialled and ued with light cds, repaired, a rare stamp,
cert. Roumet (2013) (SG £25’000)
50288

C H DCE S

500 - 800

1860-1966 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, plus some
postage dues, many complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’200+)
50289

F S / 432

300 - 400

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes,
wrappers and aerogrammes, plus some meter marking on fragments, archival fresh colours, very fine
and wonderful assembly (51 items)

British Honduras
50290

C DCE S

400 - 700

1872-1966 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, plus some postage dues,
many complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’420+)
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50270ex3

50276

50287ex2

50289ex1
432
432

50270ex4

50287ex1

50291ex

50289ex2

Lot N°

50291

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F S / 432

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, registered envelopes, wrappers
and aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (26 items)

British Levant
50292

F / 434

150 - 200

1867 (May 21) Incoming envelope to Stamboul with GB 1865-67 6d tied by London “72” duplex with
British PO Constantinople arrival cds and “NOT-CALLED-FOR” hs, soiled on reverse, fine appearance

British Occupation of Italian Colonies
50293

F / 434

500 - 600

1943-51, Group of 15 covers / cards incl. 1943-47 M.E.F. short set to 2s6d on registered airmail first day
cover from Benghazi (cert. E. Diena 2017), postcards, printed matter (1), commercial, Field Post, Posta
Militare, 1943-47 M.E.F. 1s sent registered from Rhodes, etc.

British Occupation of Eritrea
50294

F / 434

200 - 300

1952 (Jun 18) Envelope sent from New Hebrides to Eritrea with 1938 20c and 1F tied by Vila cds,
then forwarded to Kenya with 1950 65c on 8d tied by Adi Ugri cds with further strike on reverse, then
redirected again within Kenya, very rare mixed franking

British Occupation of Somalia
50295

F / 434

150 - 200

1948 (May 1) OHMS envelope sent within Mogadishu with 1943-46 2s6d pair with left stamp showing
prominent re-entry on left hind leg of the left lion (R5/3), tied by Mogadishu cds, reverse with Somalia
Postal Service Mogadishu GPO cachet, fine
50296

F / 434

300 - 400

1947 (Oct 6) Commercial cover sent by registered airmail with 1943-46 E.A.F. 2s6d (2) and 5d tied by
Mogadishu cds, paying quadruple rate plus registration with re’n label adjacent, New York arrival bs,
fine and scarce high franking

British Occupation of Tripolitania
50297

F / 434

150 - 200

1945 (Nov 29) Commercial cover sent by registered airmail to England with 1943-47 2s6d pair and
5d tied by Tripoli Corrispondenze E Pacchi cds, paying quadruple rate and registration with matching
registration label above, “7” cachet in violet appearing to signify it being free from censorship, fine and
scarce franking
50298

F / 436

M19

150 - 200

1947 (Jan 23) Envelope sent by air mail to the UK with 1943-47 M.E.F. 2s6d tied by Tripolitania cds, very
fine and scarce commercial usage
50299

F / 434

T11

150 - 200

1949 Envelope sent by air mail to Tanganyika with 1948 (Jul 1) BMA / TRIPOLITANIA 60l on 2s6d tied
by Tripolitania cds, with “A.V.2” hs, sent by Sudan Air Mail from Khartoum (bs), some minor tone spots,
fine and scarce commercial usage

British Solomon Islands
50300

C S

500 - 700

1908-67 Old-time collection on six large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
mostly mint including some UPU Specimen, some complete and part sets, with values to £1, archival
fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’600+)
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50292

50295

50294

50296

50299

434
434

50293ex

50297

50302ex

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

British Virgin Islands
50301

C H S

400 - 600

1866-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’080+)
50302

F S / 434

100 - 150

1886-1928 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with seven showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to George V, showing postal cards and envelopes, archival fresh colours,
very fine and wonderful assembly (8 items)

Brunei
50303

F / 436

200 - 300

1895 (Jul 22) First day cover with the 1c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 8c and 10c tied by Brunei cds, in combination with
Labuan 1894-96 18c tied by Labuan cds, sent registered to London, arrival ds, fine

50304

C DCE S

300 - 400

1907-1967 Old-time collection on three large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets with values to $25, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’050+)

Burma
50305

F / 436

120 - 150

1933 (Oct 1) Imperial Airways Rangoon-Sharjah airmail with KGV Airmail 2a & 4a and four 1a definitives
tied by Rangoon cds, reverse with Oct 2 Rangoon-Karachi-London first airmail violet cachet and Bahrain
arrival bs, very fine
50306

F / 436

80 - 100

1934 (Dec 14) Imperial Airways & Qantas Akyab-Sydney airmail with KGV Airmail 3a & 6a and 2a
definitive tied by Akyab cds, signed by the pilot V. G. Wilson, reverse with Sydney arrival ds, cover faults
50307

F / 436

120 - 150

1934 (Dec 15) Imperial Airways & Qantas Akyab-Darwin airmail with KGV Airmail 3a & 6a and 2a
definitive tied by Akyab cds, signed by the pilot V. G. Wilson, reverse with Darwin arrival cds, very fine
50308

F / 436

80 - 100

1933 (Dec 23) Imperial Airways Tavoy-Limbe airmail with KGV 1/2a, 2a and 8a definitives tied by Tavoy
cds, with “TOO LATE FOR AIR MAIL / 25 DEC 33 / RANGOON” boxed hs, reverse with Rangoon and Cairo
transits and Limbe / Nyasaland arrival cds, very fine
50309

F / 436

260 - 300

1947 (Aug 19) Portland Flying Boat crash mail, airmail cover with 12 1/2a franking (on both sides) tied
on front side by slogan box cancel, “DAMAGED BY SEA-WATER” hs after crashing on landing in Bahrain,
a scarce acceptance or Burmese mail on this flight
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50298

50303

50305

50309

50306

50308

436
436

50307

50312

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Canada (see also Rarities of the World catalogue)

50310

F

2’000 - 2’400

1858 (Sep 1) Envelope from Simcoe to England with 1852-57 3d Beaver, with partial private perforations
but cut from the sheet (in at right, see SG footnote after SG23), tied by faint “43” numeral with despatch
cds adjacent, only paying the inland rate and endorsed “7d cy” (to make up the 10d rate), which was
changed to 6d on arrival along with “MORE to PAY” hs, reverse with Hamilton, Pkt Letter Liverpool and
London transits, front with Anfover arrival, believed to be one of only two Beaver frankings underpaid to
the UK, a very rare transatlantic item

50311

1’200 - 1’500
1928ca. Dr Eckerlin’s Rotary Press sample sheetlets (3) printed in red, green and dark blue on
ungummed paper showing enlarged and mirrored versions of the KGV 3c in sheetlets of 25, produced
in the hope of selling this rotary press process (developed by Herbst & Illig) to the American Banknote
Company, unusual, incl. photocopy of a RPSL cert. for a sheetlet as reference
Note: These sample sheetlets are described in “Maple Leaves” Oct 2002.

50312

P / 436

512

200 - 300

1959 Royal Visit die proof of the Annigoni portrait (without inscriptions), in black on white paper in
sunken card, very fine, cert. Eichele (2003)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

British Columbia and Vancouver
F

50313

60 - 80

1884 Incoming mourning envelope to HMS Swiftsure at Vancouver Island, franked with GB 1883-84 2
1/2d lilac tied by indistinct Sandwich cds, roughly opened at top, unusual destination

Newfoundland
C H DCE S

50314

400 - 500

1857-1947 Old-time collection on ten large hand-drawn album pages showing useful early issues, some
used, mostly mint or unused, including a few UPU Specimen overprints, plus some New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, a few lightly stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (SG £4’100+)

Collections

50315

C S

2’000 - 3’000

1851-1966 Old-time collection on large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
including some UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets, with postage dues, airmails and special
delivery issues, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (100’s) (SG £11’500+)

50316

CC C H

1’200 - 2’000

1851-1938, Excellent chiefly used collection of Canada and Porvinces mounted on 8 Scott album pages,
strength in Newfoundland including Heraldic Flowers 2d orange, New Brunswick 1851-60 3d and 6d,
Nova Scotia incl. 1851-60 6d and 1s, the Colony of Canada incl. imperf. 1852-57 3d and two 6d in
different shades, later Canada with Large Queens section and some 1897 Jubilee ($2 and $3), a fine lot

Cayman Islands

50317

C S
1900-1967 Old-time collection on large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, in complete sets, archival
fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’560+)
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1’200 - 1’500

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50318

Estimate (£)

60bw

200 - 260

84-95

200 - 260

50319

C

50318

SG N°

1921-26 3d Purple on orange-buff with inverted watermark in mint pair, very fine (SG £750)

C

50319

1932 KGV Centenary set of 12 to 10s mint, very fine (SG £500)

Ceylon

C H S

50320

3’400 - 4’400

1857-1967 Old-time collection on large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
including an attractive array of early issues unused and used, plus later issues with a good deal of
completion showing strength in UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, in complete sets,
with value to 1000R, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £18’200+)

50321ex

50321

50322ex

CC C DCE

1’500 - 2’000

1857-1947, Mint collection on stockcards beginning with 1857 (Jul) 2d unused (cert. Holcombe) and 10d
unused (tight but clear margins), 1883-98 unissued 24c brown-purple perf.14, range of surcharge and
War Stamp varieties (inverted, double, double one inverted), 1927-29 set of 5, etc., mostly fine to very fine
(SG £7’200+)
50322

C H DCE

800 - 1’200

1857-1935, Valuable chiefly used collection on two Scott album pages. showing strength in Queen
Victoria including 1857-59 used 8d (with cert. RPS) and 2s blue, later QV with various overprinted issues
including 1885 1R12c on 2R50c mint, mostly fine to very fine
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50323ex1

50323ex3

50323ex5

50324ex1
440
440

50323ex2

50323ex4

50323ex6

50324ex2

Lot N°

50323

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F S / 440

Estimate (£)

400 - 600

1886-1960 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, letter cards, envelopes, registered
envelopes, wrappers and aerogrammes, and some meter marks on fragment, archival fresh colours,
very fine and wonderful assembly (89 items)

Cyprus
The Ottoman Empire 1571-1878
50324

F / 440

1’200 - 1’500

1838-69, Collection of 15 stampless covers from Consulates in Cyprus with the consular cachets on the
reverse, incl. French, Greek, Austrian, Swedish, USA, Russian and Italian, many with clear strikes, many
with archive cachets removed, a difficult assembly

British Post Offices
50325

F / 442

400 - 500

1878 Envelope franked GB QV 2 1/2d rose pl.10 (unoverprinted) to Malta tied by “942” numeral of
Larnaca, part Larnaca backstamp and Malta arrival, envelope missing backflap and central tear not
affecting adhesive, scarce

Overprinted Stamps of Great Britain

50326

C

1

800 - 1’000

1880 1/2d Rose PLATE 19 mint part og, imperf. margin at right trimmed, fine and fresh example of this
rare plate (SG £5’000)
50327

F / 442

3

200 - 300

1881 (May 15) Wrapper to Trieste with 1880 2 1/2d Rosy Mauve pl.14 tied by “942”numeral with
Larnaca despatch cds adjacent, reverse with Brindisi and Trieste arrival, very fine and fresh

50328

50328

50329

DCE

9

100 - 150

1881 1/2d on 1d (13mm surcharge) pl.205 in unused pair, showing blind perf. at foot, some perf.
separation, fine (SG £800+)
50329

C

9ab

120 - 150

1881 1/2d on 1d (13mm surcharge) pl.215 with double overprint variety (showing part at bottom and
part at top), mint part og, fine (SG £450)

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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50325

50336ex1

50336ex2

50336ex3

50341

50343
442
442

50327

50346ex1

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Queen Victoria Keyplate Issues

50330

50330

50331

H

70 - 90

16

1882-89 1/2pi Emerald-Green with Limassol squared circle ds, couple of faint horizontal bends not noticeable
from the front and a couple of faint toned patches, fine looking example of this scarce shade (SG £500)
50331

H

50 - 60

29a

1886 Wmk Crown CA 1/2 on 19pi (fractions 8mm apart) with large “1” at left variety, Nicosia squared
circle leaving variety clear, very fine (SG £275)

King George V Issues

50332

H

85a/95a

200 - 300

1921-23 Used group with “broken bottom left triangle” varieties, both 10pa (orange & green creased),
30pa green, 1pi violet & red, 1 1/2pi, 2 3/4pi and 4pi (vert. crease), mostly fine (7) (SG £1’730)

King George VI Issues

50333

C

154a

260 - 320

1938 1pi Orange perf. 13 1/2 x 12 1/2 mint, very fine (SG £550)

Collections

50334

C DCE

700 - 1’000

1880-94, Mint/unused collection incl. 1880 GB ovpt 1/2d pl.12 & 15 (3, 1 unused), 1d pl.218, Surface
Printed set of 4 (6d thin, 1s toned), 1881 wmk CC set (4pi small part og, 6pi regummed but fresh
appearance), 1882 wmk CA 1/2 on 1/2pi, 1886 wmk CA 6mm 1/2 on 1/2pi and 8mm 1/2 on 1/2pi, 188286 die I set (4pi unused), 1892-94 die II set (incl. two 6pi), etc., plus group of “POSTAL SURCHARGE” hs
on stamps, very mixed condition (SG £9’000+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C S

50335

Estimate (£)

1’500 - 3’000

1880-1992, Attractive mint collection in one Lighthouse album, noted good Queen Victoria section
including 1881 wmk CC 1/2pi, 1pi, 2pi and 4pi, also 1894-96 set with SPECIMEN overprint, then KEdVII
1902-04 set with SPECIMEN overprint, KGV 1904-10 set, 1921-23 set and 1924 set including £1 and £5
with SPECIMEN overprints. then 1928 50th anniversary set, 1934 Landscapes with SPECIMEN overprint,
also some Specimen sets in the later years, gen. fine
F S / 442

50336

300 - 500

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes,
wrappers and aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (57 items)
H

50337

40 - 50

PAPHOS: Collection of “981” numerals incl. 1880 1/2d pl.15, 1d pl.181, 1882 1/2 on 1/2pi, etc., through
to KGV, mixed condition (24)

H

50338

150 - 200

POLYMEDIA CAMP: Collection of “D47” numerals on 18 stamps incl. GB 1d red (looks like the 4-bar
GB numeral and not Cyprus), 1881 30pa on 1d pl.217, 1881 wmk CC 4pi (2) and 6pi (2), etc., mixed
condition, a great little lot for the specialist

Dominica

50339

DCE S
1951 1c to $2.40 set of 15 perforated “SPECIMEN”, with gum as issued, Bradbury Wilkinson archives
handstamp on reverse, exhibition showpiece as this is the UNIQUE set of specimens of this issue, cert.
Murray Payne (2006)

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence
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7’000 - 8’000

Lot N°

50340

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C DCE S

Estimate (£)

600 - 1’000

1874-1965, Old-time unused collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good
deal of completion, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, in
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’740+)
50341

F S / 442

100 - 150

1886-1907 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to KEVII, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes,
wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (14 items)

Falkland Islands

50342

C

138

800 - 1’200

1933 Centenary £1 mint lh, very fine and desirable stamp (SG £2’500)
50343

F / 442

200 - 300

1933 (Oct 13) South America-Chicago Flight cover from England to the FALKLAND ISLANDS with KGV 3d
block of four tied by London machine cancels, triangular and hexagonal special cachets, Berlin airmail
cachet, reverse with Berlin Montevideo and Port Stanley arrival ds, very fine

Collections

50344

CC C DCE

3’000 - 4’000

1878-1966, Mint collection on stockcards with QV from the 1878-79 to 1891-1902 issue with values to
the 1s incl two 1891 1/2d on half of 1d, 1898 2s6d and 5s, KEVII set of 8 plus 2 1/2d deep blue, 1912-20
set of 11, 1929-37 Penguin set of 11, 1933 Centenary set of 12, 1938-50 set of 18, etc., mostly fine to
very fine, a great collection lot (SG £11’000+)
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50346ex2

50349ex1

50346ex3

50349ex2

50357

50363ex1

446
446

50363ex2

Lot N°

50345

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C H DCE S

Estimate (£)

4’000 - 7’000

1878-1965 Old-time collection on ten large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforation, many
complete sets incl., Specimen 1929-37 Whale & Penguin & 1933 Centenary sets archival fresh colours,
very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £20’100+)
50346

F S / 442

300 - 500

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes and registered letters,
archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (16+ items)
50347

CC C DCE

700 - 1’000

1891-1952, Mint collection on 14 album pages, with shades throughout on the QV, KEVII and KGV
issues, odd fault noted, mostly fine to very fine (STC SG £5’000+ if the shades are correct)

Fiji

50348

C H DCE S

500 - 700

1881-1965 Old-time collection on nine large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, plus some postage dues, some hinge remnants & a few with rough perfs., archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’900+)
50349

F S / 446

300 - 400

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from KEVII to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes and registered letters and
aerogrammes, plus some meter markings on fragments, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful
assembly (39+ items)
50350

F S

200 - 300

1903-46, Lot of 75 covers and cards, with many addressed to Denmark, several SPECIMEN envelopes,
postal stationery cards and envelopes. fascinating picture postcards

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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50353ex1

50353ex2

50366ex

50368ex

50372ex

50369

448
448

50408

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Gambia

50351

50351

50352

C

3a

100 - 120

1869-72 Cameo 6d blue, no wmk, imperforate, unused with part gum, good to very large margins, good
embossing, hinge remains, fine and scarce (SG £600)
50352

C

70 - 80

8

1874 Cameo CC 6d blue, imperforate, unused, close to large margins, hinge remains, fine and scarce
(SG £350)
50353

F S / 448

100 - 150

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes and registered letters
and aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (18 items)

50354

C H DCE S

400 - 700

1890-1967 Old-time collection on nine large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’850+)

Gibraltar

50355

C

64

150 - 200

1904-08 MCA £1 deep purple and black on red mint hr, very fine (SG £650)
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Lot N°

50356

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C H DCE

62-64

Estimate (£)

2’400 - 3’000

1904-08 MCA 2s green and blue, mint (46) and used (21), 4s dull purple and green, mint (21) and used
(3), £1 deep purple and black on red, mint (3) used (1), some minor faults, generally fine to very fine, an
attractive valuable assembly (SG £19’285)
F / 446

50357

150 - 200

1910 (Nov 29) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1903 8s dull purple & black on blue right
marginal tied by registered oval ds, registration label adjacent, reverse with London transit and Apolda
arrival, very fine

CC C J

50358

89-101

300 - 400

1921-27 Script 1/2d to 8s mint collection incl. blocks of four, marginals with plate numbers, shades,
through to three examples of the 8s, fine and attractive collection

C

50359

124ab

500 - 700

1938-51 2d perf.13 1/2 with watermark sideways variety in mint pair, very fine (SG £1’600)

Collections
50360

F
1840-1870, 10 covers from GIBRALTAR incl. several with arc postmark, two to Madeira rated “160”,
etc., see scans

Find the BID FORM for this section at the end of this catalogue on
page 577
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280 - 360

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C DCE

50361

Estimate (£)

5’000 - 7’000

1886-1966, Mint collection on stockcards beginning with 1886 ovpt set of 7, 1886-87 set of 7, 1889
set of 7 incl. broken letter “N” and “I” varieties on the 25c on 2 1/2d, 1889-96 20c with flat top to C
in part pane of 24 and the very rare 10c with MISSING VALUE TABLET (cert. RPS 1922), 1903 set to
£1, 1904-08 set to £1, 1906-11 set to 8s, 1912-24 set to £1, 1921-27 set to 8s, 1925-32 set to £5,
1935 Jubilee set in left corner marginal blocks of four with extra flagstaff varieties, 1938-51 set incl.
different perfs, 1966 7d Scorpion Fish with black omitted, etc., mostly fine to very fine, a great lot with
rare stamps (SG £19’800)
C

50362

400 - 600

1886-1932, Small collection of Gibraltar on 3 stockcards including SG 4, 6, 7 (part gum), set 1904-1908
complete mint, SG 82-85 and 103-107 mint. Fine lot (SG £2’600)
F S / 446

50363

300 - 500

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered letters and
wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (61+ items)

50364ex

50364

50365ex

C DCE S

1’500 - 2’000

1886-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets with values to 8s or £1, plus the rare 1886 1/2d to 1s set of seven with Specimen ovpt
(SG £5’500), archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £10’500+)

Gold Coast
50365

C H DCE S

600 - 900

1875-1954 Old-time collection on six large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated
Specimens, many complete sets with values 10s, 20s or £2, some used and postage dues, a few lightly
stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £5’200+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F S / 448

50366

Estimate (£)

200 - 300

1884-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery almost all with SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered
letters, aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (33+ items)

Grenada
C H DCE S

50367

500 - 800

1861-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets with values to 10s, plus some early Victoria unused, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (SG £4’450+)
F S / 448

50368

200 - 300

1884-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered letters,
wrappers and aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (47+ items)

Hong Kong
50369

DCE / 448

300 - 500

1880 Document headed “Tables des Surtaxes, Hongkong.” from the Director General of the British
Post in China, in French with a table of postal rates and below a strike of the “R” registered hs and an
example of the 1880 5c on 18c and 10c on 12c affixed, a very rare document

50370

S

700 - 900

1937 Coronation 4c green, 15c carmine and 25c blue, set of three values perforated SPECIMEN and
additional Specimen ovpt in purple, possibly applied by the Bechuanaland receiving house, cert. Brandon

50371

C H DCE S

7’000 - 10’000

1862-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets with values to $5 and $10, including some rare early issues, archival fresh colours, some
small faults, hinge remnants and rough perfs., very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £41’850+)
50372

F S / 448

500 - 800

1880-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery almost all with SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, postal cards, envelopes,
registered letters, wrappers and a few Meter marks on fragments, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (64+ items)
50373

CC J
1979-92, Mint nh selection of mostly definitives in a stockbook incl. 1988 definitives set to $50 in
blocks of four, 1987 definitives set to $50 in blocks of four, 1992 definitives set in sheet number
marginal pairs, etc., a fresh lot
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200 - 300

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Friday, June 7, 2019, at 15:00 CET
India

50374

P

500 - 600

1854 8a Light Blue & Red-Brown “Captain Thullier’s essay”, pin hole under “G”, horizontal crease and
ink marks by crown, scarce, cert. RPS (2010) (Spence 1, rating O3)

50375

50375

50376

P

240 - 300

1854 2a Green trial lithograph vertical pair showing rectangular and octagonal designs on lighter
yellowish wove paper, some foxing otherwise fine (Spence 12 and 13, rating O2)
50376

P

240 - 300

1854 2a Green trial lithograph vertical pair showing rectangular and octagonal designs on lighter
yellowish wove paper, some heavy foxing otherwise fine (Spence 12 and 13, rating O2)

50377

P

180 - 240

1891 4a Vermilion and Blue reprint with wavy lines and rosettes in vermilion in pair from plate XXVI
(pos.3-4) on unwatermarked yellowish wove paper, with “SPECIMEN” on reverse of each stamp, vertical
crease at left and wrinkle at top, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 15, rating O2)
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Lot N°

50378

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

P

Estimate (£)

150 - 200

1891 4a Vermilion and Blue reprint horizontal pair from plate XXVI (pos.19-20), with outer frame of wavy
lines and rosettes in each corner on yellowish unwatermarked paper, SPECIMEN on each stamp on
reverse, small thin and small wrinkle at top left, fine appearance, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 15, rating O2)

50379

50379

50380

50381

50382

P

80 - 100

1894 4a Vermilion and Blue reprint with wavy lines and rosettes in vermilion from plate XXVI
(pos.15) on unwatermarked yellowish wove paper, “SPECIMEN” on reverse, horizontal crease at top
(Spence 15, rating O1)
50380

P

70 - 90

1891 4a Vermilion and Blue reprint (pos.24) with inverted head, SPECIMEN on reverse, fine (Spence
16, rating O1)
50381

P

80 - 100

1891 4a Aniline Red and Blue reprint on yellowish unwatermarked wove paper, heavy hinge and thin
(Spence 19, rating O2)
50382

P
1891 4a Red and Blue reprint with issued head from plate XXVII (pos.11) on yellowish unwatermarked
wove paper, fine, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 25, rating O2)

Payment by Credit Card
We accept the following credit cards:
VISA, Mastercard and American Express
If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance
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80 - 100

Lot N°

50383

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

P

Estimate (£)

600 - 800

1854 1a Blue “Captain Thullier’s” essay, single impression on unwatermarked yellowish wove paper,
without gum as prepared, toned with spots not affecting design and minor creasing, scarce, cert. BPA
(2008) (Spence 28, rating R1)

50384

50384

50385

P

100 - 150

1890 2a Sage Green proof (rectangular design) on yellowish pelure paper, small wrinkle, very fine
(Spence 28, rating O1)
50385

P

220 - 260

1890 1a Blue “Captain Thullier’s” essay reprint, pair on unwatermarked yellowish wove paper, without
gum as prepared, small tear at right not touching design (Spence 30, rating O2)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50386

50386

SG N°

50387

Estimate (£)

50395

P

80 - 100

1894 4a Blue and Red reprint with issued head from plate XXVII (pos.12) on unwatermarked yellowish
wove paper, couple of natural paper flaws, very fine, cert. RPS (2009)
50387

P

180 - 240

1894 4a Blue and Red reprint with head die III and frame die II, marginal vertical pair (pos.R1/2 and R2/2)
on unwatermarked wove paper, couple of small wrinkles at top, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 34, rating R3)

50388

P
1894 4a Vermilion and Pale Blue reprint in complete sheet of 24 with issued head on yellowish wove
paper with British Coat of Arms watermark (upright), with “FACSIMILE COPY - 1894” at foot, vert. fold
through middle and and folds in the margins, very fine and scarce (Spence 35, rating R2)

456
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3’000 - 3’400

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50389

50389

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50390

P

240 - 300

1894 4a Brown Red and Dark Blue reprint in top right corner marginal block of four from plate XXVII (pos.5-6
& 11-12) on yellowish unwatermarked wove paper, small tear at right otherwise fine (Spence 36, rating O1)
50390

240 - 300
1894 4a Brown Red and Dark Blue reprint in top right corner marginal block of four from plate XXVII
(pos.5-6 & 11-12) on yellowish unwatermarked wove paper, some tone spots and slight discolouration
(Spence 36, rating O1)

50391

P

1’600 - 2’000

1894 4a Vermilion and Pale Blue reprint in complete sheet of 24 with issued head on “J. WHATMAN 1874”
watermarked (inverted) thin yellowish wove paper, with “FACSIMILE COPY - 1894” at foot, several hinge
remnants around the edge, vert. fold through middle and and folds in the margins, scarce (Spence 39, rating O2)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50392

50392

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50393

P

300 - 400

1891 4a Red and Blue reprint in strip of three from plate XXX on unwatermarked medium white wove
paper, with “Specimen.” on reverse of each stamp, heavy hinge and stain at top right otherwise fine
(Spence 52, rating O2)
50393

P

120 - 150

1891 4a Red and Blue reprint with essay head in pair from plate XXX on unwatermarked yellowish wove
paper, with “SPECIMEN” on reverse of each stamp, couple of tone spots and small wrinkles at top left,
fine, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 57, rating O1)

50394

P

2’000 - 2’400

1894 4a Vermilion and Pale Blue reprint in complete sheet of 12 with essay head, with “FACSIMILE
COPY - 1894” at foot, small central tear, vert. fold through middle and come creases in the margins,
scarce, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 64, rating O2)
50395

P / 456
1894 4a Vermilion and Pale Blue reprint with essay head, wavy lines and rosettes in pale blue, lower
marginal single from plate XXX (pos.10) on watermarked pelure paper, some light bends and a little
soiling at lower left, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 67, rating O1)
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80 - 100

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50396

50396

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50397

P

340 - 400

1854 1/2a Reddish Brown “Captain Thullier’s” essay, cut to stamp size on unwatermarked wove paper,
without gum as issued, toned and minor surface blemish at left, scarce (Spence 68, rating O3)
50397

P

400 - 500

1883 2a Green trial reprint from the original plate on unwatermarked white wove paper in block of four,
very fine (Spence 79, rating O1)

50398

P

440 - 500

1894 1/2a Blue reprint block of 18 (pos.51-56, 59-64, 67-72) with SPECIM(EN) on reverse in large
letters, very fine, cert. RPS (2009) (Spence 99, rating O1)

50399

P

150 - 200

1894 1/2a Blue reprint strip of 8 with SPECIMEN on reverse in large letters, central fold between stamps
and a couple of heavy hinges (Spence 99, rating O1)
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Lot N°

50400

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

P

Estimate (£)

400 - 500

1894 1/2a Reddish Brown reprint with crosses in upper corners, part sheet with vertical block of six
(pos 1, 2, 9, 10, 17 & 18) with (SPECIM)EN on reverse in small capital letters, faults incl. small tears at
right and internal split (Spence 107, rating O3). Note: Plate varieties illustrated in Spence on plate VIII

50401

P
1894 1/2a Reddish Brown reprint in strip of eight (pos.57-64) on yellowish wove paper with SPECIMEN
on reverse in large capital letters, vert. fold at centre in between stamps, one thin (Spence 129, rating
O1). Note plate varieties illustrated in Spence on plates XIIA. XIIB and XIIC.
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160 - 200

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50402

50402

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50403

H

300 - 400

1854 Assortment on old approval book pages incl. 1/2a (19), 1a (29), 2a (10) and 4a (5 cut to shape and
1 cut square), plus a few proofs/reprints plus 1873 1/2a mint marginal block of 12, mixed margins and
mixed condition, a useful old-time lot
50403

H

150 - 200

1854 4a Red & Blue with crisp “124” numeral of Aden, cut to shape with good margins, very fine

50404

A

55

600 - 800

1869 1/2a Colour trials in pale blue (as issued) and pale chalky blue in blocks of 4 from lower right
corner of upper right pane with part inscriptions and arabesques on ungummed wove paper, fine

50405

P

200 - 300

1911-22 12a Die proof in black on De La Rue striking book piece with “April 14th / 256 leads”, fine
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50409

50415

50411

50423

50422ex1

50422ex2

50424
462
462

50425

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50406

50406

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50410

A

300 - 400

1918 1 1/2a Essay in sepia, stamp size and mounted in sunken card frame with ms “3” and “14th Oct
18” at top, very fine, ex De La Rue archives (Robson Lowe 14.3.79 lot 146)

50407

C A

1’200 - 1’500

1921 “NINE PIES” group of five essays in different styles on the 1911-22 1a carmine, all hinged to a
piece of laid paper, very fine, cert. BPA (2013)
50408

F / 448

340 - 400

1930 (Nov 1) Imperial Airways “City of Washington” crash mail cover, flown Karachi-Croydon with KGV
airmail 2a, 3a, 4a and 6atied by Park Town cds, with Godmanstone Dorchester Nov 1 arrival cds, fine.
Note: All airmail from India from Oct 7th to Oct 20th would have gone on this plane, but as there were
no crash markings made to any of the mail after it crashed in Neuchatel it is scarce
50409

F / 462

60 - 70

1932 (Oct 1) Calcutta-Saigon airmail with KGV airmail 2a & 3a and 9p definitive tied by Calcutta cds,
Saigon Cochinchine arrival bs. very fine
50410

A

80 - 100

1936 KEVIII 1/2a photographic essay in black, fine
50411

F / 462

200 - 260

1947 (Aug 21) Portland Flying Boat crash mail, 1 1/2a postal stationery envelope uprated with 2R 7
1/2a franking on reverse, sent registered from General HD Quarters in Simla, with “DAMAGED BY SEAWATER” hs after the plane crashed in Bahrain
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Lot N°

50412

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC

Estimate (£)

120 - 150

1948 Gandhi mint nh set of 4, very fine (SG £425)

50413

CC

305-308

180 - 240

1948 Gandhi mint nh set of four, very fine (SG £425)

50414

CC

400 - 500

1948 Gandhi mint nh set of 4 in corner marginal pairs (three from the upper right and one from the
upper left), a few faint tone spots on the gum, very fine (SG £850+)
50415

F / 462
1948 (Aug 15) Gandhi illustrated first day cover with complete set tied by Alipore cds, fine
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700 - 800

Lot N°

50416

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

A

Estimate (£)

3’000 - 4’000

1951 Unissued Health 1a maroon, 4a orange-brown and 1R blue handpainted essays, each on card with
ms “31.1.51” and the 1a and 4a with “H.C. (High Commissioner) has approved”, plus the 1a and 4a in
plate no. marginal blocks of four and 1R in plate no. marginal strip of four, a unique group, ex De La Rue
archives (illustrated on pg.4164 in “The De La Rue Collection” by Frank Walton)

50417

C P

800 - 1’000

1957 Map series 2np group of colour trials (16) incl. one in issued colour, part gum, fine

50418

C P

120 - 150

1963 Freedom From Hunger 15np colour trials (4) in mauve, orange-brown, olive and grey-blue (as
issued), on watermarked gummed paper
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50419

SG N°

50420

DCE P

50419

Estimate (£)

120 - 150

1986 Sagarmal Gopa 50np colour trials (4) with centre in mauve, orange-brown, olive and grey (as
issued), no gum, fine
DCE P

50420

120 - 150

1988 Kuladhar Chaliha 60np colour trials (4) with centre in mauve, orange-brown, olive and grey (as
issued), no gum, fine

Officials

C J

50421

O150a

200 - 260

1948 Gandhi “SERVICE” 1 1/2a mint top marginal block of four, some gum faults on two stamps and
light tone spots on the gum, fine appearance (SG £440+)

Airmails
50422

F / 462
1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post picture postcard of the plane, signed by the pilot H. Péquet with reverse
franked with KEVII 1/2a tied by the special cachet, also franked with 1961 commemorative stamp tied
by a special cachet, some foxing, scarce
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1’700 - 2’000

Lot N°

50423

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 462

Estimate (£)

400 - 500

1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post 1/2a postal stationery envelope cancelled by the special cachet with
Allahabad despatch and arrival, tear at right and some fox spots
50424

F / 462

400 - 500

1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post envelope with KEVII 1a tied by the special cachet with Allahabad
despatch and arrival bs, peripheral cover faults at top and toned
50425

F / 462

400 - 500

1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post envelope with KEVII 1a tied by the special cachet with Allahabad and
Calcutta bs, opened on three sides, minor soiling
50426

F / 468

400 - 500

1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post envelope with KEVII 3p pair tied by the special cachet with Allahabad
and Rawalpindi bs, minor foxing, fine
50427

F / 468

340 - 400

1911 Allahabad First Aerial Post 1/2a postal stationery envelope cancelled by the special cachet with
Allahabad and Berhampore bs, fine

Used Abroad
Muscat
50428

G / 468

800 - 1’000

1948 (Feb 21) Piece with Pakistan local overprint on India KGVI 9p pair tied by Muscat wavy-line
machine cancel, Bombay arrival adjacent, some minor toning, very scarce

Collections, Lots etc.
50429

F / 468

300 - 400

1649-1938, Lot of 117 covers and cards with mostly pre-philatelic items from the Moghul Empire
period, also some Jaipur, and a range of early airmail covers from the 1930s, very fine
50430

F

220 - 300

1824-1950, 98 covers with a variety of frankings and range of destinations, worth a look

50431

C H DCE S

1’500 - 2’000

1854-1943 Old-time collection on thirteen large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a few UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets with
values to 5r, 10r, 15r and 25r, plus some Officials, I.E.F. and C.E.F. overprints, a few lightly stuck down
and remnants, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £9’500+)

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If the lot you are interested in is not pictured in our website, request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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50426

50428

468
468

50427

50429ex

50438

50465

50460ex1

50460ex2

Lot N°

50432

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C H G J DCE A

Estimate (£)

12 - 18’000

1854-2017 Extensive and valuable collection neatly mounted and presented in eight large albums, from
1854 with and attractive array of the early Lithographs issue showing, essays, unused multiples with
1/2a blue inscriptional top left corner marginal block of eight, 1a red inscriptional bottom right corner
marginal block of six, 4a blue and red, unused pair, cert. RPS (SG 19, £40’000) and a useful array of
used from 1/2a to 4a, an excellent and practically complete selection of the QV period including 1866
Fiscal 6a purple, 1882-90 2a blue mint showing the very rare DOUBLE IMPRESSION, 1894 2r four
different colour trials, QV Officials with 8a purple unused plus much more, KEVII to GVI almost complete
with many of the better high value set present including 1902-11 25r (SG £3000), plus wonderful array
of Officials, 1947 to date complete including some useful modern error, later Officials and Refugee
Relief issues, generally fine to very fine, an outstanding assembly (1000’s) (SG £90’000+)
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Lot N°

50433

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C H G J DCE A P

Estimate (£)

3’000 - 5’000

1948-2008 Mahatma Gandhi: Specialised thematic collection neatly mounted and housed in seven
large album, showing proofs, hand painted essays, special cancels, miniature sheets, imperf. varieties,
progressive proofs, plus a fine an valuable array of 1948 India Gandhi set of four to 10r, showing mint
blocks of four, two single sets, a few set on first day cover and in presentation pack, a wonderful
collection of the Ghandi enthusiast (100’s)
50434

C S

300 - 400

1877-1966, Old-time unused collection on 10 large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal
of completion from 1906 onwards, noted 1912 Service set to 25R, also two Indian States being
Novanuggur and Faridkot, archival fresh colours and very fine
50435

F

300 - 400

1880-1950, Lot of 129 postal stationery covers and cards from a postal archive, all sorted out on
presentation cards, Queen Victoria, King Edward VII, King George V and Kind George VI, airmail cards,
several with Specimen overprints, very fine
50436

F

150 - 200

1880-1954ca. Cover album with 90 covers including good section of 1st flights

50437

C
1937-52, KGVI complete basic mint collection incl. Officials, with 1937-40 set to 25R, 1948 Gandhi to
10R, etc., very fine (SG £1’600+)
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500 - 700

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Indian States (see also Rarities of the World catalogue)
Bahawalpur
50438

F / 468

O4 on cover

800 - 1’000

1945 Official 4a black on olive green, tied by Sadiq Garh/15.SEP.45 cds, on Palace stationery with crest
on reverse, sent locally on a confidential envelope, very fine, cert. KGVI

50439

CC

1-17

7’000 - 8’000

1947 ‘Star and Crescent’ 3p to 10r complete, mint never hinged collection of 14 values, fresh, very fine
and an extremely rare set, cert. KGVI (SG £14’000)

Bamra
50440

C H DCE L

800 - 1’200

1888-1893 Specialised collection on well-filled album pages, very rarely seen this comprehensive,
including the first issues with 1/4a yellow unused (SG.1, cat. £1’000), 1/2a rose with inverted ‘RA’ not
listed by SG, 4a yellow used on piece (SG.5, cat. £750), 1890-93 issues with lots of varieties including
inverted ‘a’ in ‘anna’ errors, ‘BAMBA’ on 4a dull rose (SG.19b, cat. £2’000), 1/4a bright rose used block
of six, etc. Catalogue easily in excess of £4,000 and much to research.

Bhopal
50441

C H DCE L

150 - 200

1878-1949 Specialised collection on album pages, with dozens of the octagonal issues imperf and perf
and dozens more of the corner letters issues, with great potential for better types, 1902/03 octagonal
and circular embossed issues to higher values, as well as lots of officials. Please inspect carefully.

Bundi
50442

C H DCE L

200 - 300

1894-1947 Specialised collection on album pages, including a range of the dagger types with values to
1r yellow on blue, followed by the complex and challenging 1914-41 Raja protecting cows issues with
dozens including the official overprints with a 3a chestnut of a type not listed in SG. Catalogue on that
we can identify is into four figures. A very interesting collection.

Cochin
50443

CC C J

48, 48b

200 - 300

1922-29 2p on 3p blue perf.14 and perf.14x12 1/2 in mint part sheets of 36, one with some perf.
separation, fine (SG £913)
50444

C H DCE

200 - 300

1892-1949 Specialised collection housed on well-filled album pages, including a range of first issues
with and without watermark, through to the Raja portraits very well represented including different
character types identified, surcharge varieties, lots of officials, etc. A very interesting collection of this
popular state, plenty of time needs to be spent in studying this as it is immensely complex.
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Duttia
C H L

50445

200 - 300

1897-1920 Very specialised collection of a few dozen mostly mint stamps housed on album pages,
including 1897-98 Ganesh issues to 4a black on rose with different types incl. value in one and two
groups on the ½a (SG.8, 8b), then a good showing of the turn-of-the-century rouletted issues and
unusual items incl. 1916 4a Venetian red rouletted on three sides and unlisted as such, the condition
very good throughout and deserves further research and study

Haidarabad
CC C H G F J DCE

50446

500 - 800

1869-1949 Attractive collection neatly mounted on 30 album pages housed on red Lindner album,
with all the different issues well represented, unused, used, postcards, postal stationery, cancels and a
wealth of specialised material, plus a fine range of Officials, mixed to very fine (100’s)
C H L

50447

400 - 500

1869-1949 Specialised collection of mint and used stamps housed on well-filled album pages, including
first issues through 1871-1909 post stamp’ issues with lots of mint shades to 12a, early officials
with huge potential on the rough perforation types, the 1909-11 officials incl. 2a sage-green double
print (SG.O20b, cat. £225), later officials also interesting including 1947 1/2a claret mint strip of three
without watermark, stated by collector only one part-sheet known, unlisted in SG. Much substance
here, including material we are unable to categorise requiring certificates

Indore
C H L

50448

150 - 200

1886-1947 Specialised collection of dozens of stamps housed on album pages, very few stamps
needed for completion, including the #1, 1889 handstamp issues, 1889-1902 Shivaji Rao Holkar issues
mint including thick paper varieties, through to Yeshwant Rao Holkar II with 1927-37 to 2r and 1940/46
to 5r. A most attractive collection

Jaipur
C H L

50449

400 - 500

1904-49 Specialised collection of well over 100 mint and used stamps housed on album pages,
including an interesting range of the early chariot issues to 2a green, 1905 perf and 1911 imperf
chariots complete mint, the latter including ¼a greenish yellow full sheet of six showing the settings
and errors, followed by the 1931 investiture set complete mint (SG.40/51 cat. £650) and other better
Sawai Man Singh II incl. 1932/46 “Postage & Revenue” to 2r mint, as well as good officials, etc.,
considerable substance

Jammu & Kashmir
C H DCE L

50450

800 - 1’200

1867-1894 Specialised collection of several dozen unused and used stamps housed on album pages with
scarce issues present, including a magnificent page of the circular types all cut-square with enormous
potential, as well as Jammu 1876 1/2a bright blue unused (SG.66, cat. £3’250), Kashmir 1867-77 4a
sage-green unused (SG.100, cat. £650), through to the equally challenging issues of the 1880s incl. 1/4a
brown block of six with ornate sheet margin on three sides. A delightful collection, comfortable catalogue
value is £6,750 yet could be well into 5 figures. A collection that deserves further research
J DCE

50451

400 - 500

1880-94, Accumulation of 75 1/2a black officials in a stockbook, mixed condition

Kishengarh
50452

C H L
1899-1936 Specialised collection of several dozen mint and used stamps housed on album pages,
starting with the #1 and other early issues imperf and perf incl. 1/4a rose pink tête-bêche pair imperf
between, then 1904-10 Maharaja Madan Singh colour trials by Perkins Bacon 1/2a green, 1a bistrebrown and orange-brown all on thick card, through to 1928/36 Yagyanarayan Singh set complete mint,
as well as an interesting range of officials. Please inspect
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Soruth
50453

C H DCE L

700 - 900

1864-1938 Specialised collection on album pages, starting with the handstamped watercolour 1a on
wove paper used (SG.2, cat. £300), the Nitiprakash press issues incl. 4a used (SG.15, cat. £500) and
a 1a red on blue laid paper unlisted in SG. Then an extensive range of types on the 1870s and 1880s
1a and 4a issues imperf and perf, followed by the surcharges, 1920s Nawab portraits incl. 3p mauve
imperf strip of three from corner of the sheet, 1929 pictorials complete mint (SG.49/56), serifed ‘Sarkari’
official overprints including 1r black and blue used showing dropped ‘R’ (SG.O12a var, cat. £250 for
normal), etc. A most interesting collection with further discoveries to be made.

Travancore
50454

C H DCE L

200 - 300

1888-1947 Specialised collection of hundreds of stamps on well-filled album pages, beginning with
extensive conch shells with better varieties noted incl. 1899 2ch pale pink margin block of four imperf
horizontally between (SG.7ba, cat. £200 per pair), 1924-39 conches to 7ch mint shades and 14ch used,
official overprints also to 14ch mint with a range of inverted examples including scarce invert on 1ch
deep blue, then the surcharges and surcharged officials, further varieties noted incl. Bala Rama Varma
1 1/2ch imperf between pair, etc. Please inspect and study carefully.

Indian States Collections and Lots
50455

C H DCE L

700 - 900

1874-1948 Indian Feudatory States: Balance of Collection - Excellent balance of Feudatory States with
hundreds of stamps written-up on album pages, including Alwar, Bahawalpur with better mint never
hinged sets, Barwani with 1923 ¼a black unused (SG.17), Bhor complete along with scarce inverted
head 1a brown receipt stamp used on piece with Holcombe certificate, Bijawar incl. 1935 set complete
unused, Bussahir and Charkhari on well-filled pages, Dhar with first issues incl. ½a transposed
character (SG.1d), Faridkot, Idar, Jhalawar, Jind, Las Bela, Morvi, Nandgaon incl. official overprints,
Nawanagar with great potential on the early issues, Orchha incl. 1939 to 8a, useful Poonch, Rajpipla
complete, extensive Sirmoor, through to Wadhwan. Many good items are here, needs very careful study,
a much recommended viewing

Iraq
Iraq British Occupation of Baghdad

50456

50456

50457

C

18

240 - 300

7

240 - 300

1917 Six-Pointed star and Arabic date in Crescent 2a on 1pi dull blue mint og, very fine (SG £550)
50457

C

1917 Five Pointed Star ovpt 1a on 20pa mint og, gum slightly toned with a couple of tone spots, fine
(SG £850)

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°
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Jamaica

50458

F

300 - 500

1906 (May 19) Hand illustrated postcard sent as an invitation to a tea party, with an ink and watercolour
illustration of a rabbit initialled “SBW” below, sent locally to the Asylum in Kingston with 1/2d, very fine
and attractive
50459

C H S

500 - 800

1860-1967 Old-time collection on ten large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen perforated and overprinted, many complete
sets, some Officials, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £5’140+)
50460

F S / 468

200 - 300

1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes
and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (47 items)

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
British East Africa

50461

H J

4ba

1890-95 1/2a Brown imperf. lower marginal block of four (pos.43, 44, 53, 54) with neat Mombassa FE
12 94 cds, very fine and rare in a block of four (SG £750+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50462

NO LOT

50463

NO LOT

50464

H J

SG N°

11ad

Estimate (£)

600 - 800

1890-95 4 1/2a Dull Violet imperf. between vertical pair in block of four, Mombassa JA 16 94 squared
circle ds, fine, the only recorded block of four of this variety (SG £1’000+)
Note: All the sheets of the part perforated stamps were bought in London by a philatelist called
Hayman, who used a portion of them to frank a series of self addressed covers which he despatched to
Mombassa. This block originates from such a cover
50465

F / 468

79

150 - 200

1898 (Apr 26) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1896-1901 5R tied by Lamu cds, with Zanzibar
registered transit cds, Baden-Baden arrival bs, very fine philatelic franking of the highest value in the set

Bidding Steps

All bids in British pounds

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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50470

50483

50468

50482

50486ex1
476
476

50486ex2

Lot N°

50466

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

H J

SG N°

Estimate (£)

99 8’000 - 12’000

1897-1903 Wmk Crown CC 50R mauve on philatelic cover sent registered within Lamu tied by clear LAMU
/ 3.NO.1902 cds with similar alongside, addressee over-written and partly erased, otherwise very fine
and beautiful cover, extremely rare as it is one of only two known frankings of the 50R, a British Africa
rarity, cert. RPS (2016) (SG £9’000 as a used single)
Note: We sold a 50R with reversed watermark on a piece that looks identical to the paper of this
envelope with the same cancel on the same day for £6’600 including commission

50467

C H DCE S

600 - 900

1890-97 Old-time collection on three large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a few UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets with
values to 5r, 10r, 15r, 20r & 50r, a few lightly stuck down and remnants, archival fresh colours, very fine
and wonderful assembly (SG £5’200+)

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
50468

P / 476

800 - 1’200

1903-04 1/2a De La Rue Appendix Sheet (which has been broken up) with 8 imperf. colour trials affixed
on individual pieces of quadrile paper with ms notations adjacent for the proposed face value for these
colours from 1/2a to 8a, together with two pieces from the heading of the page with title and date, fine,
ex De La Rue archives and Baillie
Note: This colour scheme was submitted following an interview with Mr. E. A. Crowe at the Foreign
Office. All these colour trial suggestions were accepted except for the 4a where the head was changed
from grey to grey-green for the issued stamp
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50469

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

P

Estimate (£)

240 - 300

1903-04 2a De La Rue die proof of the frame in black on glazed card (92x60mm), dated “22 APR 03”,
very fine, ex Baillie
50470

C J / 476

134b

80 - 100

1938-54 10c Red-Brown & Orange perf.14 lower marginal block of four (with part imprint), mint og, light
vert. gum bend at left and perf. separation in the margin, fine and scarce multiple (SG £520 as singles)
50471

C J

139

150 - 200

1938-54 20c Black & Orange perf.13 1/4 mint group with corner marginal plate pairs (plates 3A and 3B,
the latter showing shifted black), two blocks of four (one from a booklet pane showing partial imprint in
margin), fine (SG £504 as singles)
50472

C J

139a

50 - 70

141a

100 - 150

1938-54 20c Black & Orange perf.14 mint block of four, fine multiple (SG £220 as singles)

50473

50473

50474

CC C

1938-54 30c Black & Violet-Blue perf.14 mint corner marginal plate strip of three, mounted in the
margin only, some minor gum beds, fine positional item (SG £480 as singles)
50474

CC C

144a

1938-54 50c Purple & Black showing “rope not joined to sail” (R2/5) in mint top marginal block of four,
mounted in the margin only, usual yellowish streaky gum, very fine positional item (SG £394 as singles)
478
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Lot N°

50475

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

CC J

145ac

500 - 700

1938-54 1s Black & Brown mint nh lower right marginal quarter sheet of 25 with plate number and part
imprint, showing varieties “Mountain Retouch” (R6/7) and “Sky Retouch” (R6/9, below value), very fine
and fresh, exhibition item (SG £1’952 as singles)

50476

C

145ac

300 - 400

1938-54 1s Black & Brown mint strip of 5 showing “Mountain Retouch” (R6/7) and “Sky Retouch”
(R6/9, below value) varieties, part of positional plate marking in selvedge, very fine, a great item for the
specialist (SG £1’492+)

50477

H J

145ac

160 - 200

1938-54 1s Black & Brown used block of four showing “Mountain Retouch” (R6/7) variety, central
Kiambu cds, some gum so possibly CTO, very fine and rare (SG £500+)

50478

CC C J

145ac, 145ad

800 - 1’200

1938-54 1s Black & Brown mint block of 8 showing BOTH “Mountain Retouch” varieties (R6/7 and
R5/10) plus “Sky Retouch” (R6/9, below value), positional plate marking in selvedge which has some
faint gum translucency (and slightly on the variety), very rare positional multiple, a great exhibition item
for the specialist (SG £6’038+)
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Lot N°

50479

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

H

145ad

200 - 300

1938-54 1s Black & Brown used showing “Mountain Retouch” (R5/10) variety, neat Dar Es Salaam /
Registered cds leaving the variety clear, very fine and rare in such quality, the finest we have seen (SG £700)
C

50480

146b

40 - 60

1938-54 2s Lake-Brown & Purple perf. 13 3/4 x 13 1/4 mint left corner marginal strip of three showing
lathe work at foot, very fine (SG £150 as singles)

CC C

50481

147ab

1’000 - 1’500

1938-54 3s Blue & Black “DAMAGED MOUNTAIN” variety (plate 7B, row 6/7) in mint marginal strip of
5 with part plate marking in margin, variety mint nh, very fine, one of the great rarities of KGVI British
Africa (SG £7’340+)
CC J / 476

50482

147ac

200 - 300

1938-54 3s Blue & Black perf.13x12 1/2 mint nh right corner marginal block of 10 with plate number
and part imprint, very fine (SG £500 as singles)
CC C J / 476

50483

149a

80 - 120

1938-54 10s Purple & Blue perf.14 mint right corner marginal block of 4 with plate number, very fine
(SG £200 as singles)
C J

50484

158

60 - 100

1948 Silver Wedding £1 mint right corner marginal block of 4 with plate number, fine (SG £200 as singles)

Collections
50485

C

400 - 600

1890-1927, Small mainly mint collection starting from first issue and complete including 1895-96 set
mint apart from 3 small values used, 1896-1901 set mint, SG 93, 94 mint, 97 Specimen, 1912-1921 set
mint up to 10 shillings, East Africa & Uganda £1 mint (SG 95), etc., a fine lot (SG £2’500+)
50486

F S / 476
1890-1954 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with thirty-four showing
SPECIMEN overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes,
registered envelopes wrappers and aerogrammes, plus meter markings on fragments, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (52 items)

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence
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400 - 600

Lot N°

50487

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

C DCE S

Estimate (£)

700 - 1’000

1898-1921 Old-time collection on two large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints, many complete
sets with values to 50r, 100r and 500r, 65 a few lightly stuck down and remnants, archival fresh colours,
very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £5’850+)

50488

C S

4’000 - 6’000

1922-62 Old-time collection on four large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
including some UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, many complete sets incl. complete
set to £100, plus postage dues, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £20’600+)

Pakistan

50489

CC C

10 var

2’600 - 3’000

1948 6a Turquoise-Green with SG type I overprint in mint and mint nh left marginal horizontal strip of
twelve showing variety “overprint omitted on three stamps”, very fine and very rare, cert. Murray Payne
(2006) and copy of cert. RPS (1963)

Kuwait

50490

C H

80 - 100

1929-61, Small mint & used group on 5 small stockcards incl. 1929-33 Service 15R mint hr (SG £325)
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50494ex1

50500ex1

50500ex2

50500ex3

50500ex4

50500ex5
482
482

50494ex2

50500ex6

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Leeward Islands

50491

C

110a

300 - 400

113ca

500 - 700

1938 KGVI 1s black on emerald paper mint with “D I” flaw (R9/6), very fine variety (SG £650)

50492

50492

50493

C

1938-51 10s Deep Green & Deep Vermilion on deep green paper with “missing pearl” variety below
base of the neck, mint large part og, very fine, cert. Murray Payne (SG £1’700)
50493

C

113, 113b

150 - 180

1948 MCA 10s deep green and deep vermilion on green paper, four singles, fresh and very fine mint
(SG £600)
50494

F S / 482

200 - 300

1886-1940 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to George VI, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes
and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (42 items)

50495

C DCE S

500 - 800

1890-1954 Old-time collection on four large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets with values to 5s, 10s and £1, including 1897 Jubliee set of eight, archival fresh colours,
very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’660+)

The currency for this session is the British pound
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vacance est la livre sterling
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Malaysia
Straits Settlements

50496

C H S

8’000 - 12’000

1867-48 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, many
complete sets incl. all high values present with all three $500 rarities, postage dues, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £33’900+)

Malaya British Military Administration

50497

CC J

2’000 - 3’000

1949 UPU set in mint nh lower right corner plate blocks of 6, with the 50c blue-black showing the
variety “distorted crown in watermark” (R12/3), very fine and unique example of this variety, cert. KGVI
Expertising (2008)

Malaysian States
Johor

50498

C H DCE S
1876-1938 Old-time collection on two large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated
Specimens, many complete sets with values $500, some used and postage dues, a few lightly stuck
down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’500+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Trengganu

50499

H

44

400 - 500

1921-41 Wmk Script CA $5 green & red on yellow with partial cds, very fine, cancellation doubtful as
it’s a very rare stamp used, sold as is

Collections
50500

F S / 482

1’800 - 2’400

1884-1956 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with one hundred and ten (110)
showing SPECIMEN overprints from various Malayan States including Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca,
Malaya, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Perak, Selangor, Singapore, Strait Settlements, showing postal cards,
reply cards, letter cards, envelopes, registered envelopes, wrappers and aerogrammes, plus some
meter marks on fragments, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (220+ items)

50501

C S

800 - 1’200

1891-1952, Old-time mint and used collection on 26 large hand-drawn album pages with issues from
the different states comprising Sungei Ujong, Selangor, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Perak, Trengganu,
Kedah, Kelantan, and Federated Malay States, strength in the various 1895-99 sets with values up to
$25 overprinted SPECIMEN, good selection of the later issues with the various Royal Silver Wedding
issues, archival fresh colours and very fine

50502

C

2’000 - 3’000

1937-51, KGVI complete basic mint collection of the different states incl. Singapore, very fine (SG
£2’000+), plus 1937-40 Sultan Ismail set of 15 mint, very fine and popular set (SG £1’600) and 1949
UPU 15c and 25c with SPECIMEN perfins from the Bradbury Wilkinson archives with “BW ARCHIVES” hs
on the reverse of both, ungummed, very fine and very rare, cert. BPA (1987)
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50503

50505ex

50506ex1

50506ex2

50507ex1

50507ex2

50510

50512

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Malta
50503

F / 486

200 - 300

1855 (Oct 10) Envelope from Malta to England, redirected from Cambridge to Axminster, with “FIRST
POSTAGE / NOT PAID” hs in black. reverse with Malta double arc cds, London transit and Cambridge
and Axminster cds, fine and scarce

50504

C S

1’000 - 1’500

1860-1997, Old-time unused collection on 34 large hand-drawn album pages showing a great deal of
completion from the early issues to modern, strength in the early years with rare SPECIMEN overprints
notably the 1885-90 QV issue set of six (SG £4’750), also 1886 5s rose (SG £1’000), alsi 1914-21
set to 5s plus the rare 1919 10s Shipwreck of St.Paul (Mult. Crown CA, SG £1’000), then later years
also replete with either overprinted or perforated SPECIMEN, also some extra material on stockcards,
archival fresh colours, very fine
50505

F S / 486

150 - 200

1886-1940 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to George VI, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, registered envelopes
and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (30 items)

Mauritius (see also Rarities of the World catalogue)
50506

P / 486

400 - 500

1847 Post Office 1d and 2d, the 1912 reprints taken from the original plate showing the arrangement of
both values on the one piece of copper, impressions in orange-red and in indigo-blue on smooth wove paper,
clearly illustrating the plate edges, each stamp with light hs REPRINT applied to reverse, fresh and fine (2)
50507

P/ 486

400 - 500

1847 “POST OFFICE” issue reprints from the original plate (prior to it being presented to the RPS), with
both values on each sheetlet (one in blue and one in orange), very fine and scarce

50508

50508

H

50509

20

200 - 300

1848-59 Post Paid 2d blue, worn impression, with very close to good margins, cancelled by light “2”
numeral of Flacq, very fine and fresh, cert. PF (1988) (SG £1’700)
50509

DCE

23

1’500 - 2’000

1848-59 Post Paid 1d Red on bluish, latest impression, pos.5, unused with good to large even margins,
very fine and fresh, a very attractive stamp ,ex Ferrary, cert. Brandon (2008) (SG £6’500)
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50513

50522ex1

488
488

50518ex

50522ex2

50522ex3

50524ex

50530

50538

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 486

50510

Estimate (£)

80 - 100

INCOMING: 1855 (Dec 23) Entire from Bordeaux to Port Louis with 20c and 40c Empire imperf, very
close to large margins, tied by dotted numeral lozenge with despatch and crowned Mauritius GPO ds
adjacent, attractive
C H DCE

50511

100 - 150

1858-61 Small group with 1858 FOUR-PENCE green used (3 margins), and four-margined 1859-61 6d
blue used, 6d slate unused, 1s vermilion used and 1s green mint part og (small thin)
F / 486

50512

56+62+64

300 - 400

1863-72 Crown CC 1d purple brown used with 4d rose and 6d yellow green on folded cover to Saigon
“via Aden”, stamps cancelled small B53 numerals, red “11d” accountancy on face, Mauritius despatch for
SP 18 68 and Saigon arrival 1 OCT on reverse, a fine and rare tricolour franking to an unusual destination
F / 488

50513

60 - 80

83

1879 (May 26) “Mauritius Post Card” (second issue) with 1878 2c dull rose tied by “B53” duplex, sent
to Rose Hill with arrival adjacent on the same day, message advertising a meeting of the Royal Society
of Arts and Sciences, very fine, ex Kanai

50514

50514

50515ex

A

154/55

500 - 600

1896 Composite essay for the 1900-02 Arms high values, Die Proof of basic design in green with handpainted FIVE RUPEES (no stop) in red in the value panel, transparent overlay with value for 2Rps.50Cts,
“appd. 23.10.98”, early state without POSTAGE & REVENUE, creased and somewhat soiled, a very rare
essay, ex De La Rue archives 1976
50515

C H

300 - 400

1940-49, Three sets with 1910 mint set of 15 (SG £300), 1921-26 mint set to 50R (SG £1’100) and
1938-49 used set of 12 (SG £110), fine to very fine
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Lot N°

50516

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

CC H

259ba

80 - 100

1938-49 25c Brown-Purple with “IJ” flaw for “U” variety in mint nh vertical marginal pair with normal,
very fine and fresh (SG £300), as well as the same variety used in horiz. pair with normal, fine (SG £48)
CC C

50517

70 - 100

1938-49 10c Red mint with sliced “S” at top variety (left marginal) and 1946 Victory mint vert. pairs
with SPECIMEN perfins
F / 488

50518

100 - 150

1944 Pair of covers sent from the Beau Bassin Internment Camp for Austrian and German Jewish
citizens, both with “B1” triangular censor cachet adjacent and under-cover “PO Box 1000” return
address on reverse, one sent to the UK with 12 and to the USA with 20c tied by GPO cds, fine duo
C H F DCE

50519

1’200 - 2’000

1830s-1967, Attractive mint and used collection in stockcards and on pages from pre-philatelly to
independence starting with 2 Post Paid incl. a nice 1d, latest impressions, few Britannias, Victoria issues
with several mint 1860-63 incl. 6d, 1s very fine, 1863-72 with some covers and continuing fairly
complete up to 1967. The collection is accompanied after 1937 with many first flights and FDCs incl. a
rare 1965 birds FDC with only few recorded, a great basis for expansion (SG £8’500+)

50520ex

50520

50521ex

C H

360 - 500

1849-1904, Mint & used collection on Scott album page, noted 2d “Dardenne” and a selection of
Britannias, also useful QV singles and two few specimens, fine
50521

C H DCE S

1’200 - 1’600

1858-1965 Old-time collection on ten large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets with values to 50r, plus some early Victoria with array of surcharged values, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £8’750+)
50522

F S / 488
1886-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery many with SPECIMEN overprints
from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes, letter cards, registered
letters, wrappers and aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (87 items)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Montserrat
50523

C H S

400 - 600

1876-1966 Old-time collection on nine large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, many
complete sets, a few stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’200+)
50524

F S / 488

100 - 150

1884-1908 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with nine showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to Edward VII, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes and
wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (10 items)

Morocco Agencies (British Post Offices)

50525

G

400 - 500

1889-96 10c Carmine bisect on piece with normal pair (one stamp torn) tied by faint Rabat duplex, and
1898-1900 50c bright lilac on piece tied by Rabat duplex, fine and very rare, see write up on the album
page for more info

50526

50526

C

50527

181a

800 - 1’000

1948 Olympic Games 1p20c on 1s brown mint with DOUBLE SURCHARGE variety, very fine, SG
guarantee on reverse and cert. KGVI Expertising (2012) (SG £1’500)
50527

C

181a

700 - 900

1948 Olympic Games 1p20c on 1s brown mint with DOUBLE SURCHARGE variety, very fine and scarce,
cert. BPA (1957) (SG £1’500)
50528

CC J

300 - 400

1907-40, Collection of mint nh control blocks with Spanish and French currencies from KEVII to
commemoratives, plus some Mauritius blocks with plate number, usual gum curling, very fine (40 blocks of 6)
50529

CC H F

80 - 120

1937-49, Small group with interest in re-entries on the high values incl. Morocco Agencies 2s6d with
Tetuan cds with major re-entry and 5s mint nh with re-entries (2, both different), Tangier 5s mint nh with
re-entries (2, both different), 1950-51 used set, two pieces with GB used in Tangier, plus 2 philatelic
frankings of KEVIII issues
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Nauru
50530

F / 488

19

800 - 1’000

1916 (Dec 23) Envelope sent registered to Australia with 1916-23 De La Rue 2s6d sepia-brown
Seahorse tied by Pleasant Island cds, registered cachet and CENSORED hs adjacent, Sydney bs, some
foxing around the stamp, a rare usage of this shade, cert. BPA (1964) (SG £1’600 for used single)

New Hebrides
50531

C H DCE S

300 - 400

1908-67 Old-time collection on ten large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens,
many complete sets with values 5s or 5fr, a few lightly stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (SG £2’250+)

New Zealand (see also Rarities of the World catalogue)

50532

H

100 - 200

1862-64 Wmk Large Star imperf. used group of four with 1d vermilion, 2d pale blue, 6d and 1s, fine to
good margins except for a nick at the top of the 1d and 1s, otherwise fine

50533

P
1926 Admiral die proof in black with black surround with uncleared value tablets on white wove paper
numbered “206527” at upper right, very fine, cert. BPA (2013)
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Lot N°

50534

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC

589ca

Estimate (£)

40 - 60

1936-42 2s olive-green, mint nh, showing “CAPTAIN COQK” variety, very fine

50535

50535

50536

CC J

2’000 - 2’600

1960 6d Lilac, Green and Deep Bluish Green mint nh block of four with variety lilac and green omitted
as well as major vertical shift of horizontal perforations and thin vertical perforations on the top pair,
very fine and very rare
50536

CC

790, 790a

400 - 500

1960 9d Red and Ultramarine horizontal mint nh strip of three with third stamp showing RED OMITTED
and middle stamp with partial omission, very fine (NZL 1580a)

50537

C H DCE S

1’000 - 1’500

1858-1967 Old-time collection on twenty large hand-drawn album pages showing useful early issues with a
small selection of Chalon Head, mostly mint or unused, from about 1880 showing a good deal of completion
, a few lightly stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £9’100+)

Victoria Land
50538

F / 488

A1

240 - 300

1908 (Feb 27) British Antarctic Expedition 1907 envelope (imprint on backflap) with 1908 Shackleton
Expedition 1d tied by green British Antarctic Expd cds with further black cds adjacent, some creasing
lightly affecting the stamp, fine
50539

CC / 494

A3

60 - 80

1911 1d Carmine mint nh top right corner marginal block of four with serial number, very fine (SG £220+)
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50540

50539

50541ex1

50541ex2

50542

50544ex1

494
494

50544ex2

Lot N°

50540

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F / 494

Estimate (£)

500 - 600

1913 (Jan 18) Long cover with the “BRITISH ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, TERRA NOVA R.Y.S” crest printed
on the flap, addressed by Lt. Francis Drake, the Assistant Postmaster, franked by Victoria Land 1/2d and
1d tied by the BRIT ANTARCTIC EXPD cds, backstamped at Lyttelton (Feb 12), minor cover faults, scarce
souvenir posted on evacuation day of the Cape Evans base

Nigeria
Niger Coast Protectorate
50541

G DFE / 494

46ba, 47b

100 - 150

1894 1d Dull Blue bisect on front with 1892-94 2d tied by Bonny squared circle ds, cert. RPS (1990),
and piece with 1894 1d dull blue and 2d green bisects with normal 1d and 1892-94 2d tied by Bonny
squared circlkes, fine
50542

F / 494

200 - 300

1899 Incoming envelope from GB to a Captain in the West African Frontier Force with 1881 1d lilac die
II tied by Nuneaton cds, Stoke Golding despatch bs, and black Royal Niger Company Burutu boxed ds
(serif letters) in black on front, fine and scarce incoming mail

Collections
50543

C DCE S

300 - 400

1914-1966 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets with values to 10s or £1, plus some postage dues, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (SG £2’000+)
50544

F S / 494

400 - 700

1884-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with twenty-five showing
SPECIMEN overprints from Victoria to QEII period, from Nigeria, Southern Nigeria, Lagos, Niger Coast,
including postal cards, reply card, envelopes, registered envelopes and aerogrammes, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (51 items)

North Borneo

50545ex

50545

50546ex

C

500 - 700

1939-47, KGVI complete basic mint collection with 1939 set to $10 and 1945 BMA set, very fine (SG £1’792)
50546

C H DCE S

700 - 1’000

1886-1961 Old-time collection on eleven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen perforated and overprinted, many
complete sets, some Postage Dues, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £6’500+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Labuan
C S

50547

300 - 500

1879-1905 Old-time collection on four large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, in complete
sets, a few stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’600+)

Northern Rhodesia

50548

50549ex

CC

50548

30b

50 - 60

1938-52 1 1/2d Yellow-Brown mint nh with “Tick bird” flaw variety, fine (SG £200)
CC C H

50549

600 - 800

1925-63, Complete mint & used collection incl. 1925 mint and used sets of 17, 1938-52 mint & used
sets of 21 incl. mint nh 1 1/2d with “Tick bird” flaw in pair with normal, 1963 sets incl. varieties, postage
dues, etc., a fine lot (SG £2’700+)

Nyasaland

50550

P
1895 Master die proof of the British Central Africa central vignette in black on white card, 89mm x
114mm, as used for the 1895 high values, an outstanding showpiece, very rare
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50551

50551

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50553ex

CC

143c

400 - 500

1938-44 £1 Purple & Black on red with “serif on G” variety, mint nh, very fine and scarce (SG £1’100)
50552

F S / 502

300 - 400

1891-1944 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with twenty-five showing
SPECIMEN overprints from Victoria to GVI period, from British Central Africa and Nyasaland Protectorate,
including postal cards, envelopes, registered envelopes and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine
and wonderful assembly (26 items)
50553

C DCE S

1’000 - 1’500

1896-1953 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, with all
the good £10 values, plus some postage dues, many complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine
and wonderful assembly (SG £8’085+)

Pakistan (see also lot 50489)

50554

C

2’000 - 3’000

1947 KGVI 1a carmine in mint and mint nh horizontal strip of three with variety “partial print on first
stamp”, a very fine and very rare and attractive variety worthy of an exhibition collection (SG 4 var.)

Rhodesia

50555

C DCE P

2’000 - 3’000

1892-93 1d to £10 set of 11 imperf. Plate Proofs, most without gum (some traces and the £5 has large
part og), very fine, very rare in this condition, the £5 and £10 with individual certs. PFSA (2008)
50556

C

58-64

90 - 120

1896 1/2d to 1s set of 7 mint, very fine (SG £325) (SACC 51-57, R6’050)
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50557

50557

CC C J

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50558

77b

700 - 1’000

1898-1908 1d Rose IMPERF. BETWEEN HORIZONTALLY in mint block of four, lightly mounted mint in
lower sheet margin only, stamps never hinged, very fine and scarce (SG £1’100+) (SACC 69b, R60’000)
Note: See boxed important note in SACC 2019 catalogue on Page 279 stating 100% premium for
UNMOUNTED MINT
50558

C

92

1’500 - 2’000

1898-1908 £5 Deep blue, mint large part o.g., very fine, fresh and very scarce, cert. BPA (1991) (SG £3’250)
(SACC 86, R110,000)

50559

C

113d

4’000 - 5’000

1909-12 £2 Rosy Brown on blued paper mint large part og, very fine, fresh and very scarce, cert. RPS
(1986) and BPA (2008) (SG £4’000) (SACC 112a, R90’000)

50560

C J

123

1910-13 1d Bright Carmine perf.14 in mint block of four (pos 63, 64, 73, 74) with bottom two stamps
showing flaw below “OD” variety and top left showing re-entry on Queen’s neck, pencil markings on
reverse and some patches of missing gum, fine
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100 - 150

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50563

50561

50562

50564

C

50561

152 var

2’000 - 2’600

1910-13 Double Head 1s black & pale blue, mint, vertical pair from the ‘NO GASH’ plate (RHODESIA
STUDY CIRCLE REF. “I”), very fine and very rare, cert. PFSA (2008)
C

50562

156 var

700 - 1’000

1910-13 Double Head 2s6d Sepia & Deep Crimson with variety “gash in ear” (pos. R1/2), mint large
part og, very fine and scarce, cert. BPA (2008)(SG £1,275-£2,125) (SACC 165 var., R22,000-R37,500)
Note: See footnote in SG re catalogue value
C

50563

160 var

400 - 600

1910-13 Double Head 5s deep rose-red and (brighter) yellow-green mint og from the “short gash”
plate (Rhodesia Study Circle red “E”), very fine, cert. PFSA (2008) (SG £1’050-£1’750) (SACC 160 var.,
R16,500-R27,500)
Note: See footnote in SG re catalogue value
C

50564

160a var

300 - 500

1910-13 Double Head 5s crimson and yellow-green mint large part og with flaw above the King’s head
caused by foreign matter on the plate after the printing of the frame and before the printing of the
central vignette, unusual, ex Robert Gibbs (SACC 160a var.)

50565

50565

50566

C

50568

160b var

1’500 - 2’000

1910-13 Double Heads 7s6d carmine and pale blue, mint o.g., with variety “gash in ear” (pos. R1/2),
very fine and very rare, cert. BPA (2007) (GBP1950-GBP3250) (SACC 160b var. R39,000-R65,000)
(SACC 160b var.)
Note: See footnote in SG re catalogue value
50566

C

166a var (SACC 166a var)

2’000 - 2’600

1910-13 Double Heads £1 lake-brown and slate-black mint large part og (Rhodesia Study Circle Ref
RMG “F”), very fine and rare shade unlisted by SG and SACC, cert. PFSA (1989)
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Lot N°

50567

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

CC

SG N°

166b var.

Estimate (£)

15 - 20’000

1910-13 Double Heads £1 scarlet and reddish mauve ERROR OF COLOUR mint NEVER HINGED top
right corner marginal with sheet number “1”, some minor natural gum disturbance and perf. separation
at top, very fine and UNIQUE positional example, a major British Africa rarity, cert. BPA (1985) (SG
£10,000+++)(SACC 166b var. R300’000+++)
Note: See boxed important note in SACC 2019 catalogue on Page 279 stating 100% premium for
UNMOUNTED MINT PLUS THIS UNIQUE POSITIONAL PIECE ADDS MAJOR VALUE
50568

CC / 499

169

700 - 900

1910-13 Double Heads 1/2d apple-green, Perf.15, mint NEVER HINGED, very fine, with photocopy of
cert. RPS (1969) when it was in a block of 16 (SG £600) (SACC 169, R26,000)
Note: Please see boxed important note in SACC 2019 which states 100% premium for UNMOUNTED MINT

50569

C

179

1910-13 Double Heads £1 red and black, perf.15, mint large part o.g., very fine and extremely rare, cert.
BPA (2006) (SG £18’000) (SACC 179, R350,000)

500
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12 - 16’000

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50570

50570

SG N°

50571

Estimate (£)

50572

CC

182a

500 - 800

1910-13 Double Heads 1/2d green perf.13 1/2, mint NEVER HINGED vertical pair, very fine (SG £700+)
(SACC R34,000)(SACC 182a)
Note : Please see boxed important note in SACC 2019 catalogue which states 100% premium for
UNMOUNTED MINT
50571

CC

365a

700 - 1’000

1966 Independence 9d mint nh top marginal vertical pair with OVERPRINT DOUBLE variety, very fine,
cert. PFSA (2009) (SG £1’800+) (SACC 122a, R40’000)
50572

CC

370a

400 - 600

1966 Independence 5s mint nh with OVERPRINT DOUBLE variety, very fine, cert. PFSA (2009) (SG £850)
(SACC 127a, R20,000)

50573

CC J

4’000 - 5’000

1965 Coat of Arms 2s6d multicoloured, mint nh bottom sheet marginal IMPERFORATE imprint block of
twelve for the only recorded sheet of sixty, fresh, very fine and a unique positional item, cert. PFSA (2009)
(SG 358a, £5’400++) (SACC 115a, R96’000++)
An outstanding showpiece

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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501

502
502

50552ex1

50552ex2

50552ex3

50552ex4

50576ex1

50576ex2

Lot N°

50574

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C DCE

Estimate (£)

5’000 - 7’000

1892-1919, Mint collection on stockcards, incl. 1892-93 set to £10 (£1 minr cert. Sismondo, £5
unused cert. F. Feldman, £10 mint cert. Behr), 1892-94 set of 7, 1896-97 values to 10s, 1896 set of
7, 1898 set to £10 (£5 mint cert. Bühler, £10 mint cert. A. Diena), 1905 Falls set, 1909-12 set to £2
on bluish, 1910-13 Double Heads to £1 and 1913-19 Admirals to £1, etc., mostly fine, a strong lot
(SG £26’000+)

50575

CC C H G DCE

1’000 - 1’500

1892-1924 Attractive old-time collection of Arms, Double Heads and Admiral issues, showing a good
deal of complete, mostly used condition, a few unused, mounted on 33 album pages, some useful
shades and perfvarieations etc., mixed condition (100’s) (SG £12’000+)
50576

C DCE S / 502

2’000 - 3’000

1896-1965 Old-time unused collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good
deal of completion, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens,
in complete sets to the pound values, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly
(SG £9’500+)

50577

H

700 - 1’000

1910-13 Double Heads used collection with a range of identified shades, with perf.14 1/2d (4), 1d
(3), 2d (3), 2 1/2d (5), 3d (5), 4d (4), 5d (4), 6d (3), 8d (3), 10d (5), 1s (3), 2s (2), 3s, 5s (2), 10s and
£1, perf.15 1/2d (3), 1d (3), 2d (4), 2 1/2d, 3d (2), 4d, 5d, 6d (2), 1s and 2s, perf.14x15 3d (surface
fault), and perf.13.5 1/2d, 1d (2), 2 1/2d and 8d, cancels incl. Gwanda, Kawamewa / Nth Rhodesia,
Umtali, Gadzema, Gwelo, Bindura, Mongo-Lealui, West Nicholson, Matops, etc., mostly fine to very
fine, an attractive lot
50578

C S

300 - 400

1924-53, Northern and Southern Rhodesia: Old-time mint and unused collection on 8 large
hand-drawn album pages with issues from both these territories, noted Northern Rhodesia
1925-29 KGV set to 20s with SPECIMEN overprint (SG £1’200), also Southern Rhodesia 1924
Admiral set, etc.
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Rhodesia and Nyasaland

50579

50579

50580

50583ex

CC

19ac

150 - 200

1959-62 1d Carmine-Red & Black with carmine-red (centre) omitted in mint nh pair, plus vertical strip
of 5 showing different strengths of of the dry print, very fine (SG £400+)
50580

CC

22b

120 - 150

1959-62 3d Black & Blue printed on the gum side variety, no hinge marks, very fine (SG £450)

50581

CC

32a 8’000 - 12’000

1960 Kariba Hydro-Electric Scheme 3d with variety red-orange omitted on two stamps in top right corner
marginal strip of four, with the fourth stamp showing a partial omission, mint nh, very fine and outstanding
positional item of this error, only 24 mint exist, cert. BPA (2009) (SG £12,000+++)(SACC 33b, R300,000+++)

504
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Lot N°

50582

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC J

Estimate (£)

10 - 13’000

POSTAGE DUES: 1954 QEII 1d ultramarine with violet “POSTAGE DUE” handstamp on left marginal
block of eight, with two stamps showing HANDSTAMP OMITTED variety, mint nh, perfs split horizontally
beyond halfway, very rare error, cert. Brandon (2006) and signed “B&K” on each stamp (SACC 1 var.)
50583

CC H P / 504

300 - 400

1954-62, Collection incl. 1954-56 imperf. plate proofs with punch hole to 6d, mint nh set plus coil
strips, and “POSTAGE DUE” hs in violet on 1d mint nh with Bridger & Kay hs on reverse, 1959-62 mint &
used sets and three mint 1d blocks showing pylon re-entry, plus a groupo of 18 FDCs incl. Independent
Rhodesia and 1970-73 2c Postage Due vert. pair printed on the gum side (2 pair), useful lot

St. Helena

50584ex

50584

50585ex

CC C

92-96

160 - 240

1922-37 MCA 4d to £1 complete set of five, mint, fresh and very fresh (SG £500)
50585

CC C DCE

1’500 - 2’000

1861-1965, Mint collection on stockcards beginning with 1861 6d rough perf., range of 1864-80
surcharges with different types (two 1s no gum), sets incl. 1922-37 wmk multi Crown to £1 and wmk
script CA missing 2s & 15s, 1934 Centenary set, etc., mostly fine to very fine (SG £7’400+)

50586

C H DCE S

1’000 - 1’500

1864-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen, all in complete sets, with values to 15s, archival
fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £6’050+)
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506
506

50589ex1

50589ex2

50589ex3

50591ex1

50591ex2

50591ex3

50594ex1

50594ex2

Lot N°

50587

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

F S

Estimate (£)

300 - 400

1901-1929 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with ten showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Victoria to George V period, from Nigeria, Southern Nigeria, Lagos, including postal
cards, reply card, envelope and registered envelopes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful
assembly (73 items)

St. Kitts-Nevis

50588

C H DCE S

500 - 700

1870-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated
Specimens, many complete sets with values £1, some used, a few lightly stuck down, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’450+)
50589

F S / 506

200 - 300

1884-1930 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with ten showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Victoria to QEII period, from Nevis, St. Christopher and St. Kitts-Nevis, including postal
cards, reply card, letters cards, envelopes, wrappers and registered envelopes, archival fresh colours,
very fine and wonderful assembly (26 items)

St. Lucia
50590

C S

400 - 600

1860-1968 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, including some UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, many complete sets
incl. complete sets to 10s, plus postage dues, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly
(SG £3’600+)
50591

F S / 506

300 - 400

1884-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with twenty showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II period, including postal cards, reply cards, envelopes,
registered envelopes, wrappers and one air letter, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful
assembly (27 items)

St. Vincent

50592

C

20

800 - 1’200

1872-75 1s Lilac-Rose, perf. 11-12 1/2 X 15, mint with large part of original gum, usual rough
perforation and light oxydisation, still fresh and an extremely rare stamp, cert. BPA (SG £5’500),
(Scott #22, $6’250)
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50594ex3

50596

50598ex1

50598ex2

50599ex1

50599ex3
508
508

50599ex2

Lot N°

50593

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C H

Estimate (£)

380 - 500

1863-1938, Mint and used collection on Scott album page, noted 1875 1s claret, 1883-84 4d ultramarine
blue, later issues including KEVII £1, fine
50594

F S / 506

300 - 400

1884-1952 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with twenty-four showing
SPECIMEN overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II period, including postal cards, reply cards,
envelope, registered envelopes, wrappers and one air letter, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (28 items)

50595

C H S

1’200 - 1’500

1861-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £6’522+)

Sarawak (see also Rarities of the World catalogue)
50596

F / 508

100 - 150

1947 (Sep 20) Envelope sent by registered airmail to Scotland with 1945 BMA 10c, 15c and $1 tied by
“BEAUFORT / NORTH BORNEO” cds with registration hs adjacent, Jesselton and Singapore bs, opened
for display, fine

50597

C DCE S

900 - 1’200

1869-1963 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen, all in complete sets, with values to $1, archival
fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’600+)
50598

F S / 508

150 - 200

1923-28 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with eleven showing SPECIMEN
overprints from George V period, including postal cards, letter card, envelope, registered envelopes,
wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (16 items)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Seychelles
50599

F S / 508

200 - 300

1884-1956 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with seventeen showing
SPECIMEN overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, envelopes
and registered envelopes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (22 items)

50600

C S

700 - 1’000

1890-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen, mostly complete sets, with values to 10r,
archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’760+)

Sierra Leone

50601

CC C DCE

3’000 - 4’000

1859-1981, Mint collection on stockcards, incl. QV issues starting with 1859-74 6d (4), 1872-73 4d
blue creased, etc. (this first stockcard in mixed condition), 1896-97 set to £1, 1897 Surcharge Fiscals
incl. SG.58, 2 1/2d on 1s se-tenant strip of three (fresh colour) and two singles with faded colour, 1903
set to £1, 1907-12 set to £1, 1912-21 set to £5, 1934 Centenary set, etc., mostly fine (SG £13’400+)

50602

C H DCE S

1’400 - 1’800

1862-1963 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimens, all in complete sets, with values to £5, archival
fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £7’050+)
50603

F S / 516
1884-1956 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with thirty-three showing
SPECIMEN overprints from Queen Victoria to George V, showing postal cards, reply cards, letter cards,
envelopes, registered envelopes, wrappers and aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (48 items)

510
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400 - 600

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Somaliland Protectorate
50604

C DCE S

400 - 600

1903-58 Old-time collection on five large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of completion,
mostly mint including some UPU Specimens, all in complete sets, with values to 5r, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’150+)
50605

NO LOT

South Africa
Anglo Boer War
50606

F

100 - 120

Group of 10 picture postcards printed by J. Farine, all different and all posted from Italy, nice group

Cape of Good Hope

50607

H

13

800 - 1’000

1861 “Woodblock” 1d vermilion with Port Elizabeth mail bag seal cancel, extensively repaired, unique
example of this cancel on a Woodblock, cert. RPS (2001)

50608

50608

C

50609

18

200 - 300

1863-64 1d Deep Carmine-Red mint pair, fine to large margins, very fine (SG £650) (SACC 14, R20’000)
50609

C

18

150 - 200

1863-64 1d Deep Carmine-Red mint part og pair with fine to good margins, very fine and fresh (SG £650)

David Feldman Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman SA (DFSA) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% are debited to
the buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the Special Extended Facility has been granted, the buyer
understands that every claim regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date,
even though the lots may be held by DFSA awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DFSA.
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

THE FAMOUS SIDEWAYS WATERMARK CROWN CC

50610

C

22

1863-64 De La Rue 1d deep carmine-red, wmk CC, showing sideways watermark, mint with part
original gum, close to good margins, a very fine and an extremely important and exceptionally rare
showpiece, cert. RPS (2010) (SACC 14 Note)
Note: This was a trial printing that was not issued for public use

512
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20 - 24’000

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

THE CAPE TRIANGULARS

50611

CC C H G F J DCE

12 - 20’000

1853-1864 An outstanding old-time collection of these famous stamps showing an almost complete
collection of all these popular issues in either mostly used condition, mounted on 48 album pages,
mixed condition, but some very fine to superb.
A details descriptions of the collections as follows:
• 1853-1863 Perkins Bacon (SG 1-8): 1d red, 4d blue, 6d lilac and 1s green, showing examples of
almost all the different shades, plus unofficially rouletted 4d blue used on fragment and 6d lilac used,
some multiples, mostly pairs and 4d unused and used multiples including pairs, blocks and strips (234)
• 1861 The “Woodblocks” Provisional Printings (SG 13-14): Attractive array of these rare and popular
issues, including most of the recorded shades with 1d vermilion and 1d carmine, plus 4d pale milky
blue, pale bright blue, pale greyish blue and deep bright blue, all used, in addition the rare 4d with
retouched right-hand corner, plus a very defective but extremely rare 4d vermilion error of colour (18)
• 1863-1864 De La Rue (SG 18-21): 1d red, 4d blue, 6d bright mauve and 1s green, showing examples
of many different shades, a few unused, but mostly used (57)
A wonderful collection and excellent basis for study, various items with certs. from RPS, BPA, Brandon
(SG £157’000+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

THE CAPE TRIANGULARS

50612

C H J DCE
1853-1864 An outstanding collection of these famous stamps showing an almost complete collection of
all these popular issues in either unused or used condition, neatly mounted and written up on six album
pages, almost all appearing to have three good to large margins.
A details descriptions of the collections as follows:
• 1853-1863 Perkins Bacon (SG 1-8): 1d red, 4d blue, 6d lilac and 1s green, showing examples of
almost all the different shades, including plate proof pairs in blue, rose and black (Plate proofs 7,
unused 25 and used 13)
• 1861 The “Woodblocks” Provisional Printings (SG 13-14): 1d vermilion and 1d carmine, both
used, plus 4d pale milky blue, pale bright blue, pale greyish blue and deep bright blue, all used
• 1863-1864 De La Rue (SG 18-21): 1d red, 4d blue, 6d bright mauve and 1s green, showing examples
of many different shades, including 4d two mint pairs and one block of four (1d red unused 4, 4d
blue unused 13 and used 1, 6d bright mauve unused 3, 1s emerald green, unused pair and single,
used single)
A wonderful collection in much above average condition, various items with certs. from RPS, BPA,
Sismondo, Behr (SG £80’000+)

514
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14 - 18’000

Lot N°

50613

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C H DCE

Estimate (£)

7’000 - 8’000

1853-1864 Cape Triangulars: Attractive mint and used collection neatly mounted and written up on
eight album pages, showing an extremely fine array of these popular and famous issues, many with
three clear margins, highlights include 1861 Woodblock 4d pale milky blue, used showing “Retouched
with horizontal lines instead of ornament in right-hand corner” (SG 14aa, £9’000) (SACC 13, R300’000),
some defects, fine to very fine (SG £28’000+)
An extremely rare and desirable collection
50614

CC C H

600 - 700

1864-1904 Cape Rectangulars: Attractive mint and used collection neatly mounted on four album
pages, showing “Hope seated with values to 5s, plus KEVII set to 5s, fine to very fine (SG £1’950+)
50615

CC C H G J DCE

600 - 900

1864-77 Attractive old-time collection of Cape rectangulars, showing a good deal of complete, mostly
used condition, mounted on 18 album pages, some useful mint multiples etc., mixed condition (100s)
(SG £5’000+)

Mafeking
50616

H F

50 - 70

4, 6

1900 6d on 3d Magenta on a rather tired cover tied by Mafeking cds, reverse with Bulawayo transit and
Woolwich arrival, plus 1d on 1/2d vermilion used pair, slightly soiled

50617

50617

H

50618

50619

17

150 - 200

1900 Goodyear 1d pale blue on blue, used with central MAFEKING cds, very fine and attractive for this
popular Scouting issue (SG £325)
50618

G

17

200 - 300

1900 Goodyear 1d pale blue on blue showing CRACKED PLATE variety, used with central MAFEKING cds
on small fragment, very fine and attractive for this popular Scouting issue (SG £325)
50619

H

19

150 - 200

1900 Baden-Powell 3d deep blue on blue, used with central MAFEKING cds, very fine and attractive for
this popular Scouting issue (SG £475)
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50603ex1

50603ex3

50621ex2

50624ex
516
516

50603ex2

50621ex1

50621ex3

50632ex

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Natal

50620

C H DCE S

600 - 900

1857-1909 Old-time collection on three large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a few UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets with
values to £5, £10 and £20, a few lightly stuck down and remnants, archival fresh colours, very fine and
wonderful assembly (SG £4’500+)
50621

F S / 516

200 - 300

1884-1909 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with twenty showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to Edward VII, showing postal cards, reply cards, letter cards, envelopes,
registered envelopes and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (24 items)

New Republic
50622

CC C

700 - 800

1886-1887 Superb and attractive mint collection neatly mounted and written on five album pages,
showing a wide variety of different values in the different papers, with and without date or embossed
arms, mixed to very fine, a wonderful lot and an excellent basis for expansion (41) (SG £2’250+)

Transvaal

50623

H K

400 - 600

1883 Re-Issue 1s green, used irregular vertical block of seven with top left vertical pair showing TETEBECHE, very fine and attractive and a very rare error, cert. Behr
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Zululand
F S / 516

50624

80 - 120

1888-1891 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with four showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria period, including postal cards and reply cards, archival fresh colours,
very fine and wonderful assembly (4 items)

Union & Republic of South Africa

50625

50626

C

50625

42b

1’000 - 1’500

1930-44 1/2d Black & Green TÊTE-BÊCHE in mint left marginal strip of five, very fine and scarce (SG
£1’400) (SACC 42d, R50,000)
CC J

50626

56a (SACC 56e)

200 - 300

1934 1d Grey & Carmine mint nh top left corner marginal block of four imperforate variety, very fine,
cert Brandon (1987) (SG £360+) (SACC R5’000)
50626A

CC J

80 - 120

1998 Standard Postage complete sheet of 30, mint nh showing showing imperf top and bottom margins,
very fine (SACC 1086a

50627

C

O25 var

1’000 - 1’200

OFFICIALS: 1935-49 1s brown & blue “OFFICIAL / OFFICIAL” variety in mint pair with normal, very fine
and rare, cert. RPS (2016)
Note: Strips of six exist with this variety on the first stamp and “OFFISIEL / OFFISIEL” on the last stamp
and are catalogued by SG at £4’000 for the strip with both varieties (see footnote after SGO30)
50628

C H S
1910-1966 Old-time collection on nine large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets, with values to
10s or £1, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’000+)
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400 - 600

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Collections
50629

C H S

400 - 700

1853-1909, Old-time mint and used collection on 9 large hand-drawn album pages with issues from
the Cape of Good Hope including a selection of Triangulars (Woodblocks are repros), Transvaal with
Shilling and Pound values, mostly overprinted SPECIMEN, archival fresh colours and very fine
50630

F S / 524

300 - 400

1884-1930 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with ten showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Victoria to George V period, from Cape of Good Hope, Transvaal, Orange Free State
and South Africa, including postal cards, reply card, letters cards, envelopes, wrappers and registered
envelopes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (73 items)

South West Africa

50631

50631

C

50634

130c

500 - 600

1943-44 “Bantam” 1s brown, mint bottom sheet marginal vertical pair showing “SWA” inverted ovpt,
very fine and a rare variety, cert. BPA (2014) (SACC 157a, R19’000)
50632

F S / 516

100 - 150

1923-28 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with nine showing SPECIMEN
overprints from George V period, including postal cards, letter card, envelope, registered envelopes,
wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (9 items)

50633

C H S

600 - 1’000

1923-67 Old-time collection on seven large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen, some complete and part sets, with values to
£1, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £3’600+)

Southern Rhodesia
50634

C

1b

700 - 1’000

1924-29 Admiral 1/2d blue-green with variety imperf. between vertical pair, mint large part og, very fine
(SG £1’200)(SACC 1b, R30’000)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

CC C H

50635

Estimate (£)

500 - 700

1924-64, Mint & used collection, starting with Admirals 1/2d (mostly) and 1d with imperf. on one side
varieties often in gutter pairs and blocks on 3 pages (incl, two with imprints), 1924-29 Admirals mint & used
sets, 1931-37 mint & used sets plus mint & used perf.11 1/2 (incl. 1s) and perf.14 (incl. 1s), QEII definitive
mint & used sets, etc., a difficult lot to assemble with the different perfs mint & used (SG £2’700+)

Sudan
C H S

50636

200 - 300

1897-1967 Old-time collection on thirteen large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets, plus some
Officials & Army Service stamps, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £1’780+)

Swaziland

CC J

50637

21a

150 - 180

1935 Silver Jubilee 1d with “extra flagstaff” variety in mint nh block of four, couple of faint tone spots
on the gum, very fine (SG £300+, SACC R9000+)
C H S

50638

180 - 240

1889-1967 Old-time collection on five large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint including some UPU Specimen overprints, many complete sets, archival fresh
colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £1’530+)
F S / 524

50639

100 - 150

1923-28 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with six showing SPECIMEN
overprints from George V to Queen Elizabeth II period, including postal cards, registered envelopes and
aerogrammes, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (16 items)

Tanganyika

50640

C S
1917-1961 Old-time collection on three large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated Specimens, in complete
sets, a few stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’650+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Tonga

50641

P

200 - 300

1886-88 King George VI 6d die proof in red on thick unglazed card, 55x73mm, fine and scarce

50642

50642

50643

H

16var

200 - 300

1893 2 1/2d on 2d (carmine ovpt) with inverted watermark, unused, two small thins, fine appearance
and rare, unlisted by SG
50643

J DCE

20b

500 - 700

1893 2 1/2d on 2d (black ovpt) with variety fraction bar completely omitted in unused block of four with
stamp below only showing a trace of the bar, minor toning otherwise fine and very rare, unpriced by SG
50644

C

21, 21a

50 - 70

1894 1/2d on 4d vertical strip of 10 with sheet margin and sheet number, with four stamps showing
the “SURCHARCE” variety and one showing “SURCHARCI”, a few surface abrasions, scarce multiple

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If the lot you are interested in is not pictured in our website, request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

DCE

50645

Estimate (£)

800 - 1’000

1895 1/2d on 2 1/2d Vermilion imperf. vertically variety, unused left marginal, fine and very rare,
unlisted by SG

50646

50646

50647ex

C

37B

40 - 50

1896 Half- Penny- on 7 1/2d on 2 1/2d (Tongan overprint reading upwards) mint left marginal pair, some
minor toning and some paper adhesion mostly in the margin, fine (SG £170)
50647

DCE P S

100 - 150

1897 Issue group of four proofs on carton paper with SPECIMEN ovpts incl. imperf. 6d in brown, imperf.
2s6d pair in deep purple, imperf. 5s, and perforated horizontally and gummed 5s (crease), fine group

50648

50648

50649

C L

200 - 300

1897 2s View of Haapai group of 6 forgeries (or poster stamps?) in very similar design to the issued stamp,
in different colours (green (2), bistre, olive, red and light red), gummed, odd perf. fault, most unusual
50649

C DCE
1897 2 1/2d Black & Blue showing double perforation at right variety, small part og, very unusual, the
only one seen by the vendor

Payment by Credit Card
We accept the following credit cards:
VISA, Mastercard and American Express
If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

50650ex

50650

SG N°

Estimate (£)

50651ex

C S

100 - 150

1920-44 SPECIMENS group incl. 1920-35 7 1/2d ovpt Specimen, 1938 Queen Salote perfin Specimen
set of 3 (toned gum), 1942-49 perfin Specimen set of 9 and 1944 Queen Salote perfin Specimen set of
5, fine group (SG £490+)
50651

80 - 100
1923-24 “TWO PENCE / PENI-E-UA” (type 28) ovpt albino impression struck 3 times on two pieces of
buff paper, very unusual

50652

H DCE L

200 - 300

OFFICIALS: 1893 (Feb) and 1893 (Oct) issues selection incl. 1893 (Feb) 2d, 4d, 8d and 1s on piece (split
into two) tied by Nukualofa cds, unused set plus a stockcard with some forgeries, and a stockcard of
mostly used 1893 (Oct) issues incl. 5d on 4d used strip of three, mixed condition, useful group

50653

L

100 - 150

OFFICIALS: 1893 (Feb) Photographs of the Sperati forgeries of the 4d, 8d and 1s values, fine
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50656ex2

50663ex1

50663ex2

50658

50660

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Trinidad and Tobago
50654

C H

360 - 400

1851-98, Mint & used collection on small album pages with Britannia issues with used incl. two 1860
(4d) and 1859 6d green, later with high values incl. 1907 £1 mint & used, mixed condition (SG £3’000+)

50655

C H DCE S

500 - 800

1881-1965 Old-time collection on nine large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen overprints or perforations, many
complete sets, plus some postage dues incl. 1885 CA 1/2d to 1s set of nine with unlisted Specimen and
officials, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £4’100+)
50656

F S / 524

300 - 400

1886-1954 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with twenty-eight showing
SPECIMEN overprints from Queen Victoria to Elizabeth II, showing postal cards, reply cards, registered
envelopes, wrappers and aerogrammes, plus meter markings on fragments, archival fresh colours, very
fine and wonderful assembly (54 items)

Turks and Caicos Islands
50657

C H DCE S

400 - 500

1867-1967 Old-time collection on eight large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused including some UPU Specimen perforated and overprinted, many
complete sets, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (SG £2’700+)

Uganda
50658

F / 524

56

300 - 500

1897 (Aug) Envelope to England with 1896 1a pair tied by blue crayon cross, in combination with British
East Africa 1896-1901 2 1/2a blue tied by Mombasa squared circle ds, fine and scarce, cert. Knopke (2000)

Bidding Steps

All bids in British pounds

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

SG N°

Estimate (£)

Zanzibar

50659

F

600 - 800

1881 (Apr 12) Envelope from Zanzibar to Germany with India 1865 2a orange pair and 1a brown tied by
“BRITISH / P.O. / ZANZIBAR” duplex (type 2 cancel), with French paquebot ds below, reverse with Paris
transit and Zeitz arrival, very fine and attractive
50660

F / 524

150 - 200

1899 (Sep) Envelope sent registered to Germany with 1899-1901 5R tied by squared circle ds,
Wolfratshausen arrival bs, very fine philatelic franking of the highest value in the set

50661

50661

50664ex

C

244

300 - 400

1908-09 100R Black & Steel Blue mint og, gum slightly toned and light horizontal gum crease barely
noticeable, scarce, cert. Sismondo (2017) (SG £1’300)
50662

CC J

100 - 150

1936 2s, 5s and 7s50c in mint nh top marginal blocks of four, very fine (SG £306+)
50663

F S / 524

600 - 900

1895-1958 Postal Stationery: Collection of the UPU unused stationery with sixty-two showing SPECIMEN
overprints from Queen Victoria to George V, showing postal cards, reply cards, letter cards, envelopes,
registered envelopes and wrappers, archival fresh colours, very fine and wonderful assembly (81 items)
50664

C H DCE S
1895-1964 Old-time collection on ten large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, mostly mint or unused, including a fine array of UPU Specimen overprints and perforated
Specimens, many complete sets with values 200r, a few stuck down, archival fresh colours, very fine
and wonderful assembly (SG £6’700+)
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Ireland
Friday, June 7, 2019, at 17:00 CET

Pre-Stamp Postal History
51000

1791 “Act for managing the Stamp Duties”, pages 409 to 491, very fine

51001

G F DFE / 532

100 - 150
1’000 - 1’500

1707-1880, Collection of various items in four folders , sections of bishop markings, Circular Year,
Mermaid datestamps, a fine selection of “Paid At” pmks, D. O’Connell, “Turn at”, Missent, Redirected,
Octagonals, Cork Exp, Signet, Trollope, Paid Octagonals and Paid Circular postmarks, a fascinating
group, all neatly mounted on exhibition pages, gen. fine (139 items)
51002

F

400 - 500

1753-1831, Collection of 21 items with mostly IRELAND in red postmarks, also KINSALE, COUNTRY etc.,
neatly written up on exhibition pages with details on the various postmarks, most items are pre-1900,
gen. fine to very fine
51003

F DFE / 532

300 - 400

1818-57, Collection of 57 items showing a range of postmarks, mostly on pre-stamp but also on GB and
postal stationery, various tax markings, Cork “A”, Cork single circle, various Penny Post markings, etc., fine
51004

F DFE

400 - 600

FREE 1750-1838, Collection of FREE fronts (18) and covers (25) written up on pages with marks
identified by Feldman/Kane numbers, incl. 1750 cover with “FREE”, two 1773 covers with “FREE / D” in
circle, 1791 cover with “FREE” in circle in black, three covers with “FREE / DUB” double circle, crown
circles, crown shields, etc., useful collection
51005

F DFE / 532

500 - 800

PAID AT MARKINGS 1780-1842 Specialised group of 34 covers showing a range of different “PAID AT”
markings, noted neat red POST PAID from Dublin, circled POST PAID D including to the US, boxed P.PAID
in red, boxed POST PAID AT CARLOW, P.PAID s/l, neat boxed PAID AT BELFAST in red, boxed PAID AT
MONAGHAN, PAID AT MOUNTMELLICK, etc, a fine group
51006

F

300 - 400

PENNY RATES 1713-1853, Collection of 39 items showing a good selection of different markings and
rates from the time, neatly written up on exhibition pages with details on each and every item including
postmarks, fine
51007

F DFE / 532

600 - 900

PENNY POST 1835-59, Collection in two binders with 75 items showing a wide range of Penny Post
hs on pre-stamp or GB used in Ireland covers, better struck postmarks incl. BELFAST / PENNY POST,
ENNISKILLEN PENNY POST, BOYLE PENNY POST, and more, gen. fine
51008

F DFE / 532

1’000 - 1’500

RECEIVING HOUSE 1702-1860, Collection in two binders showing a wide range of receiving house
postmarks on pre-stamp or GB used in Ireland covers, plus a binder of items with a range of townmark
straightlines includes some very early ones such as TIPPERARY from 1702, better struck receiving
house markings include BANAGHER, CORK in red, HILLBORO, MOATE, EDENDERRY in red, NEWTOWN
FORBES, CALLAN, ABBEYLEIX, STILLORGAN, SHANBALLYMORE, MILTOWN PASS, DUNGANNON, etc, fair
proportion of franked items, mixed to fine (150+ items)
51009

F DFE
TOWN MILEAGE MARKS 1808-31, Specialised group of 105 items showing a range of different TownMileage-marks, well-struck postmarks include KELLE 82, NENAGH 75, CORK 124, BELFAST 80,
CLOGHAN 60, KILKENNY 57, LURGAN 67, etc., all neatly mounted on album pages, a fine group
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Lot N°

51010

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F DFE / 532

Estimate (£)

300 - 500

TOWN MILEAGE MARKS 1832-54, Specialised group of 41 items showing a range of different TownMileage-marks, well-struck postmarks include CARDONAGH 152, STRABANE 107, KILKEEL 65, CT
ROCHE 116, KINNETY 64, SLIGO 103, DUNLEER 30, DUNMORE EAST 83, a fine group

GB Used In Ireland
51011

F / 532

100 - 150

1840 & 1857 Pair of stampless covers; 1840 (Dec 16) Entire written from Chirra, India, written by a
soldier in the Indian Army, with postscript stating that he is sending the letter through Sister Young,
posted in London unfranked and rated “2”, then struck with “Redirected / at Belfast” in red, rated “3”
and forwarded to Leamington, reverse with London and Belfast ds, some minor peripheral splitting
at top; and 1857 (Aug 1) Printed lettersheet “Enquiry after a Soldier’s Effects” with questionnaire
removed, sent from Ballymena to London with black “MISSENT TO /BELFAST” hs (M and B under-inked)
and cds on reverse, small portion of backlflap missing; a nice duo for an exhibition page
51012

G / 532

100 - 150

1855 2d Blue on top half of a wrapper, tied by GREEN “186” numeral of Dublin, reverse showing partial
matching green despatch, fine and scarce
51013

F / 532

150 - 200

1879 (Jan 2) Envelope from Dublin to Queensland, Australia, with 1873-80 8d orange tied by “186”
duplex, reverse with Brisbane and Cambooya arrival bs, small portion of envelope missing from reverse
at lower left, scarce franking
51014

F

40 - 50

1888 (Jan 16) Belgium reply paid postcard sent from Belfast back to Belgium, cancelled by Belfast “62”
duplex, reverse with Dublin & Belfast railway post office cds, minor soiling, scarce

51015

H

212

180 - 240

1891 £1 Green with neat DUBLIN / SORTING OFFICE cds, couple of internal creases, fine appearance
(SG £800)
51016

200 - 300

/ 534
KGV 1s Post Office Telegram form, unused, very scarce

51017

F DFE

700 - 1’000

1797-1922, Fascinating selection of 83 covers and cards housed in two albums, each item mounted on
exhibition pages, mostly postage due markings, More to Pay, overweight surcharge, late mail, too late,
“add 1/2”, parcel marks, Inspector’s Crown, etc., gen. fine
51018

G F DFE

700 - 1’000

DIAMOND CANCELS 1845-85, Specialised group of 128 items showing various diamond cancel usages,
mostly on engraved imperforate QV 1d red, each item neatly mounted on pages, noted neat imprints of
Mountmellick 338 in blue, Mountrath 340. Portarlington 377, Rathkeale 391, Tuam 435, Kilbeggan 261,
Galway 232, Enfield 210, Carlow 97, a good basis for expansion into an exhibition collection
51019

F DFE

400 - 600

DUPLEX CANCELS 1866-1895: Collection of 115 covers and cards showing a wide range of duplex
cancels, all used on GB stamps or postal stationery cards, many letters addressed abroad, gen. fine
51020

F DFE / 534

1’000 - 1’500

MALTESE CROSS 1840-44, Specialised group of 46 items showing various Maltese Cross usages,
includes two Mulready entires plus a Blarney Stone caricature, then two Penny Black covers, and the
rest being practically all 1d red frankings plus a few postal stationery, mixed to fine
Ireland – June 7, 2019
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51001ex

51003ex

51005ex

51007ex

51008ex

51010ex

51012
51011ex1

51011ex2
532
532

51013

Lot N°

51021

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

G F DFE / 534

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 1’500

SPOON CANCELS 1852-70, Specialised group of 64 items showing various spoon cancel usages,
includes five items with 1847-54 embossed issue, then mostly perf. 1d reds with cancels ranging from
Ballina to Wexford, all ordered alphabetically, mixed to fine

Forerunners (L1-L45)

51022

51022

CC J

51023

L19

100 - 150

1906-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda: Hibernia with Harp and Wolfhound, narrow crown, perf. 11 1/4, top left
corner sheet marginal block of nine, appears nh, some gum loss, very fine and a scarce multiple, plus
Celtic Cross in a unused pair (Hib. €390+)
51023

C DCE

50 - 80

L21-L22

1912 Imperial Union (1d) yellow-green and (1d) dull orange, two unused singles, very fine (Hib. €210)

51024

CC C

L23

100 - 150

1914 Anti Home Rule (1d) Carson & flags, top corner marginal horizontal strip of three, mint nh, showing
double perforations at top, unusual and scarce (Hib. €450+)
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51016

51021ex

534
534

51020ex

51026

51036ex

51037ex1

51037ex2

51044

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

51025

51025

Hib. N°

Estimate (£)

51029

DCE

L24

80 - 120

1914 Anti Home Rule (1d) Carson large, top right corner marginal horizontal pair, unused, unusual and
scarce (Hib. €240+)
51026

F / 534

L26

180 - 240

1914 Anti Home Rule (1d) orange, applied on 1914 envelope from Clifton in Bristol to Avoca, Co. Wicklow,
franked GB 1/2d pair, with label applied alongside, a fine and an attractive usage

51027

CC

L27

150 - 200

1914 Anti Home Rule (1d) red “South Belfast”, mint pair, imperf margin at left, very fine and scarce
(Hib. €500)

51028

CC

L32a

40 - 60

L42

50 - 80

1916 Manchester Martyrs horizontal tête-bêche pair, mint nh, very fine (Hib. €150)
51029

CC J

1922 Irish White Cross (1d) green & black, mint nh block of four, left pair imperf at right, fresh, very fine
(Hib. €240+)
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51030

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

DCE

Hib. N°

L53

Estimate (£)

500 - 700

1911 British Empire 1d deep blue, unused, sheet marginal single, very fine and very rare (Hib. €1’500)

Essays & Proofs (E1-E167)

51031

DCE

E1-4

200 - 300

Hely Ltd: Engraved monocoloured essays, showing all four recorded colours, 2d, green, 2d, lake, 2d
indigo and 2d black, all unused, creases, fine and a scarce set (Hib. €1’000)

51032

CC C

E21-E45

Hely Ltd: Lithographed monocoloured essays, showing twenty-five mostly different colours, all in mint
mainly nh singles, many of which are from the bottom margin, fresh, very fine and an extremely scarce
group (Hib. €875)
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Lot N°

51033

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

J DCE

E21-E45

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 1’500

Hely Ltd: Lithographed bi-coloured essays, showing twenty different colours, all in unused top right
corner sheet marginal blocks of four, fresh, very fine and an extremely rare group (Hib. €4’000)

51034

C

E56-65

200 - 260

Valdivia complete set of all ten colours in imperforate mint singles, very fine, attractive and scarce
(Hib. €750)

51035

A

50 - 80

E159

Machine Company: 1d sepia, very fine & scarce (Hib. €275)

Transitional Period
51036

F / 534

100 - 150

1916-21, EASTER RISING group incl. 1916 (May 8) stampless envelope with “ARMY POST OFFICE
(H.D) / 40”cds, which was in use for only 10 days in May by the 176th Infantry Brigade, located at
Trinity College, Dublin, with “Censored / W. Horton / 2Lt.”, also with three British propaganda postcards
satirising the “Irish Conscript” and one entitled “The Real Rainbow Chaser”, and Michael Collins (Irish
revolutionary, soldier and politician) signed day pass, press photo and picture postcard
51037

F / 534

500 - 800

1916-21 EASTER RISING & ANGLO-IRISH WAR collection written up in an album incl. picture postcards of
the Sinn Fein Rebellion (14, one sent from Coolmoney Camp), seven covers/cards with the temporary rubber
Dublin obliterator, three official covers from Paymasters, “ARMY POST OFFICE (HG.D) / 40” cds on card, 1921
cover with ms “Censored IRA” label, two pc’s sent during the civil war by witnesses, 1908 cover (toned) with
Sinn Fein “Celtic Cross” label on reverse (tied), “Home Rule” propaganda postcard depicting a cat, etc.
Ireland – June 7, 2019
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1922 (Feb) Thom Overprints (T15-T19)

51038

CC J

PR9

200 - 260

1922 (Feb) Thom 1/2d green, mint nh block of four, showing red overprint with date at top, plus violet
hs on gum side, very fine and a scarce multiple (Hib. €1’000+)

51039

CC C J

T15a

150 - 200

1922 (Feb) Thom 1 1/2a red-brown, mint right sheet marginal block of nine, showing middle right stamp
with PENCF error, very fine & scarce (Hib. €600+)

51040

G
1922 (Feb) Thom 2d orange, die I, inverted ovpt, tied on fragment, very fine & scarce (Hib. €375)
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80 - 120

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

Estimate (£)

1922 (Jul-Nov) Thom Overprints (T25-T41)

51041

H

T39

150 - 200

1922 (Jul-Nov) Thom 2s6d used block of four, showing ovpt variety “R” over “SE” on three stamps, rows
3 & 4, stamps 2 & 3 from plate 3/5 Right, fine

1922 (Dec) Thom Overprints - Wide Setting (T42-T46)

51042

CC C J

T44a

80 - 120

1922 (Dec) Thom 1 1/2a red-brown, mint right sheet marginal block of four, showing top right stamp
with PENCF corrected error, very fine & scarce (Hib. €450+)

1922-23 Thom Three-Line Overprints (T47-T61)

51043

C

T47a

200 - 300

1922-23 Thom 3-line 1/2d green, mint light hinged, showing MISSING ACCENT variety, very fine and
scarce (Hib. €975)
51044

F / 534

T47b

150 - 200

1922-23 Thom 3-line 1/2d green, var. “Accent Inserted by Hand” of Row 15/12, in pair used with 5d
Sword on airmail cover Dublin 3 DE 23, with “AIR POST London-Paris” cachet on face, rare on cover
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51045

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

CC C

T48a

Estimate (£)

100 - 150

1922-23 Thom 3-line 1d red, mint block of eight, top right stamp showing QNE REVERSED variety, fresh,
very fine & scarce (Hib. €450)

51046

51046

C

51047

T55a

180 - 240

1922-23 Thom 3-line 6d reddish purple, mint vertical left marginal strip of three, showing middle stamp
with MISSING ACCENT, fine and scarce, cert. BPA (1969), error stamp signed David Feldman (Hib. €750)
51047

CC C

T58c

150 - 200

1922-23 Thom 3-line 1s bistre, mint right sheet marginal vertical pair, top stamp showing INSERTED
ACCENT variety, fresh, very fine & scarce (Hib. €750)

51048

CC

T60a

1922-23 Thom 3-line 5s rose-red, mint nh, left sheet marginal horizontal pair, right stamp shows
MISSING ACCENT from plate 3A, fresh & fine (Hib. €895)
540
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200 - 260

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

51049

51049

Hib. N°

Estimate (£)

51050

CC

T60a

180 - 240

1922-23 Thom 3-line 5s rose-red, used, vertical pair, cancelled superb BALLSBRIDGE/24.AP.28 cds,
top stamps shows CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT, fresh, very fine and scarce
51050

C

T60b

200 - 300

1922-23 Thom 3-line 5s rose red, used horizontal pair with TIGH-NA-EILE/17.AU.29 cds, showing left
stamp REVERSED ACCENT variety, very fine and scarce (Hib. €1’005)

1925 Narrow Date Overprints (T66-T68)

51051

CC C J

T66-T68

300 - 400

1925 Narrow Date 2s6d to 10s complete set of three, in mint lightly hinged and or never hinged, bottom
left corner sheet marginal blocks of four, very lightly toned, very fine and scarce

The currency for this session is the British pound
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vacation est la livre sterling
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund
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541

Lot N°

51052

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

H J

Hib. N°

T68a

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 1’500

1925 Narrow Date 10s showing the rare Runnals re-entry, plate 2/7 Left, row 6 stamp 1, in used block
of four with Limerick 31 DE 25 cds, very fine and unique, this being the only used example known of
this re-entry, ex Pedneault, cert. MacDonnell (2016)

1927 Composite Dates Overprints (T69-T71)

51053

CC C

T70c

150 - 200

1927 Composite Dates 5s rose red, mint left sheet marginal composite vertical pair, top stamp showing
INVERTED “T” variety, practically nh, fresh, very fine & scarce (Hib. €600)

1927-28 Wide Date Overprints (T72-T74)

51054

CC J

T72-T74

1927-28 Wide Dates 2s6d to 10s complete set, in mint nh sheet marginal blocks of four, fresh, very fine
and scarce in this quality (Hib. €3’000)
542
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700 - 1’000

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

Estimate (£)

1935 Re-Engraved Overprints (T75-T77)

51055

H

T75a-T77a

300 - 400

1935 Re-Engraved Seahorse 2s6d, 5s (2) and 10s with “flat accent” variety (pos.9/2), used, very fine
(SG £2’250)

Later Issues (1935 onwards)

51056

C

D4cii

7’000 - 9’000

1933-35 2d pearl-green, perf.15 x imperforate coil stamp, mint with full gum, very lightly hinged,
extremely fresh, very fine and a superb example of this the rarest and most valuable of all Irish stamps,
cert. APS, signed David Feldman

51057

CC

C226a

200 - 300

1976 15p multicoloured, mint mh, showing MISSING SILVER variety, very fine and rare (Hib. €950),
signed David Feldman
51058

CC J

150 - 200

1990-95 30p Definitive mint nh pane of 100, showing pre-printing and pre-perforation”accordion” fold
at top left affecting 7 stamps, unusual
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51061

51063

51064

51065

51067

51071ex

544
544

51070ex

51072ex

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

Estimate (£)

Airmails

51059

F

25 - 50’000

1870-71, Collection of BALLON MONTÉS to Ireland, starting with “Édition-Ballon” map of Paris and
surrounds showing the railway tracks on thin flimsy paper, two 1870 (Sep 30) covers sent by “Celeste”,
two 1870 (Oct 7) covers sent by “Armand-Barbès”, two 1870 (Oct 12) covers sent by “Washington”
or Louis Blanc” with H&K PACT transit bs, 1870 (Oct14) cover sent by “Godefroy Cavaignac” (cert.
Robineau 2000), 1870 (Oct 27) cover sent by “Vauban”, 1870 (Dec 9) cover sent by “Général Renault”
(cert. J-F Brun 1997), 1870 (Nov 6) cover sent by “Ville de Châteaudun” (from Commandant Corbet
in the National Guard), 1870 (Nov 8) cover sent by “Gironde”, 1870 (Nov 18) cover sent by “Général
Uhrich”, two 1870 (Nov 21) covers sent by “Achimède” (one cert. Robineau 2000, one with missing
stamp), three letters from the Corbet correspondence (probably enclosed in other wrappers), 1870 (Dec
5) Gazette des Absents dated Dec 3 sent by “Franklin” (cert. Robineau 2000), 1870 (Dec 15) “DépècheBallon” no.12 of Dec 6th sent by “Ville de Paris”, 1870 (Dec 15) “Dépèche-Ballon” no.13 of Dec 9th sent
by “Ville de Paris”, 1870 (Dec 22) cover sent by “Lavoisier”, 1871 (Jan 4) “Gazette des Absents” no.21
of Dec 31st sent by “Newton” (cert. Soluphil), then a cover sent on the last day of the Siege and sent by
normal mail, and an Irish newspaper “The Nation” with detailed reports about the Siege.
A fantastic specialised collection of Ballon Montés to Ireland, showing 19 examples of only around 50
covers known sent there.
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545

51068ex1

51069ex

546
546

51068ex2

51073

Lot N°

51060

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F

Estimate (£)

100 - 150

1910 Brussels Exposition novelty postcard (double-sided) depicting a biplane with tag, sent to Ireland
with 25c tied by exhibition cancel on tag inscribed “SOUVENIR DE L’EXPOSITZION DE BRUXELLES, 1910
/ DANS UN AEROPLANE”, faults, very attractice
51061

F / 544

50 - 60

1914 (May 11) Special Airmail Service Leipzig-Dresden, illustrated postcard with 10pf tied by special
cancel in Leipzig, forwarded to Belfast, scissor cut at right below stamps, otherwise fine
51062

F

100 - 150

1915-16, Royal Flying Corps collection of 10 picture postcards depicting different groups of the
members of the Flying Corps (two of which were sent from Curragh Camp where they were stationed),
plus a 1915 cover sent from Tallaght Aerodrome to Trinidad and a letter on the Royal Flying Corps
stationery paper
51063

F / 544

200 - 300

1918 (Nov 20) MAKE YOUR SIXPENCE FLY Red Cross Aerial Post Card, carried on the first day
of the Red Cross military display in Johannesburg (first Transvaal flight) with two South Africa 1/d
tied AERIAL POST cds, addressed to Belfast, message incl. “by the first aerial post in S.A.”, minor
wrinkling and soiling
51064

F / 544

200 - 300

1918 (Dec 1) MAKE YOUR SIXPENCE FLY Red Cross Aerial Post Card flown Benoni - Johannesburg
with South Africa 1d tied AERIAL POST cds, addressed to Dublin, message incl. “by aeroplane”, minor
creasing and soiling
51065

F / 544

200 - 300

1918 (Dec 23) MAKE YOUR SIXPENCE FLY Red Cross Aerial Post Card, carried on the fifth and special
Christmas flight with South Africa 1d tied AERIAL POST cds, addressed to Newtonards, very fine
51066

F

100 - 150

1922 (Apr-Nov) Baghdad-Cairo flight, trio of covers from Baghdad to Ireland all franked with three Iraq
British Occupation 3a on 1 1/2pi; dated Apr 14, Sep 14 and Nov 5, the latter with “GENERAL HEAD
QUARTERS / AIR MAIL / BRITISH FORCES IRAQ” violet cachet on reverse, some creasing and toning
51067

F / 544

80 - 120

1922 (Jun 13) & 1923 (Oct 25) Irish acceptance for London-Amsterdam airmail service, 1922 cover
to Germany with Rialtar 1/2d pair and 2 1/2d pair with “NO FLIGHT. / SENT BY / ORDINARY MAIL”,
affected by water with 2 1/2d pair put back; 1923 cover to Netherlands from Dublin with ovpt 6d and
Map 1d, minor foxing
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547

51074

51076

51078

51080
548
548

51075

51077

51079

51081ex

Lot N°

51068

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 546

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 1’500

1922-25, Collection of Irish Acceptance for RAF “Desert Airmail Service” London-Cairo-Baghdad, 24
covers, a front and “Pilot’s Handbook of the Cairo Baghdad Route”, HB 1923, with maps and “Special
regulations for handling airmails”, with a variety of Irish frankings sent on the Cairo-Baghdad route, a
few covers showing Harrison Coil “long 1 in 1922” varieties, five of the covers “London-Cairo” which
meant London-Paris then onwards by surface mail, a couple of faulty covers, attractive group
51069

F / 546

600 - 800

1922-23 Handley Page London Paris air service, collection on 21 pages with 22 covers, two with “NO
FLIGHT. / SENT BY / ORDINARY SERVICE” hs, with covers sent on Mar 26 (2), Apr 23, Jun 1, Jun11, Jul
25, Aug 10, Sep 7 (2, FDCs of the 2 1/2d Shield), Sep 13 (3, with 9d frankings sent express), Sep 15 (3),
Sep 17 (2), Sep 26 (underpaid), Sep 29 & Oct 29 incl. ephemera with press photo of the plane, 1921
April GPO Air Mail leaflet, 1922 April 25th Post Office Daily list giving the times of the daily London-Paris
flights, GPO “Air Mail / Summer Services 1922” leaflet, 1923 Apr 25 PO Circular for air parcel services to
Paris, two picture postcards and two Handley Page gummed labels, an interesting collection of this route
51070

F / 544

150 - 200

1922-23 Group of four printed “Irish Times” newspaper wrappers sent from Dublin to Baghdad and
Basrah with Rialtar 1d, two sent to a Captain in a RAF Squadron in Baghdad, other two to a Reverend
in Makina Camp (one redirected from Baghdad Cantonment) with arrival bs, creasing otherwise fine,
unknown whether they were sent by RAF Desert Airmail Service
51071

F / 544

300 - 400

1923 London-Germany Airmail Services, collection on 9 pages, incl. 1921 April Air Mail Services
brochure, with Irish Acceptances for 1923 (Aper 28) London-Amsterdam-Bremen-Hamburg, cover,
1923 (May 23) London-Cologne, 1923 (Jul 2) & Jul 5) London-Brussels-Cologne, 1923 (Jul 27) LondonAmsterdam-Hamburg (2), 1923 (Sep 1) London-Bremen-Hamburg-Berlin (2), 1923 (Sep 5) MunichZurich, 1923 (Sep 5) Brussels-Cologne, as well as German card sent Berlin-Cologne-London, plus press
photo, useful lot showing different routes
51072

F / 544

200 - 300

1923 (Mar 26) Handley Page Paris-London flight, Switzerland 25c postal stationery card sent registered
from Zurich to Ireland, uprated with 5c, 25c Tell and 25c Airmail, endorsed “per avion Paris-London”,
registered London transit, fine and scarce
51073

F / 546

100 - 150

1923 (Sep) Irish Acceptance for RAF “Desert Airmail Service” London-Cairo-Baghdad, pair of covers
from Ireland to RAF Squadron in Baghdad; the first Sep 7 cover (scuff by address) with 2 1/2d Shield
block of four (first day of issue) and Saorstat 1d from Maryborough; second Sep 28 with Rialtar 1s pair
and 1 1/2d block of six, attractive pair
51074

F / 548

67a, 68a, 69a

300 - 400

1923 (Jul 2) Irish Acceptance for Instone Air Line London-Brussels-Cologne, cover with Harrison Coil
1/2d pair, 1d pair and 1 1/2d vert. pair all with one stamp showing the “long 1 in 1922” variety, tied by
Maryborough cds, “Mit Luftpost befördert / Köln 1.” hs adjacent, fine and scarce cover with these varieties
51075

F / 548

80 - 100

1923 (Oct 17) Instone Air Lines, flown from London to Cologne and on to Hamburg, cover with transit cds
19.10 with “Mit Luftpost” cachet, franked ovpt 1/2d pair, 1d and two 2d, vert. envelope crease clear of stamps
51076

F / 548

80 - 120

1923 (Oct 18) Ad Astra Aero Zurich-Munich then Munich-London airmail, incoming 25c postal stationery
card from Switzerland uprated with 25c airmail, posted Schweizer Flugpost on 18th and 19th to Dun
Laoghaire, with red “Mit Luftpost befördert / Flugpostamt München” hs, fine
51077

F / 548

120 - 150

1923 (Oct 23) Daimler Airways London-Berlin Air Service, reg. cover from Bray to Berlin franked
definitives 1/2d, 1 1/2d, 2d 2 1/2d and 4d, London transit bs, Berlin arrival 26.10.23, last of this shortlived service (ended 26 October)
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549

51082ex

51084

51086

51089ex

550
550

51083

51085

51087ex

51090

Lot N°

51078

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 548

Estimate (£)

300 - 400

1923 (Oct 24) Handley Page London-Zurich airmail service, cover sent registered to Malta from Dublin
with complete set of Thom 5-line wide overprints, reverse with London and Malta bs, fine and very
scarce with very few covers known with the complete set
51079

F / 548

100 - 120

1923 (Oct 25) Daimler Airways London-Berlin Air Service, cover from Bray to Warsaw, franked ovpt. 6d
and Map 1d, Warsaw arrival 29.10.23, fine example from this short-lived service (ended 26 October)
51080

F / 548

120 - 150

1923 (Oct 26) Swiss acceptance for early internal airmail service, incoming envelope sent registered
from Switzerland uprated with 15c, 25c, 35c, 40c, 45c and 50c, sent airmail Zurich-Geneva, forwarded
to Dun Laoghaire, fine and attractive franking
51081

F / 548

150 - 200

1923 (Oct 31) Irish acceptances for London-Paris airmail service, pair of covers to France with “NO
FLIGHT. / SENT BY / ORDINARY SERVICE.” violet hs, both with 6d definitive frankings, plus letter from
the Dublin GPO on 30th October 1923 saying that there are no special Irish air mail services and that
London will accept letters from Ireland for transmission
51082

F / 550

120 - 150

1923 (Nov 10) & 1924 (Jan 29) Irish acceptances for London-Amsterdam and London-Paris airmail
services, two covers to with “NO FLIGHT. / SENT BY / ORDINARY SERVICE.” hs in violet and black
respectively, the former with definitive franking and the latter with ovpt franking, a fine pair
51083

F / 550

80 - 120

1923 (Nov 17) Irish acceptance for London-Brussels airmail service, cover to Belgium from Dublin with
ovpt 1/2d, 1d strip of four and 1d single, reverse with Muno arrival cds, fine
51084

F / 550

80 - 120

1923 (Nov 17) Irish acceptance for London-Amsterdam airmail service, cover from Dublin with ovpt
1/2d, 1d strip of four and 1d single, fine
51085

F / 550

80 - 120

1923 (Nov 17) Irish acceptance London-Paris airmail service, cover from College Green, Dublin, with
ovpt 9d, London and Paris bs, very fine
51086

F / 550

80 - 120

1923 (Nov 17) Irish acceptance for London-Brussels-Cologne airmail service, cover from Dublin to
Leipzig to with 5 1/2d ovpt franking with faint “Mit Luftpost befördert / Köln 1”, very fine
51087

F / 550

60 - 80

1923 (Nov 20) Irish acceptance London-Paris airmail service, cover from Baile Átha Cliath to Paris with
7-stamp franking with “NO FLIGHT. / SENT BY ORDINARY SERVICE.” black boxed hs, addressee partially
erased, plus Post Office Daily List for the same day given dates of despatch for mail from London to
overseas by land and airmail
51088

F

100 - 150

1924 (May 2) First Experimental Flight Belfast-Liverpool, group of 5 covers/cards, one with British
Empire Exhibition slogan cancel on matching 1 1/2d stamp plus 1/2d definitive, one with private “FIRST
TRIP” hs, two with private “Belfast-Liverpool 1st Trip” hs, a postcard, plus three covers intended for the
return flight although no mail was carried Liverpool-Belfast (8)
51089

F / 550

400 - 500

1924 (May 2 - Jun 9) First Experimental Flight Service Belfast-Liverpool, collection of 16 covers incl.
four May 2nd first flight, May 3rd second service (2, one signed by pilot Alan J. Cobham), May 6th, May
8th, May 10th, May 12th, May 13th (3, one also flown London-Paris, one also flown Croydon-Cologne
and one also flown London-Amsterdam), May 26th and Jun 9th (with “NO FLIGHT...” hs), some with
1924 British Empire Exhibition frankings, fine
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551

51091

51093

51096ex1

51095
552
552

51092

51098ex

51096ex2

51099ex1

Lot N°

51090

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 550

Estimate (£)

100 - 150

1924 (May 30) Envelope to Denmark with “By Air Mail” label with very late usage QV 1892 4 1/2d red &
green, invalid for postage and highlighted with blue crayon and struck with “INSUFFICIENTLY PAID FOR
/ TRANSMISSION BY AIR MAIL” cahcet on both sides, and on arrival in Copenhagen franked with strip of
four 20ö postage dues, very fine and attractive
51091

F / 552

100 - 150

1924 (Jun 25) Irish Acceptance for RAF “Desert Airmail Service” London-Cairo-Baghdad-Tehran,
envelope sent registered from Dublin to Persia with nine Saorstat 1d tied by College Green cds, reverse
with despatch, London and Baghdad transits and Tehran arrival, fine
51092

F / 552

69a, 70a

150 - 200

1925 (Jan 26) Irish Acceptance for RAF “Desert Airmail Service” London-Cairo-Baghdad, cover from
Dublin and forwarded to Sudan from Cairo, franked with Harrison Coil 1 1/2d pair and 2d strip of three,
both showing an example of the “long 1 in 1922” variety, reverse with despatch, London, Shella Halfa
TPO and Khartoum ds, fine and scarce varieties on cover
51093

F / 552

120 - 150

1925 (May 26) Irish acceptance for last temporary Cape Town-Durban airmail service, cover from
Dublin to Durban with two ovpt 4d (PREVIOUSLY USED), with S.A. AIR MAIL 16 JUN 25 cds and Durban
25 JUN arrival, undelivered with three different cachets and Returned Letter Office bs, Irish 23 JY arrival,
fine and interesting cover
51094

F

150 - 200

1927-31, Airmail services from India to Ireland, incl. two covers sent 1927 (Mar 10) Basra-Cairo
extension (faults), two sent 1927 (Dec) Basrah-London service, 1928 (Oct) sent Imperial Airways BasraCairo, 1929 (Apr 4) sent Imperial Airways Karachi-Croydon, three 1929 covers sent Imperial Airways
Karachi-London, two 1929 covers with Airmail frankings sent Imperial Airways Karachi-Croydon, 1929
(Dec 28) Delhi-Karachi first flight, 1930 Delhi-Croydon, 1930 sent Marseilles-London and 1931 (Aug 15)
Karachi-Croydon, mixed condition, useful group (15)
51095

F / 552

100 - 120

1927 (Mar 7) Irish acceptance for experimental London-Cairo-East Africa airmail service, 1/2d postal
stationery cover from Dublin uprated with Sword and Shield stamps with ms “Per 1st flight from Cairo”,
however the aircraft crashed on Khartown-Kisumu route and was forwarded by surface mail, reverse
with red KENYA-SUDAN AIR MAIL cds, Jinja and Kisumu arrival cds, very fine
51096

F / 552

100 - 120

1927 (Mar 9) Irish acceptance for experimental London-Cairo-East Africa airmail service, postcard from
Dublin to Kenya uprated with Map and Shield stamps with ms “by first flight regular air mail service
to Kenya via London”, however the aircraft crashed on Khartown-Kisumu route and was forwarded by
surface mail, with Nairobi and Kisumu arrival cds, redirected to Ireland with Irish 1d postage applied
on arrival, fine
51097

F / 554

300 - 400

1928 (Sep 24) Imperial Airways flight service Liverpool-Belfast & Belfast-Liverpool, collection in an
album incl. Post Office Daily Lists from Sep 20th, 21st, 22nd, 24th, 27th, 28th and Oct 1st detailing the
service, picture postcards and press photos of the plane and a few publicity items, and 20 covers incl.
three covers signed by the pilot, a nice lot
51098

F / 552

300 - 400

1928 (Nov 27) “Miss Africa” flight from Amsterdam to Cairo thence to Nairobi (by Lord Carbery if
Castlefreke, Ireland), printed cover from Schipol to Cairo with two of the special vignettes tied by special
cachet, reverse with Egypt 10m tied by Cairo cds, very fine, numbered “19” of only 40 carried, plus 2
unused pairs of vignettes in yellow and orange

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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553

51097ex

51102

51099ex

51100ex1

51100ex2
554
554

51100ex3

Lot N°

51099

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 552

Estimate (£)

900 - 1’200

1929-32, Irish Acceptances via the London-India service, collection incl. 1929 (Apr 6) Imperial Airways
2nd Service, press photo of passengers boarding the plane, four covers 1929 Croydon-Karachi, 1929
(Dec 21) pair of covers sent on first flight Karachi-Dehli (very few known as it was only announced 5
days afterwards), 1929 (Dec 28) Karachi-Jodhpur and Karachi-Delhi extensions (14 + press photo),
1930 (Jan 9) Croydon-Delhi, etc., one underpaid and sent by surface mail, 3 with airmail labels
obliterated as they weren’t flown all the way, two incoming (Australia and India), eighteen 1932 (Oct
15) Tata Karachi-Madras covers, etc., plus GPO brochures/notices for England-India airmail services, a
great lot for the airmail specialist (55 covers)
51100

F / 554

700 - 900

1929-33, Irish Acceptances on flight services to Australasia and incoming from Australasia incl. internal
Australia flights, collection in an album incl. 1929 to NSW via London-Karachi, six 1929 (May 9) PerthAdelaide flights, 1930 Melbourne-Perth flight cover from the Swedish Vice Consul, two from New
Zealand and one from Fiji, three 1931 covers flown India-London, two 1931 (Apr 4) London-KoepangDarwin signed Kingsford Smith, 1931 (Apr 4) First England-Australia flight covers (7), 1931 (Apr 23)
First Australia-England flight covers (7), 1931 (Apr 25) 2nd Service London-Australia (4) and return
flight (2), advertising cover sent Melbourne-Perth then Delhi-Croydon, 4 covers sent London-Karachi
service to Australia redirected to the Philippines, 1931 (Nov 20) ANA first flight covers (12 incl. specially
printed covers and one signed by the pilot), 1932 (Nov 29) underpaid with 4d postage due, some
newspaper clippings, press photos, etc., a great lot for the Irish or Australian airmail specialist (56)
51101

F / 556

400 - 600

1929-31, Irish Acceptances via the London and Amsterdam services to the Far East, collection on
13 pages incl. two to Hong Kong but sent only by surface mail with “SENT BY ORDINARY SERVICE”
cachets, section of 1930 (Sep 25) Amsterdam-Batavia service with 2 to Bangkok, 2 to Kuala Lumpur,
2 to Penang, 2 to Singapore, 1 to Pematang and 2 to Batavia, then 1931 flights to Batavia, Saigon (2),
Singapore (4), plus 2 incoming from Kuala Lumpur, a great lot for the airmail specialist
51102

F / 554

80 - 100

1929 (Feb 8) Irish acceptance for “First Air Flight to North Africa”, pair of identical 1/2d postal stationery
covers with 4d Sword covers (mounted on a page to show front and back), sent from Dublin to Algeria
with Algier arrival, one example with ms on reverse “intended for Marseilles-Algier airmail but service
was suspended for the winter. Probably flown London-Paris, minor soiling
51103

F / 556

600 - 800

1929 (Mar 30) Imperial Airways London-Alexandria-Gaza-Baghdad-Basra-Karachi, collection incl. letter
from the Depot of Posts & Telegraphs about the forwarding of Irish letters for this service, with four
covers sent to Alexandria, four to Gaza, two to Baghdad, one to Basra, six to Karachi (one signed by
the pilot), plus 2 unused Imperial Airways envelopes and a press photo of the plane, a fine collection
showing the different legs of this service (19 covers)
51104

F / 556

150 - 200

1929 (Apr 22) Irish acceptance for air service New York - Nueva Laredo and thence Nueva Laredo Mexico City, 5d registered envelope with SE 1/2d, 2 1/2d and 10d from Dublin 22 AP to Mexico City,
very unusual
51105

F / 556

100 - 150

1929 (Aug 26) Irish acceptances for first airmail service in South Africa (Cape Town-Durban), group
of four covers incl GB KGV 1/2d K29 control block of 6 in combination with Sword tied Dun Laoghaire
paquebot cds; Sword and KGV 4d from London, 4 1/2d meter franking and Sword 6d single franking
from Dublin, attractive group
51106

F / 556

100 - 150

1929 (Aug 26) Irish acceptances for first airmail service in South Africa (Cape Town-Durban), group
of eight covers incl GB KGV 1d J28 control strip of 3 in combination with Sword tied Dun Laoghaire
paquebot cds; 4 1/2d meter franking; 2d Connell and 2 1/2d Shield franking from Dublin; 6d Sword
franking from Dublin (4); and 1/2d Sword, 1 1/2d Map and 2 1/2d Shield franking, fine group
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555

556
556

51101ex

51104

51103ex

51109ex

51105ex

51106ex

51107ex

51108ex

Lot N°

51107

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 556

Estimate (£)

80 - 100

1930 (Oct 21) Northern Ireland acceptance for early airmail service to South Africa, three covers carried
Belfast-Durban, Belfast-East London and Belfast-Bloemfontein, each from the same correspondence
with GB frankings tied by registered oval Belfast ds, incl. matching certificates of posting for each (one
torn), nice trio
51108

F / 556

300 - 500

1931-33, Irish Acceptances for Imperial Airways services to Burma, group of 12 covers incl. 1931 (Apr
4) experimental first flight London-Rangoon, 1933 (Sep 23) Imperial Airways letter about the weekly
London-Rangoon service and 10 Imperial Airways covers sent on this day as well as 3 unused, Imperial
Airways leaflet and two 1933 (Oct 2) return flight covers (one sent registered from Thanbyuzayat and
one with franking tied by the special violet cachet), useful group
51109

F / 556

240 - 300

1931-32 Irish acceptances for airmail services to and from Africa, collection of 17 flight covers incl.
1931 (mar 4) from Belfast via second London-Mwanza service, 1931 (Jun 2) from Dublin via LondonKisumu with pair of KUT 5c postage dues, four covers from Sudan to Ireland, 1931 (Oct 8) South Africa to
Dublin via Port Elizabeth-Cape Town, attractive 1931 (Oct 29) “Erne Soap & Candle Works” advertising
cover to Khartoum (foxing), four KUT covers sent by Wilson Airways feeder service Tanga-Mombasa, two
1931 (Mar 25) London-Khartoum, 1931 (Dec 16) London-Kisumu, 1932 (Aug 6) London-Cape Town and
1931 (Dec 19) Southern Rhodesia “Experimental Flight” feeder service Salisbury-J’burg-Cape Town to
Ireland, interesting mix
51110

F / 558

1’200 - 1’500

1931 (Feb 26) Imperial Airways England-East Africa Service, collection of 15 flight covers as well as
documents/newspaper clippings, incl. letter from the Department of Post and Telegraphs giving the
number of Irish acceptances for each country destination, special notice dated Feb 23rd given the airmail
rates, Imperial Airways printed covers sent London-Assiut, London-Aswan, London-Kareima, LondonShambe, London-Kosti, London-Malakal, London-Juba, London-Butiaba, London-Kampala (Port Bell),
London-Kisumu (3, two with GB frankings from Belfast), London Mwanza (3 incl. Air Ministry leaflet, plus
an unused envelope, an attractive and scarce lot, some with only 15 Irish acceptances (see album pages)
51111

F / 558

340 - 400

1931 (Feb 26) Imperial Airways England-East Africa Service, group of four covers with London-Malakal,
London-Butiaba, London-Kisumu and London-Mwanza all with overprint frankings, attractive group
51112

F / 558

200 - 300

1931 (Feb 26) Imperial Airways England-East Africa Service, London-Mwanza flight covers (3), one with
ovpt franking to Mwanza, one with Map, Sword and Shield franking to Cape Town and one with GB
franking from Belfast to Cape Town, fine trio
51113

F / 558

150 - 200

1931 (Feb 26) Imperial Airways England-East Africa Service, London-Aswan flight covers (2), one on
Imperial Airways envelope and one on typed envelope, both from the same correspondence with 3d
Connell, 2 1/2d Shield ans 1d Map, Aswan arrival bs, fine and scarce, only 15 covers accepted in Ireland
for this route
51114

F / 558

100 - 120

1931 (Feb 26) Imperial Airways England-East Africa Service, Air ministry leaflet sent as printed matter
from Dublin via flight London - Mwanza (arrival 10 MR), fine
51115

F / 558

100 - 150

1931 (Feb 26) Imperial Airways England-East Africa Service, London-Kisumu flight covers (2) sent
onwards to Nairobi by surface mail, one with multiple ovpt franking, one with Sword and Map franking,
Kisumu transit and Nairobi arrival cds, fine
51116

F / 558

80 - 100

1931 (Feb 26) Imperial Airways England-East Africa Service, London-Kisumu flight covers (2), both from
Dublin to the same address in Nairobi with different Map, Sword and Shield frankings, with Kisumu and
Nairobi bs, fine pair
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51110

51111ex

51112ex

51113ex

51115

51114

51123ex1
558
558

51116ex

51123ex2

Lot N°

51117

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 560

Estimate (£)

150 - 200

1931 (Mar 9) Imperial Airways first flight service Mwanza-London, cover with 10m airmail vert. strip of
three tied by Sudan Air Mail / Malakal cds with “FIRST FLIGHT / MALAKAL TO LONDON” cachet below,
sent to Ulster, minor peripheral faults and soiling
51118

F / 560

60 - 80

1931 (Mar 10) Imperial Airways first airmail service East Africa-London, Kisimu-London, official yellow
& blue “rising sun” cover with KUT 50c and 10c tied by Kisumu cds, sent to Belfast, incl. original
Imperial Airways headed letter, fine and attractive
51119

F

60 - 80

1931 (Mar 10) Imperial Airways first airmail service East Africa-London, group of three items incl.
Kisumu-London flight official yellow & blue “rising sun” cover with KUT 20c (3) incl. original Imperial
Airways headed letter (water stains), cover from Dar-Es Salaam with KUT 30c pair sent on the same flight
with Tanganyika Territory airmail label and newspaper cutting depicting the mail arriving in Croydon
51120

F

80 - 120

1931 (May 7) Accelerated Service by Sea and Air to Toronto, two covers Dublin 7 MY (one code 4 cds,
one Gaelic) by Rimouski - Montreal - Toronto air Service, Toronto arrival MAY 16, fine
51121

F

80 - 100

1931 (Oct 17) Irish Acceptances for Imperial Airways on London-Athens-Cyprus-Haifa service, two
covers to Cyprus (one with publicity vignette) and three to Haifa, fine group
51122

F / 560

800 - 1’000

1931 (Dec 9) Irish acceptance for Imperial Airways Christmas airmail service London-Southern Africa,
collection of 40 flight covers from different legs of the service, incl. London-Nairobi (3), London-Nairobi then
Mombassa-Zanzibar, London-Mpika, London-Broken Hill (2), London-Salisbury (2) plus 2 Post Office labels
for forwarding mail to Ireland or Belfast, London-Bulawayo (2), London-Pietersburg (2), London-Mbeya,
London-Dodoma, London-Johannesburg (4, incl. one with “INSUFFICIENTLY PAID FOR LONDON- CAPE
(in ms) AIR SERVICE”), London-J’burg-Upington (2), London-J’burg-Keetmanshoop (2), London-J’burgWindhoek (4), London-Kimberley, London-Victoria West (2), London-Cape Town (10), plus 3 newspaper
cuttings and a printed card of the route and dates, a very comprehensive collection of this air service
51123

F / 558

80 - 100

1931 (Dec 9) Irish acceptance for Imperial Airways Christmas airmail service London-Southern Africa,
pair of covers with GB KGV 1 1/2d booklet panes, one “INDIA-RUBBER INLAID SPONGE...”, other “Cash’s
WASHING RIBBONS...”, both on 1/2d postal stationery envelopes with Dun Laoghaire paquebot cds, sent
to Tanganyika with Mbeya and Dodoma arrival bs repsectively, fine and attractive pair
51124

F / 560

400 - 600

1932 (Jan 7) Irish Acceptances for “All Australian” flight service, collection of 23 covers incl. 7 signed
by the pilot Kingsford Smith, three covers dropped at Singapore, some sent on internal flights incl.
Melbourne-Launceston, Melbourne-Wyndham, Melbourne-Hobart, some forwarded to New Zealand,
attractive mix of covers
51125

F / 560

600 - 800

1932 (Jan 20) Irish acceptances for Imperial Airways direct airmail to South Africa, collection of 34
flight covers and a printed notice for the flight, incl. London-Nairobi-Mombassa-Zanzibar, London-Moshi
(2), London-Dodoma (2), London-Mbeya, London-Mpika (2), London-Broken Hill (2), London-Salisbury,
London-Bulawayo (2), London-Pietersburg (2), London-Johannesburg, London-J’burg-Durban (3),
London-J’burg-Upington, London-J’burg-Beaufort West, London-Kimberley (3), London-KimberleyKeetmanshoop, London-Kimberley-Windhoek (2), London-Victoria West (2), London-Cape Town (6, incl.
one signed by Flt. Engineer and one with “INSUFFICIENTZLY PAID FOR / LONDON - CAPE (in ms) AIR
SERVICE”, most on Imperial Airways envelopes, very comprehensive collection of this service
51126

F

120 - 150

1932 (Jan 20) Irish acceptances for Imperial Airways direct airmail to South Africa, group of 10 flight
covers incl. London-Moshi, London-Dodoma, London-Broken Hill, London-Bulawayo (2), LondonKimberley-Windhoek, London-Victoria West, London-Cape Town (3), fine group
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51117

51122ex1

51122ex2

51124ex

560
560

51118

51122ex3

51125ex

Lot N°

51127

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F

Estimate (£)

100 - 150

1932 (Apr 16) Irish Acceptances for first Imperial Airways London-Athens-Cyprus service, group of 7
plain covers to Cyprus plus unused official envelope with vignette
51128

F / 562

1’000 - 1’500

1932 (Oct 1) Imperial Airways London-Basra-Bahrain-Sharjah-Karachi flight services, group of 11
covers incl. two London-Basra forwarded to Kuwait, three plain covers and three “map” illustrated
covers to Bahrain (only 25 covers accepted in Ireland), “map” illustrated cover to Sharjah (one of only
7 covers accepted in Ireland), “map” illustrated cover to Karachi, and an unused Imperial Airways
envelope with legend, fine and rare group
51129

F / 562

300 - 500

1932 (Oct 12) Imperial Airways Dubai-London service, cover with India KGV 1a and block of six 1a3p
tied by violet Dubai cds, sent to Liverpool and forwarded to Dublin, minor foxing around stamps, opened
for display, fine and scarce
51130

F / 562

100 - 150

1932 (Dec 7) Hong Kong Acceptances for French airmail service by Air Orient, group of three covers/
cards incl. cover with KGV 2c, 5c, 20c vert. pair and 50c vert pair tied by red Hong Kong double circle ds
and two 4d postal stationery cards uprated with 20c & 25c, one with red double circle ds and one with
red Hong-Kong / Kowloon cds, fine and attractive trio

51131

F

800 - 1’000

1933 (Apr) Houston Mount Everest Flight, group incl. 1933 (Apr 20) “HOUSTON MOUNT EVEREST FLIGHT
/ PURNEA” blue cds, with Purnea 21 APR cds below, incl. original letter written by a Times correspondent,
very rare; 1933 (Apr 8) cover with vignette tied by pictorial cachet sent to Calvutta and signed on the
reverse by Stephen Smith, press photo of the plane and three newspaper clippings, rare group
51132

F / 562

700 - 1’000

1937 (Jul 1) Aer Lingus First Season of Summer Flights to Isle of Man, collection incl. first flight cover
from Dublin 1 VII 37 to Douglas, arrival cds for same day, signed on flap by Minister for Posts “Oscar
Traynor”, first day of summer service, cover opened for display, rare as few survive, plus four covers
that were prepared for this flight sent from Dublin but not carried, 3 pages of newspaper cuttings about
the flight, two picture postcards of the plane and a letter from the Postmaster in Douglas explaining that
he marked the covers with an arrival cds, a rare assembly
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51128ex

51130ex

51132ex

51134ex

51135

51136
562
562

51129

51139

Lot N°

51133

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

G F

Estimate (£)

2’400 - 3’000

1938 Douglas “Wrong way” Corrigan Transtlantic Solo Crossing, intended flight New York to Los
Angeles, but due to a “malfunctioning compass” proceeded eastwards and landed at Dublin instead, a
remarkable collection of memorabilia, ephemera and commemorative covers, in 3 large albums, many
Corrigan autographs, photographs, commercial souvenirs, welcome banquet programmes, newspaper
reports, etc., an amazing assembly of this “accidental” historic flight, viewing essential
51134

F / 562

1’000 - 1’500

1938 (Jun 4) Second Season of Summer service by Aer Lingus to Isle of Man, collection incl. three
first flight light covers Dublin to Douglas (2) and Ramsey (1, faults), both signed by pilot “Ivan B.
Hammond / Pilot EL-ABP”, one of which was returned the same time probably by surface mail (stains),
two covers from the July 25th flight, a letter from a collector talking about the intermediate flights being
scarce than the first and last flights, typed letter from the Dept of Posts and Telegraphs to the same
collector explaining that some of his covers were and some wern’t mailed on these flights
51135

F / 562

400 - 600

1938 (Jun 4) Second Season of Summer service by Aer Lingus to Isle of Man, First Flight cover Dublin 4
JUN to Ramsey, signed by pilot” Ivan B. Hammond / Pilot EL-ABP”, returned to sender with UNDELIVERED
on face, Ramsey cds 20 JU on return, fine
51136

F / 562

300 - 500

1938 (Jun 4) Second Season of Summer service by Aer Lingus to Isle of Man, First flight cover with 2d
Map tied Dublin 4 JU 38 with Douglas arrival for same day, rare
51137

F / 564

300 - 400

1939 (Jun 5) Third Season of Summer service by Aer Lingus to Isle of Man, cover from Dublin to Douglas
with 1939 US Constitution 2d, returned the next day to Ireland with GB franking on the Jun 6 flight,
reverse with Aer Lingus “shamrock” label, fine and scarce
51138

F / 564

300 - 400

1939 (Jun 5) Third Season of Summer service by Aer Lingus to Isle of Man, cover from
Dublin to Douglas with 2d Map, endorsed “per Aer Lingus” with certifying signature of
Town Clerk, Corporation of Douglas, June 5/39; 4:30p.m., fine and scarce
51139

F / 562

T53c

100 - 150

1939 (Jun 24) First Regular Transatlantic Service by Pan American Airways, cover from Dublin to the
USA with 1922-23 4d in block of four with one stamp showing “missing accent” variety plus 2d map,
violet flight cachet, exceptionally signed by the Minister for Posts and Telegraphs, very fine
51140

F / 564

200 - 300

1939 (Aug 4) Third Season of Summer service by Aer Lingus to Isle of Man, postcard from Dublin
to Douglas with 1d Map tied by “Join the Volunteers” WWII slogan cancel, airmail label at top left,
horizontal crease, rare
51141

CC F J / 564

1’200 - 1’500

1946 (Jan 15) Aer Lingus Dublin-Liverpool and Liverpool-Dublin flights collection in an album, 19
covers/cards from the UK and 22 from Ireland, incl. different printed envelopes for the flight, one pc
signed by the pilot Capt. W. T. Johnson, plus four picture cards of the plane, 3 newspaper clippings and
a 1943-44 Aer Lingus greetings card
51142

F / 564

150 - 200

1946 (Jan 15) First Postwar Airmail Ireland-England, extra fee of three pence for air service, cover
Dublin 15 JAN to Liverpool signed Captain “G.T. Greenhalgh”, plus return journey Liverpool 15 January
to Dublin signed Captain “W.T. Johnson”, a rare pair, ex F.E. Dixon.
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51137

51140

51141ex
564
564

51138

51156ex

51142

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

51143

Hib. N°

F

Estimate (£)

300 - 500

1948 (Apr 7) 6d Photographic essay by R. J. King, showing similar design to the issued stamp but more
stylised, very fine

51144

DCE S

500 - 600

1948 (Apr 7) 1d, 3d, 6d and 1s with “Specimen.” overprint, no gum except for traces on the 1s, small
glue spot on 6d, fine, thought to have been done by Waterlow in 1949 and given to the Irish Post Office
in order to affix them to souvenir menus at Shannon Airport (a project that never materialised), rare with
only 120 of each value overprinted

51045

51145

51146

CC

A6a

150 - 200

1948-65 1s3d orange, mint nh single showing “Extra feather” variety, very fine and scarce (Hib. €800)
51146

CC J

A6wa

500 - 700

1948-65 1s3d orange, mint nh left sheet marginal block of four, showing INVERTED WATERMARK
variety, fresh, very fine and a rare block (Hib. €2’400+)
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51147

51148ex2

566
566

51148ex1

51148ex3

Lot N°

51147

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 566

Estimate (£)

100 - 150

1948 (Apr 7) Matching pair of First Day Covers bearing 3d and 6d Airmail stamps, one cover with 3d
showing prominent re-entry (duplication of the bottom line of shading of the outline of the figure “3” and
partial doubling of the “H” of “HIBERNIAE”, etc.), fine duo
51148

CC F J / 566

1’000 - 1’500

1948 (Apr 7)-65 Airmail issue collection in 2 albums, starting with a page of 1923 “Mercury” airmail
perforated essays stamps, letter from the Dept of Posts and Telegraphs confirming the delay of the issue
date, a letter confirming the date of issue and a letter that enclosed a FDC, set of 7 in mint nh blocks of
four (5 sets), set in blocks of four with first day cancels, complete sheets of 60 of the 6d, 1d, 8d, 1s3d and
1s5d (2), arranged chronologically, with varieties and major re-entries noted on mint singles, blocks and
on cover throughout, incl. 3d major re-entry (SG 141a) on two FDCs, two used singles and a used block
of four, presentation card from the Minister of Posts & Telegraphs with the 3d & 6d attached plus a pair of
FDCs signed by him, many FDCs and flight covers, a lovely collection of this issue
51149

CC F J

200 - 300

1961 & 1978 Airmail issues specialised collection in an album, incl. 1961 Dept of Posts & Telegraphs
Ministerial presentation folder, plate blocks and gutter blocks, various FDCs (38), and 1978 issue incl.
FDCs, mint cylinder and colour check blocks, etc.

Specialised Collections
51150

F / 568

1’000 - 1’500

1939 Collection of Transtlantic flights by flying boat by Pan American Airways in 4 albums, mostly of
the Jun First Regular Transatlantic Service, but also incl. 1939 (Mar 26) Survey Transatlantic Flight
with USA/Portugal/France/GB/Ireland mixed franking sent to Franklin Roosevelt, 1939 (Jul 13-20) 2nd
Transatlantic Survey Flight (4 covers incl. one signed by the crew), Round-the-World flights, 50+ picture
postcards of Foynes, a wide range of flight covers with different cachets and printed envelopes, some
signed by the pilots, a few mixed country frankings, with official documents, press photos, postcards,
newspaper clippings, etc., throughout (230+ covers/cards)
51151

F / 568

600 - 800

1824-1919, Collection of Aviation pioneers and meetings in an album, starting with an 1824 newspaper
commenting on the death of Windham Sadler (who was the first person to cross the Irish Sea in a Balloon),
several illustrated an comical postcards depicting flying machines, picture postcards depicting balloons,
pioneer airplanes & pilots, either of Irish pilots/meetings or items sent to Ireland, incl. 1910 2eme Grande
Semaine D’Aviation de Champagne; 1910 International Air Meet at Lanark, Glasgow; 1910 First Aviation
Meeting in Ireland at Leopardstown incl. Grand Stand ticket and “The Aero” magazine for the event; First
Crossing of the Irish Sea by Robert Loraine incl. 3 autographs,Short Brothers (Belfast aerospace company)
handpainted design for their logo, etc., a lovely lot with some beautiful cards (54 cards + ephemera)
51152

F / 568

600 - 800

1911-71, AIRMAIL collection of mostly first flights in 2 albums incl. 1911 First UK Aerial Post card to
Ireland, 1933 6th South America Graf Zeppelin flight, four 1929 Karlsruhe-Galway flight covers with
special labels, 1929 Imperial Airways env. to India, 1935 incoming Condon Zeppelin from Brazil, etc.,
an attractive lot
51153

F / 568

600 - 800

1918-24, RAF collection with flight mail and correspondence, one incoming to RAF Milton then
redirected to RAF Wexford and RAF Malahide, stampless cover & letter probably sent by RAF airmail
service to RAF Baldonnel, postcard datelined “Special Flight R.A.F. / Oranmore / Co. Galway), cover &
letter sent “Post Militaire” from Tallaght Aerodrome to RAF Halton, two 1922 OHMS covers with “BY AIR
MAIL / ESCORT OR COURIER” hs from Cork to Dublin (carried RAF service Fermoy-Dublin), three 1922
OHMS envelopes from Newtonwards and one from Belfast sent via RAF airmail Belfast-Dublin (rare, only
6 covers recorded by the vendor which were carried by this early military airmail service), and 1923
incoming from Army Post Office in Cologne carried by airmail service to Croydon and forwarded to N.
Ireland, etc., a rare and interesting assembly (14)

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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51154

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F / 570

Estimate (£)

1’000 - 1’500

1918-44, Collection of WWI & WWII US Naval Air Service and Army Post Offices in Ireland in 3 albums, the
first album focussing on the 1918-19 US Naval Service (which had 25 stations in Europe with 5 in Ireland),
incl. correspondence from sailors from the training camps in the US, censored covers from Queenstown
(16, some incl. violet U.S. NAVAL AIR STA. / QUEENSTOWN IRELAND” duplexes with correspondence, plus
one cover incoming), Lough Foyle (2, with “US NAVAL AIR STATION / LOUGH FOYLE IRELAND” hs), Pauillac
(France) and Southampton, ephemera incl. sports day programme and invitation card at the Air Station in
Lough Foyle, bound set of “The Aero Nut” magazine of the US Naval Air Service Troops at Queenstown
signed inside by the Commanders and Editors (then follows several pages of photocopies from these
magazines), a menu from the forces at Whiddy Island, two photo postcards and a menu/programme for
the farewell dance in Rosslare Strand, then 1942-44 US Naval Base at Derry (12 covers), and 130 covers
from the various 1942-44 Army Post Offices in Ireland and Northern Ireland, with APO cancels on British,
American and free frankings, etc., an interesting lot for the World War specialist
51155

F

1’500 - 2’000

1922-2011, BALLOON MAIL collection written up in 9 albums, beginning with Switzerland 1922 “Gordon
Bennett” balloon race (3 used publicity cards, two with vignettes, 8 picture postcards of the starting
grounds in Geneva, etc.), 1936 “Gordon Bennett” cup cover carried and signed by the winning pilot (one of
only 10 sent from England), 1949 War Memorial balloon flight (17 covers/cards incl. pilot signatures), Irish
acceptances for balloon flights in Austria, glider flight covers, US first missile flight and so on, a wealth of
material incl. ephemera such as photos, the bulk being modern balloon/glider championship covers
51156

F / 564

600 - 800

1926-29 Group of 14 airmails to Persia or Iraq, with two 1926 (Nov 26) RAF Desert Service CairoBaghdad, and twelve sent by Imperial Airways incl. 1927 (Jan 6) Cairo-Baghdad-Basra flight forwarded
to Abadan (5), 1929 (Apr 6) London-Alexandria-Cairo-Baghdad (3) and 1929 (May 24) London-Bushire
flight (2) and Jask extension (2), fine group
51157

F

300 - 400

1927-31 Group of 8 incoming airmail covers on Imperial Airways flights from Baghdad, Basra or
Teheran, six with Persia frankings and two from Iraq, incl. “AIR MAIL / BAGHDAD-CAIRO” underpaid to
Armagh with postage dues on arrival, some with foxing, useful group
51158

F / 570

400 - 600

1934-51, Collection of BEA and Irish airports (mostly Shannon) in 2 albums, incl. covers/cards with
Shannon Airport cancels (26 covers), FDCs, British Air Letter Service labels on covers and mint singles
and multiples incl. hree complete sheets (11d+1d in violet and 1s4d+2d in violet with only 3-5 known of
each), plus letter explaining their introduction, ephemera such as picture postcards, photos, newspaper
clippings, timetables, routes, QSL cards, labels, an attractive lot for the specialist
51159

F / 572

1’500 - 2’000

1939-45 Collection of Wartime Airmail Services across the North Atlantic in 5 albums, with incoming and
outgoing mail from Ireland, mostly to or from the USA but also from Brazil, Cuba, Bahamas, St. Lucia,
Canada, Newfoundland, New Zealand-USA mixed franking via New Caledonia, Canton Is. and Hawaii (ex F.
D. Roosevelt), Jamaica, Venezuela, etc., with censored incl. O.A.T. hs, range of censor tapes, different Irish
censor hs incl. “Exempt from Censorship” hs, with airgraphs, v-mail, advertising covers, commercial covers,
registered envelopes, as well as ephemera incl. press photos, tickets, etc., an interesting collection (300+)
51160

F

400 - 600

1939 (Jul 26- Aug 5) First Regular Transatlantic Service by Imperial Airways, collection with a
comprehensive accumulation of covers showing different legs of the route incl. the scarcer BotwoodFoynes route, several signed by the pilots, with official documents, press photos, postcards, newspaper
clippings, etc., throughout (100+ covers)
51161

F

600 - 900

1940-74, Collection of RAF mail in 3 albums, the majority being mail from the WWII London-Belfast Air
Despatch Letter Service by the RAF, incl. several “Secret” documents with notices/telegram forms from
RAF HQ about the service and changes to the service, sheet of proof strikes of the “AIR DESPATCH / LETTER
SERVICE” hs, official stationery sent to Belfast incl. registered envelopes from the Air Ministry, Information
Section, War Office, covers variously endorsed “By A.D.L.S” in ms, “AIR D.L.S.” hs,etc. (ca.150 covers),
then a range of covers, incl. OAS envelopes, with RAF censor markings and some registered incl. RAF reg’n
labels (33), followed by RAF Post Offices in Northern Ireland (15), a very comprehensive collection
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51166ex

Lot N°

51162

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F

Estimate (£)

800 - 1’000

1948-87, Airletter forms / Aerogrammes: comprehensive collection in album from first types with codes
W.512 (both), W.5757, W.4758, 2383, 253, 2234, 12/53, 1955-66 types, varieties incl. 1961 AF4 printed
in reverse, 1976 colour shift, double black, etc. mostly unused, a clean and rare group (49 items)
51163

F

300 - 400

1945-52 Post-War Transatlantic airmail collection in 2 albums, mostly to or from the USA, also covers
from Jamaica (3), Trinidad & Tobago (2), St. Lucia, Bermuda and Cayman Islands, and covers sent to
Aruba, Argentina (“Insufficiently Paid...” hs), Dominican Republic, BVI, etc., ephemera incl. photos, BOAC
publicity with newsletters, brochures, timetables, labels, etc. (115 covers)
51164

F

300 - 500

AMERICAN AIRLINES: 1945-2011, Collection written up in an album incl. 62 covers from 1945-49 with
most being first flight covers both directions from Ireland to USA, also 1946 extended route from Shannon
to Stockholm (2 covers, both refused “No Service”) and 1946 Apr 5th extended route from Blackrock to
Oslo (no mails were official accepted in Ireland, only very few covers known), several 1947 PrestwickShannon flights, several first post-war air service for Germans covers, incl. ephemera with AA first flight
covers price list, 7 brochures, etc., then 23 covers from 2005-1, a nice lot for the airmail specialist
51165

F / 572

600 - 800

1946-62, First Flight services by A.B.A., KLM, Sabena, Swissair, Air Francew, etc., collection in 2 albums
incl. 1946 (Mar 1 & 2) Stockholm-Dublin flight covers (14), 1947 (Apr 18) Proving Flight Shannon
Airport-New York by Sabena (3, very few known), 1947 (May 20 & 21) Amsterdam-Manchester-Dublin
and return flight covers (20), 1947 (Jun 17) Brussels-Dublin (8), 1949 (May 17) Amsterdam-Shannon
(4), section of covers from different legs of the Oct 30 - Nov 14 1954 Swissair Special Flight (51), etc.,
plenty of ephemera incl. timetables, route maps, publicity, etc., attractive lot (140+ covers)
51166

F / 570

300 - 400

1946-74 Collection of Trans World Airlines in 3 albums, with first flight covers incl. pilot signed covers,
1946 Around the World proving flights Sydney-Fiji (one of 6 covers carried) and Sydney-Washington
(one of 3 covers carried), TWA postcards and printed covers, ephemera incl. timetables, two 8mm films
and slides, etc.
51167

F

200 - 300

1962-84, Collection of 74 press photos of the Sheila Scott, the famous English aviator who broke over
100 aviation records through her long distance flight endeavours, and became the first person to fly
over the North Pole in a small aircraft, a great lot chronicling her voyages
51168

F

300 - 500

PICTURE POSTCARDS, unused collection in 9 albums of various modern airlines incl. Ryanair (280+),
Aer Arann (65), Iona (20), Aer Turas (101), Translift/Transaer (65), Heavy Lift (39), Futura (37), Air Corps
(26), around 600 of various other airlines from all over the world, much duplication often with five of the
same card, plus a box of 700+ with even more duplication
51169

F

400 - 600

PICTURE POSTCARDS, 1’000+ of Aer Lingus in 9 albums, the first album from to be 1930s-60s with
some used, rest nearly all unused from 1970s onwards with much duplication often with five of the
same card
51170

CC C J

1’000 - 1’500

Airmail Etiquettes: 1922-2007, Comprehensive collection in an album, first type imperforate P25 in
blocks, 1923 perforated complete sheet, blocks, 1928 MP25 sheets, shades, later OE78 types, uncoded,
shades, varieties, booklets with etiquettes included, self-adhesive sheets and strips from rolls, parcel
types from 1925 in blocks, OE7 types, SDS labels, etc., a clean and fine lot
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Booklets

51171

CC

HB2

500 - 800

HB5

200 - 300

HB5a

400 - 500

HB6

100 - 150

HB6

100 - 150

HB7a

20 - 30

1948-52 2s booklet, serial number 17-38, very fine and very rare (Hib. €2’800)

51172

51172

51173

51174

CC
1946-47 2s booklet, serial number 28-46, very fine and scarce (Hib. €950)

51173

CC
1946-47 2s booklet, serial number 27-45, very fine and scarce (Hib. €1’500)

51174

CC
1946-47 2s booklet, serial number 29-46, very fine and scarce (Hib. €475)

51175

51175

51176

51177

CC
1946-47 2s booklet, serial number 29-46, very fine and scarce (Hib. €475)

51176

CC
1948-52 2s6d booklet, serial number 36-53, very fine (Hib. €80)

51177

CC J

80 - 100

1948-50 2s6d Booklet, edition 32-49, complete, light pencil marks on front cover, fine (SG £325)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

CC / 572

51178

Hib. N°

Estimate (£)

HB10

40 - 60

HB10

40 - 60

HB11

40 - 60

1958-61 4s booklet, serial number 40-59, very fine (Hib. €140)
CC / 572

51179

1958-61 4s booklet, serial number 38-56, very fine (Hib. €135)
CC / 572

51180

1962 3s booklet, serial number 44-63, very fine and scarce (Hib. €140)

Collections
51181

150 - 200
LITERATURE: Large box of mostly Irish literature, incl. British Postmarks books/catalogues by Whitney, SG,
Alcock & Holland, Mackay; publications by Mackay incl. Official Mail of the British Isles, Surcharged Mail
of the British Isles, Skeleton Postmarks, Irish Slogan Postmarks, PO Numbers and Irish Postmarks since
1840; Postal Markings of the H&K Packet by Lovelock, Censorship of Mail in Ireland by Moxter, The Military
Postal History of Ireland by Kumpf as well as several other FAI publications on Irish postal history, plenty
more pamphlets and some books and catalogues not mentioned, great lot for the postal history specialist

51182

F

1’500 - 2’400

1731-1900, DUBLIN: Collection of Dublin postal history in 9 binders, starting with instruction marks
“MISSENT / TO / DUBLIN”, “A / LATE MAIL”, “B / LATE MAIL”, “C / LATE MAIL”, “TOO LATE” in scroll, “TOO
LATE” and “LATE FEE” duplexes, then album of Dublin penny post hs, album of receiving house s/l hs
and diamond spoon cancels, album of duplexes, album of the twin-arc cds and duplexes, album with
bishop marks, Paid At cds, Paid ds and octagonal ds, one album of numerals on line engraved frankings
and 2 albums with incoming stampless mail, mixed condition (ca.300 covers and a few fronts)
51183

H G F DFE / 572

1’200 - 1’500

1749-1972, Postal history collection in four album-size cases, with pre-stamp with Bishop marks, 1782
cover with “FREE” hs, s/l hs incl Kinsale, Borkane, “IRELAND” (44mm and 77mm), Belfast, Bray, mileage
marks (many good strikes, a few fronts) incl. Rathcormac, Six M Br, Dromore, Dungarvan, Glenarm, Kells,
Doneraile, Killysandra, Milltown, Blesington, Listowel, etc., Late Fee hs incl. “CORK / TOO LATE”, Free
hs incl. nice “Mermaid” on front, “FREE / D”, handstruck uniform penny post “1” hs, “PAID AT” hs incl.
Listowell, Galway, Athlone, etc., scalloped Sunday Mail ds, Penny Post hs, 1d Mulready from Bray, “Lord
Holland” facsimile, 5 penny black covers, 15 imperf. penny red covers incl. distinctive MCs, Spoons
incl. Limerick, Mullingar, Ballinar, Roscrea, Belfast, Cork (green & black), Drogheda, Wexford, Enniskillen,
couple of pages with stamps, and last box with mostly KGV stationery but also KGV 1d on cover with
Dublin temporary roller cancel after the 1916 uprising and a British censored cover to Liverpool, incl.
registered, airmails, maritime mail, etc., a lovely old-time collection with some interesting items (250+)
51184

F / 572

300 - 400

1787-1967, Collection of 56 Incoming Mail covers and cards from early pre-stamp to modern, fascinating
pre-stamp section then Mulready envelope, items are mostly from Great Britain but also USA, gen. fine
51185

F / 572

1’500 - 2’000

1817-1935, MARITIME, H&K Packet, TPO, RPO & RSO mail collection written in 8 albums incl. 1820
entire with fancy crowned Dublin Ship Letter ds, 1831 cover with “BELFAST / SHIP LETTER” hs, 1833
entire with “PACKET SHIP ROYAL WILLIAM / LONDONDERRY” on reverse, 1847 cover from Brazil with
“COVE / SHIP LETTER” and “8” in blue, a few America/Liverpool cds, America/Dublin cds, Londonderry
Colonial Pkt cds, PAID DERRY COL. PACKET cds, etc., second album with different Paquebot cds,
slogan ds and hs, many picture postcards of Ships throughout incl. unused, etc., transatlantic mail with
accountancy hs and GB QV frankings, finishing with Railway interest, and three albums of outgoing and
incoming mail with H&K PACT bs and cds with incoming from India, Australia, South Africa, etc., mixed
condition, some interesting items (350+ items)
51186

F
1817-1959, Collection of mostly circular markings, on GB used in Ireland and Ireland proper, many
slogans including Dublin exhibition, special handstamps, hooded cds, skeleton, rubber, duplexes, etc.,
mostly fine, also an album of incoming mail with Dublin diamonds (187 items)
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800 - 1’200

Lot N°

51187

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

F

Estimate (£)

800 - 1’200

1823-1943, MASONIC LODGE, Specialised collection of 182 covers in five album, all neatly mounted on
exhibition pages, mostly pre-philatelic addressed to or sent by Masonic Lodge members, many items
having content referring to Warrants, certificates, returns from various lodges, most letters addressed
to the Masonic member John Fowler, James Herron - Master of Lodge 276, Mr. Cetter Muloy, Thomas
Fowler,William Francis Graham, an exceptional assembly with each time useful information
51188

F

200 - 300

1826-1970, OFFICIAL mail collection in 3 albums and loose, first album from the British period incl.
ms “OHMS” covers, printed covers from the Poor Law Boundary Commission, Land Revenue, Inland
Revenue, Estate Commissioners, Irish Land Commission, Post Office, Estate Duty Office, etc., second
and third albums with Irish official printed envelopes, some sent with stamps, official paid marks, some
postcards, registered,etc. (100+)
51189

F DFE

700 - 1’000

1834-1990, Fascinating postal history selection of 178 items housed in five albums, with practically all
items neatly mounted on pages, some pre-stamp but mostly items from later years, good section of postal
stationery items with envelopes, postcards and lettercards, small section of perfins, Irish machine cancels
with Columbia machine, Krag machine, Hey-Dolphin machine and Universal machine, fine
51190

H G F

400 - 600

1845-1920, Mixed lot of mostly GB used in Ireland in various stockbooks, also a good selection of
covers showing a range of cancels, also censored mail, picture postcards etc,, please view
51191

F

500 - 800

1868-1926, MILITARY MAIL: Album with Curragh Camp cancels on covers/cards incl. duplex, thimbles
on arrival, M. O. & S. B. on arrival from Boer War cover, double circle, skeleton, cds, some on picture
postcards showing different areas of the Camp, then postcards sent from other Camps, those with
Camp cancels incl. Glen Imaal, Kilworth, Ballykinler, Ballinvonear, Shanes Park, finishing with six WWI
POW cards/covers (82)
51192

F

200 - 300

1879-1954, IRISH POSTAL MARKS, Attractive selection of various postmarks on GB or Irish stamps on
postcards, postal stationery or on cover, all neatly mounted on pages with explanatory notes, 120 covers
and cards, fine
51193

F / 572

500 - 800

1922-24, The Overprint issues, Collection of 68 covers and cards from this period, inland and outland
frankings showing a range of cancels, all neatly mounted on exhibition pages giving details on franking
and cancellation, fine

51194

CC C H G

2’000 - 3’000

1922-1965, Attractive old-time mint & used collection housed in one album and three stockbooks, good
values in the early years with the overprinted issues including some varieties with a study on separate
pages, also section of sinn féin propaganda labels, also useful duplication, a great lot

Find the BID FORM at the end of this catalogue on page 577
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Hib. N°

CC C H J DCE P

51195

Estimate (£)

3’000 - 4’000

1922-1987 Attractive and valuable collection of mostly mint, neatly mounted and presented on Lighthouse
album pages, showing strength in Dollar proofs in red or black with singles, strips and blocks, overprints
with a good deal of completion including all the better set to 10s mostly all mint nh, plus a fine array of
varieties, commemorative, airmails, postage dues all complete mint nh plus some varieties throughout,
booklets, Gerl definitive plate blocks etc., generally fine to very fine (100’s) (Hib. €19’100+)
CC C

51196

200 - 300

1922-92, Mint collection of Ireland in one Lighthouse album, with some Seahorses and other better
sets, gen. fine
CC H F

51197

2’000 - 3’000

1922-2015, Very clean and fine mint collection in 6 deluxe albums and 4 stockbooks, collected
unmounted where possible, from Dollard 1/2d proof ovpt. on 1/2d, Carmine 4d and 9d, Seahorses 2/6d
to 10/-, Thom Rialta 5/-, 1922-23 Thom Saorstat to 10/- (high values hinged), 1925 Narrow Date set,
1927-28 Wide Date set,1935 Re-engraved set, long “1” coils, 1922-37 SE to 10/- complete, 193334 coils (1d single perf. inverted is hinged), 1925 SE Postage dues, 1940-68 complete to 10/- with
both papers, commemoratives, some booklet panes and coils se-tenant, later booklets and exhibition
souvenirs, range of corner blocks, etc., a most comprehensive collection
51197A

CC C H

700 - 1’000

1922-1973 FIRST DAY COVERS & VARIETIES: Attractive assembly of first day covers showing Overprint
Issues with six FDC’s, Commemoratives with scarcer FDC’s of O’Connell, Shannon Scheme, RDS, Holy
Year, GAA & O’Cleary etc., plus a fine array of mint and used plate flaws, all housed in two albums, mixed
to very fine, a scarce & valuable group
51198

F

1’500 - 2’000

1960-93, United Nations Peacekeeping Forces: collection in album incl. flown 1960 Congo, 1962 West New
Guinea, Katanga ovpt., 1964 Cyprus, 1978 Lebanon, etc., various Battalion cachets, Newspaper wrappers,
Mailbag AV8 tags, Christmas Cards, 79 items, plus some collateral and two King’s African Rifles items
51199

CC F J

100 - 200

1985-2008, Collection of AIR PLANES and aviators on stamps (also some Balloons) in 3 albums, with mint
blocks (often cylinder and traffic light), FDCs, usages, booklets, presentation packs, mini sheets, etc.

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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Worldwide Leader for Rarities
Mauritius Post Office Issue Treasures recently sold by us
David Feldman International Auctioneers has sold more Grand-Prix winning collections and has obtained
more record prices for individual items than any other philatelic auction house.
We are always looking for single stamps, specialised collections and estates from all over the world.
Your results really matter to us as much as they matter to you –so please contact us today and let us get to
work for you.

Mauritius ”Post Office” 1d and 2d used (Nos. 8 & 21 as per L.N. Williams nomenclature), sold by private treaty in July 2016, and the “Bombay” Cover
(Stamps Nos. 6 & 7), sold at auction in December 2016
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Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the British pound (GBP)
Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance
in full of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations
arising therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions
taking place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.,
organiser of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any
way whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and with
the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs count as
part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation, centering,
postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions of the lots
mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2 As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1 The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows:
£ 50 - 100:

£5

£ 2’000 - 5’000:

£ 200

£ 100 - 200:

£ 10

£ 5’000 - 10’000:

£ 500

£ 200 - 500:

£ 20

£ 10’000 - 20’000:

£ 1’000

£ 500 - 1’000:

£ 50

£ 20’000 - 50’000:

£ 2’000

£ 1’000 - 2’000:

£ 100

£ 50’000 - 100’000:

£ 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has been
validly accepted.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3 Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders must
confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its
website before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the
case of Live Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their
expenditure in advance. Bids marked "BUY" are considered as up to ten
times the quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other
currencies than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted
into that c
 urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELD-
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MAN S.A. Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the
auction period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is British pounds. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited
clients and/or their agents.
3.2 Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3 Bidders' representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4 Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to the
highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will be added
to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer as part of the
total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the knock-down price
up to and including €50,000 and 20% on any amount in excess of €50,000.
Cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the buyer’s premium. On
the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes to the bidder whose
bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to the buyer when the total
sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which
the lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not
liable for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. with proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any
purchases by buyers who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland
will be liable to VAT at 7.7% of the purchase price in Swiss Francs at
the converted British pound value during the auction. It is the buyer’s
responsibility to pay any relevant duties that may be incurred upon
import to other jurisdictions.
3.5 Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer. Title
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or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with the
auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer
a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice immediately,
and the balance over a maximum period of 6 months, paying an equal
instalment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% is
debited to the buyer's account at the end of each month from the auction date. When the special extended payment facility has been granted,
the buyer understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be
made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may
be held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account.
Until delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the
offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7 Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This pledge
secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests, commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without further
formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default with the
payment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to comply with
the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may choose to
institute or go on with the usual proceedings without having beforehand
sold the pledged goods and without having moreover given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for a period
of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion of any other
fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to the notice
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at the latest within
30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take place after the
30 days period, the lots purchased may be examined at the Geneva
offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclamation is made
after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to the guarantee.
Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.. If an extension of the p
 eriod is required in order to substantiate the claim with an
expertise, a request for such extension must be made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No request for extension
will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention will expire
3 months after the date of the auction; the results of the expertise for
which an extension was agreed must come to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension of the period will be
considered without the express written agreement of DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details which are made within
the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a recognised expert, taking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to
request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the case of a
justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the claim is not justified. In the
case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knock-down price
plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case of delayed
payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest is
charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David Feldman
S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections, groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of
any claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to
a claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected
to a claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors
shown in the illustrations.
4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale
and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any
legal proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as
well as for any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses.
A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% for the first month and
2% per month a
 fterwards plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any
outstanding amount after 30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer
who is in default in any way whatsoever has no right of claim under any
circumstances.
4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the lowest
winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of bidding on
the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law.
Any legal action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be
submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject
to appeal to the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer
in default at his place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain
applicable and in the case of issues regarding price value, the British
pound is converted at its Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions:
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
(Private Auction-EN-GBP, rev.-Dan-04/2019)
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Symbols and Condition
Symboles et Conditions / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel.
/ Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces
d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende
Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren (Archivqualität), frische
Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön

gomme ou regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi

Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

used
oblitéré/ gebraucht

J

Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung

unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans 		
oder nachgummiert

H

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers /
Erhaltung von Briefen

block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. / Qualité
standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. / Gewöhnliche
aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren Gebrauchsspuren
(leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / schön			

K

tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I

fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G

piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück

F

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte
postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E

essay
essai / Entwurf

P

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck

R

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a presentable
example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres facteurs (voir
photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable. / Offensichtliche
Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe Beschreibung und/oder
photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare und sammelwürdige
Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note:Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges. They
are to be expected and are not always described, and are not grounds
for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will gladly provide
full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau
de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts sont également
acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les descriptions. Ces
points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration ne peuvent
par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge entlang
der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht immer
beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - diese
stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie auf
den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans sind
immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns VOR DER
Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans verlangen
und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.

Consign with Us
Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA
to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

www.numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent on-line auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Member of:
4, Rue des Barques
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)22 735 92 55
Email: info@numisor.ch

Consign with us

Lot 293 – Exceptional copy of l’Odysée
illustrated by François-Louis Schmied
Sold for €24,500

Lot 129 – Autographed letter from Alexander III, Russian Emperor,
addressed to his son the Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovitch
Sold for €36,750

We are working on the offering of
our next auction, which will be held
in Autumn 2019.
We invite you to continue with us on
this exciting adventure and entrust
us with your treasures of the world’s
written heritage.
Our experts are at your disposal and
willing to answer to any question
you may have.

Lot 199 – Sending from Pétain to de Gaulle
Sold for €36,750

Lot 206
Very rare calligraphy autograph from Mao Zedong
Sold for €161,700

Auctions prove time and again to be the ideal way to obtain the best price for your collectables
Why sell through Artoria?
1 - Free and confidential estimations
2 - Clear and precise consignment contracts
3 - Access to an international customer base
4 - Tailored service and effective communication
5 - Payments one month after the sale

ARTORIA S.A.
P.O. Box 731 – 1213 Petit-Lancy – Geneva, Switzerland
contact@artoria.ch – + 41 (0) 22 727 07 99 – www.artoria.ch

Your
stamps
matter
to us
CONSIGN
WITH US
Consigning your stamps with us and
participating in our auctions is very easy.

At David Feldman
International Auctioneers:
Service and satisfaction are paramount
Innovation and imagination make the difference
Expertise and knowledge are vital
Quality is essential
Results matter

Stage 1
Evaluation

?

1

Interested in selling? How
much are your stamps worth?

5

Get a proposal and sign
a contract

Stage 2
Consignment

Just follow the steps:

Stage 3
Auction
$
9

Get the description and
auction estimate of your
stamps for your validation

50

How to
consign
with us

Consigning your stamps with David Feldman
International Auctioneers and participating in our
auctions is very easy. The following instructions
sheet will guide you through the process.

Sorry, your stamps have no commercial
value or are not suitable for auction

Yes! we are interested

info@davidfeldman.com

2

Send us a brief description
and images of your stamps
(mail, email, dropbox, fax)

3

Your stamps are examined
by our experts, no charges
involved

4

Get a reply from us. One of our
philatelists may make an appointment
to visit you

9
$

6

Send us your stamps. They are
insured from their departure

7

Your stamps are kept in a
safe place

8

Your stamps are lotted,
meticulously described and
estimated by a philatelist

$
10

We implement a marketing
strategy for the auction

11

Watch your stamps get sold
at auction

12

Get paid in the method most
convenient to you!

Contact
David Feldman SA

Route de Chancy 59-D
1213 Petit-Lancy
Geneva, Switzerland
Tel.: +41 22 727 0777
email:
info@davidfeldman.com

Keep your collection alive
The digital solution: Museum of Philately

A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned for over forty years, we have presided over the disperal of hundreds of Grand Prix
and Large Gold Medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields over
decades or even a lifetime. Thus, the idea was spawned to create deluxe publications and an on-line museum as additional
services to eternalise a prized collection, allowing it to live on once it has been sold, thereby preserving it for future generations.

By consigning a Grand Prix or a Large Gold Medal collection with us, make yourself eligible to participate in both the Great
Philatelic Collections programme and the Museum of Philately digital application. These tools will allow you to immortalise your
collection and, ultimately, to share your achievements in the world of philately with your loved ones and with the rest of the world.

app available
on iTunes
download it now!

www.davidfeldman.com
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The print solution:
Great Philatelic Collections

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf. Twenty-five
titles published so far, and many more to come
Now presenting the Joseph Chalhoub Collection of Egypt in 11 Volumes.
Deluxe Hardbound Numbered Limited Editions (75 each)

List of titles:
I
Commemoratives*
II
Foreign Post Offices*
III Egyptian Post Offices Abroad*
IV King Fouad I*
V
King Farouk*
VI The First Three Issues and the Suez Canal**
VII Officials, Postage Dues and Booklets
VIII Fourth Issue, Pictorial and Crown Overprint Issues
IX Airmails, Postal Stationery, Express Mail
X
Gaza, French Offices (Alexandria and Port Said)
XI Revenues
* Already available in our webshop (www.davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop)
** In preparation, available soon
In addition to being a valued keepsake for collectors and their
families, the “Great Philatelic Collections” series of limited editions
represent a “must have” for every enthusiast collecting any of the
subjects comprised in the series.
To find out all the published titles, their availability and the novelties, go
to www.davidfeldman.com
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Your contacts
Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte
Daniel Flesher
Chief Executive
Officer

Marcus Orsi

Director &
Chief Philatelist
Europe, Africa, Middle
East, Olympics

Anders Thorell

Auctioneer
Switzerland, Europe
Classics, Nordics

Gaël Caron

Director
France & Colonies,
Postal History

Ricky Verra

Great Britain &
British Empire, Asia,
Olympics

Guy Croton

Senior Manager
Great Britain &
British Empire

David Feldman

Honorary Chairman
& Consultant
Philatelic rarities

Outside Philatelists Daniel Mirecki, Jean-Luc Salvi, Karol Weyna, David MacDonnell, Tony Banwell, Michael Tseriotis
Administration Daniel Flesher (Director), Andreia Pereira Operations & Marketing Estelle Leclère Client Relations
Marina Poncioni Finance & Accounts Fabrice Bac Information Technology RK Technologies Publishing Department
Alex Porter, Gilles Lüthi
D av i d Fe l d m a n S A 59, R o u te d e C h a n c y, B u i l d i n g D, 3 r d f l o o r, 1213 Pe t i t- L a n c y, G e n e va , S w i t ze r l a n d
Tel. +41 ( 0 ) 22 727 07 77 Fa x +41 ( 0 ) 22 727 07 78 Email info @ davidfeldman.com Web www.davidfeldman.com
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Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf
Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations
S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations
Bitte wenden Sie sich rechtzeitig und direkt an die Hotels, um Ihre Reservierungen zu machen

1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44, Fax +41 22 757 18 89
Room rates: from CHF 125
Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14
www.auberge-confignon.ch
2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11, Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Distance: 2 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 160
www.vendee.ch
3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87, Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Distance: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by tram 12 & 14
Room rates: from CHF 178
http://www.geneva-hotel.ch/diplomate/
4. HOTEL IBIS GENEVA PETIT-LANCY
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00, Fax +41 22 709 02 10
Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 120
www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy
/index.shtml

5. HOTEL IBIS BUDGET GENEVA PETIT-LANCY
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20, Fax +41 22 709 02 1
Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 88
http://www.ibis.com/fr/hotel-7291-ibis-budget-genevepetit-lancy/index.shtml
6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33, Fax +41 22 884 08 34
Distance: 20 minutes by bus 22
Room rates: from CHF 170
www.horlogers-ge.ch
7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16, Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 250
www.hotel-tiffany.ch
8. HOTEL ASTORIA
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52, Fax +41 22 544 52 54
Distance: 20 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 195
www.astoria-geneve.ch

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in Geneva will
be a pleasant and memorable one!

(Updated: Andreia-04/19)
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Location
Lieu / Standort
Worldwide presence with representatives in the following countries:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway,
Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.

Take TRAM 14 from Cornavin train station (direction P+R Bernex),
or BUS 23 from Cointrin airport (direction Tours-de-Carouge) and
alight at Les Esserts stop

David Feldman SA
59, Route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 – info@davidfeldman.com
Parking: Lancy Centre & visitor parking at 59 Route de Chancy

www.davidfeldman.com

